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Abstract

For many decades, professional digital imaging has faced a dilemma. On one hand, imaging scientists and engineers – and, within the last two decades, programmers – have been taught that the goal of imaging technology is the accurate “reproduction” of colour values (most commonly quantified by luminance, tristimuli, and/or chromaticity) on a display device. On the other hand, digital imaging craftspeople and artists have learned to manipulate image data as required to yield the intended visual result, objective inaccuracy notwithstanding.

These approaches have been at odds owing to a fundamental aspect of colour vision: Colour appearance depends upon the visual conditions of a scene or a display (particularly, its absolute illuminance or luminance), the region surrounding the acquired portion of the scene or the displayed image, and whether the display is emissive or reflective. The dependence of perceived colour upon absolute luminance and surround conditions is well known in colour science. In the last 20 years, these visual effects have been quantified in colour appearance models, and have been standardized (in CIECAM02). However, these effects, and colour appearance theory, remain largely unknown to imaging engineers.

Despite the reluctance of scientists and engineers to abandon their goal of physical accuracy, appearance effects have, in fact, been accommodated in commercially important imaging systems. However, appearance effects have been compensated largely at the level of craft, not science or engineering. Compensation of appearance effects has been subject to such confusing nomenclature and such poor documentation that it has remained mostly invisible or mysterious to the scientists and engineers.

This thesis seeks to develop a systematic analysis that bridges visual psychophysics, colour appearance theory, and the practice of image signal processing in modern digital imaging systems. I analyze and document the colour appearance compensation methods that have evolved in modern digital imaging, and I link to these methods to modern psychovisual principles and to colour appearance theory.
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OOTF  optical-to-optical transfer function (general)
OOTF\(_1\)  optical-to-optical transfer function from scene to mastering display
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OOTF\(_3\)  optical-to-optical transfer function from scene to consumer display
OSD  on-screen display
P3  3-primary standard (of DCI), defined in SMPTE RP 431-2
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PAL  phase alternate line (European composite SD video system)
PCS  profile connection space (ICC term)
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pluge  picture line-up generator (the acronym refers to the equipment, but in common usage the term refers to the corresponding signal)
PQ  perceptual quantizer
Rec.  Recommendation (ITU-R term; normative)
RGB  red, green, blue (tristimuli)
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RP  Recommended Practice (SMPTE notation)
RRT  reference rendering transform (ACES term)
SDR  standard dynamic range
SI  Silicon Imaging, Inc.
SID  Society for Information Display
SMPTE  Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
sRGB simple RGB specification (not an acronym; initial s is written in lowercase)

ST Standard (SMPTE notation)

TIFF, .tiff tagged image file format

TR technical recommendation (e.g., IEC and ISO)

UCS Uniform Chromaticity Scale (CIE term), or Uniform Color Space, Uniform Color Scale

UHD ultra-high definition (video)

VESA Video Electronics Standards Association

VFX visual special effects

VGA video graphics array (VESA standard analog interface to computer displays)

WCG wide colour gamut

WLO white light output

XYZ CIE tristimuli
Symbols & notation

2\,k  image format of 1920 \times 1080 (i.e., HD)
4\,k  image format of 3840 \times 2160 (i.e., UHD)
\Delta L  \delta L  (a small increment in absolute luminance)
\gamma  gamma, the exponent of a power function that relates physical optical
power to signal value, ideally having a value greater than unity and
relating to a display EOTF; but sometimes having a value less than
unity and relating to a camera OETF or relating to the inverse of a dis-
play EOTF (i.e., relating to a display EOTF\(^{-1}\))
\lambda  \lambda \text{ wavelength [nm]}
\alpha, \beta  \text{ chromatic coordinates of CIE [15] 1976 (}\mathbf{L}, \mathbf{a}, \mathbf{b}\text{) UCS system}
b  \text{video bias ("offset," or "intercept," typically ranging ±0.2)}
\mathbf{B}  \text{BRIGHTNESS as a user interface value, ranging ±50 (or 0 ... 100)}
\mathbf{C}  \text{CONTRAST as a user interface value, ranging 0 ... 100}
\mathbf{C}  \text{physical contrast: ratio of a higher luminance value to a lower value}
\mathbf{C}_B, \mathbf{C}_R  \text{chroma (blue) and chroma (red) signals in video coding}
\mathbf{D}_Z, \mathbf{D}_X  \text{chroma signals resembling (}\mathbf{C}_B, \mathbf{C}_R\text{) but based upon }X'Y'Z'\text{ instead of }R'G'B'\text{)
H.264, H.265  \text{digital video compression standards promulgated by ISO/IEC and ITU-R}
\mathbf{l}  \text{intensity (formally in units of candela [cd], but often used informally)}
\mathbf{j}  \text{JND-value (DICOM)}
\kappa  \text{component bit depth at an interface or processing step (typically 8, 10, 
or 12)}
\mathbf{L}  \text{absolute luminance [cd \cdot m^{-2}]}
\mathbf{L}^*(\bullet)  \text{CIE [15] lightness function}
\mathbf{L}_0  \text{absolute luminance of adaptation level [cd \cdot m^{-2}] (Schreiber's [1991] 
otation)}
\mathbf{L}_A  \text{absolute luminance of adaptation level [cd \cdot m^{-2}] (CIECAM02 notation; 
defined as 0.2 \cdot L_w)}
$L_{DW}$ absolute luminance of diffuse white [cd · m$^{-2}$] (defined as $0.9 \cdot L_w$)

$L_{DWP}$ absolute luminance of diffuse white as portrayed [cd · m$^{-2}$]

$L_m$ absolute luminance of mid-grey [cd · m$^{-2}$] (defined as $0.18 \cdot L_w$)

$L_{\text{MAX}}$ maximum absolute luminance of display [cd · m$^{-2}$]

$L_{\text{MIN}}$ minimum absolute luminance of display [cd · m$^{-2}$]

$L, M, S$ longwave, mediumwave, shortwave cone fundamentals (tristimuli)

$LUV$ CIE [15] $(L^*, u', v')$ uniform chromaticity scale components

$L_w$ absolute luminance of perfect diffuse white [cd · m$^{-2}$]

$m$ video gain (“slope,” typically ranging 0.5 … 2)

$P$ presentation-value (DICOM)

$R, G, B$ tristimuli represented as realizable red, green, and blue primary components

$R', G', B'$ RGB tristimuli at a mastering display, each individually related to the inverse of a power-function mastering display EOTF (i.e., EOTF$^{-1}$)

$R'', G'', B''$ RGB tristimuli at a mastering display, each individually related to the inverse of a PQ-based mastering display EOTF (i.e., EOTF$^{-1}$)

$T$ tristimulus value (general; radiometric, and relative by definition)

$u', v'$ chromatic coordinates of CIE [15] 1976 $(L^*, u', v')$ UCS system

$u'', v''$ chromatic coordinates of a UCS system resembling CIE [15] 1976 $(L^*, u', v')$ but based upon PQ-quantized components

$V$ video (or digital image) signal value (general)

$W$ Weber contrast

$W_L$ window level (DICOM)

$W_W$ window width (DICOM)

$X, Y, Z$ CIE tristimuli

$X_N, Y_N, Z_N$ CIE tristimuli of reference white (to normalize scale of XYZ values)

$x, y$ CIE chromaticity coordinates [CIE 15]

$Y$ relative luminance (in modern usage, reference range 0 … 1; historically, reference range 0 … 100)

$ar{Y}(_\lambda)$ luminous efficiency of the CIE Standard Observer; in some publications, symbolized $V(_\lambda)$

$Y'$ luma, weighted sum of $R'G'B'$ image signal components

$Y'_{CB}C_R$ luma, chroma (blue), chroma (red) video signal components

$Y''$ luma, weighted sum of $R''G''B''$ image signal components
1 Background & introduction

Gabriel Lippmann asked in 1908 [LIPPMANN 1908],

\[Is it possible to create a photographic print in such a manner that it represents the exterior world framed, in appearance, between the boundaries of the print, as if those boundaries were that of a window opened on reality?\]

Some people take this quote as an inspiration for virtual reality systems. Here, we’re not concerned with immersive displays, but instead, ordinary electronic displays. We know from experience that photographs and digital displays can produce convincing depictions of the real world (and, of imaginary worlds). Electronic displays depict reality at quite low light levels compared to the real world. The adaptation of Lippmann’s question for the purposes of my thesis is this:

\[How do we create a convincing depiction of the real world at light levels a tenth, a hundredth, or a thousandth of the light levels of the real world?\]

One hundred and ten years ago, Lippmann used the word \textit{appearance}. That word is the key to the problem.

For many decades, digital imaging professionals have faced a dilemma concerning the image appearance to which Lippmann alludes. On one hand, imaging scientists and engineers – and, within the last three decades, programmers – have been taught that the goal of imaging technology is to accurately acquire colour values from a scene (most commonly quantified by luminance, tristimuli, and/or chromaticity), and “reproduce” these values on a display device. On the other hand, digital imaging craftspeople and artists have learned to manipulate colour image data as necessary to yield the intended appearance, objective inaccuracy notwithstanding.

Photography, television, high definition video (HD), ultra-high definition (UHD) video, and digital cinema (d-cinema) are widely used to tell stories. Tone and colour are important aspects of visual storytelling. Art is typically imposed between the scene and the consumer display. This thesis makes the argument that the objective reference to the colour of image data as distributed must be the display upon which image creation decisions were finalized: The image data must be \textit{mastering-display-referred}. Any image that, when viewed on the mastering display, satisfies the program creator is correct by definition, no matter how the image data was created or manipulated. The objective
colour properties of the image are not referenced to the scene. (In synthetic graphics, cartoons, and animated features, there is no scene!) Upstream of mastering, there are no limits to what we allow the image creator to do – science, craft, and art are all allowed. Downstream of mastering, to remain faithful to the image as created at mastering, processing and display should involve only science (not craft or art).

Scientists and engineers typically expect objective accuracy of image data with respect to the scene in front of the camera; artists and craftspeople typically expect objective accuracy with respect to the display used to finalize image creation. These approaches have been at odds owing to a fundamental aspect of colour vision: As the amount of light available to vision decreases, colourfulness decreases. Also, as light decreases, visual contrast – or “contrastiness” – decreases. The ratio of average scene or image light to surround light also plays a role in colourfulness and visual contrast. These effects alter the appearance of coloured images when viewing has less light available than acquisition, or when the visual surround differs.

In the last 20 years, the effects of absolute light level and surround conditions upon perceived tone and colour have been quantified in colour appearance models (CAMs). However, because colour appearance effects cannot be measured by instruments, they remain largely unknown to imaging scientists and engineers.

Compensation for appearance effects is almost always required in image acquisition, processing, mastering, distribution, and display. Appearance effects have, in fact, been accommodated in commercially important imaging systems; however, the compensation has mainly been accomplished at the level of craft, not science or engineering. Also, compensation of appearance effects has been subject to such confusing nomenclature and such poor documentation that it has remained mostly invisible or mysterious to the scientists and engineers.

In professional imagery – such as photography, television, and cinema – appearance compensation can be separated into two aspects: one aspect concerns how the scene is acquired and conveyed to the post-production and mastering stages, and the other concerns how the mastered image is presented to the user or consumer.

On the first aspect, if a sunlit scene were to be conveyed mathematically correctly to a mastering display, so as to produce colour stimuli at the display physically proportional to the colour stimuli at the scene, the relatively low brightness of the mastering display and its very dim surround condition (compared to the scene) would cause the mastered image to appear lacking in colourfulness and lacking in contrast. Consider tristimuli acquired from an outdoor scene on a typical overcast day, then “reproduced” accurately on a post-production display that produces just $\frac{1}{320}$ or so of the amount of light in the scene. The low “brightness” would cause the displayed image to have the colourfulness and contrastiness of twilight instead of daylight. This aspect requires compensation in the signal path from the scene to the mastering display. This compensation is scene rendering, a concept developed in the remainder of this thesis. Scene rendering lies upstream of mastering: scene-referred image data is mapped to the mastering-display-referred image state largely as a function of the amount of scene light and the amount of mastering display light.
On the second aspect, consumer display equipment rarely conforms to the display and visual conditions at mastering. Image presentation typically involves diverse display and viewing conditions. Consumer displays typically produce 3 to 5 times as much light as a mastering display and are viewed in conditions having 5 to 20 times the amount of surround light as mastering. If the mastered image data were to be conveyed mathematically correctly to a consumer display that produced light physically proportional to the light at mastering, the brighter display and the brighter surround would cause the image to have excess colourfulness and excess visual contrast compared to the image as experienced at mastering. To produce acceptable appearance, consumer equipment has to impose compensation for its display and viewing conditions: It has to perform display rendering, mapping mastering-display-referred image data into a display-referred state representative of the particular display (ideally, responsive to the difference between mastering conditions and consumer conditions). This thesis will explain the process.

Neither historical nor contemporary literature in digital image processing or video technology presents a coherent description of the requirement for – or the implementation of – compensation for appearance effects. I have concluded that the lack of published information on the topic in video and HD/UHD is due to the compensation being performed in an implicit manner, in no single block of the system block diagram. In this thesis I analyze the implicit scheme used in HD/UHD, and I describe a modern technique for digital movie-making (ACES) where the scene rendering transform is explicit. I describe the coding details of video, where physical signals are subject to nonlinear transforms that mimic vision in order to minimize bit depth of the coded digital signals without introducing visible artifacts. I analyze medical imaging, where coding takes advantage of the characteristics of human vision, but appearance transforms are absent. Finally, I apply the principles developed in the thesis to coding of tone and colour in a contemporary system for high dynamic range (HDR) and wide colour gamut (WCG) video.

The primary contribution of this thesis is to analyze and document the colour appearance compensation methods that have been deployed the acquisition, post-production, mastering, distribution, and display of HD/UHD video and d-cinema. The thesis links visual psychophysics, classical colorimetry, and modern colour appearance theory to the practical solutions that have evolved in industry.
2 Image acquisition and presentation

The basic proposition of digital imaging is sketched in Figure 2.1. Image data is acquired, processed, and/or recorded, then presented to a viewer. As outlined in the caption, and detailed later, appearance depends upon display and viewing conditions. Viewing ordinarily takes place in conditions different from those in effect at the time of capture of a scene. If those conditions differ, a nontrivial mapping of the captured image data – *picture rendering* – must be imposed in order to achieve faithful portrayal, to the ultimate viewer, of the appearance of the scene (as opposed to its physical stimulus).

Examine the flowers in a garden at noon on a bright, sunny day. Look at the same garden half an hour after sunset. Physically, the spectral reflectances of the flowers have not changed. For the sake of argument, assume that the spectral distribution of the illumination didn’t change, except by scaling to lower luminance levels. The flowers appear markedly less colourful after sunset: Colourfulness decreases as luminance decreases. Images are usually viewed at a small fraction, perhaps \( \frac{1}{100} \) or \( \frac{1}{1000} \), of the luminance at which they were captured. If the image is presented with luminance proportional to the scene luminance, the presented image would appear less colourful, and lower in contrast, than the original scene.

![Figure 2.1 Image acquisition](image.png)

*Figure 2.1 Image acquisition* takes place in a camera, which captures light from the scene, converts the light to a signal, and – in most cameras – performs certain image processing operations. The signal may then be recorded, further processed, and/or distributed. Finally, the signal is converted to light at a display device. The appearance of the displayed image depends upon display conditions (such as peak luminance); upon viewing conditions (such as the surroundings of the display surface); and upon conditions dependent upon both the display and its environment (such as contrast ratio). It is common for the scene to be much brighter than the displayed image. The scene may be captured in daylight, but an HD studio display produces white of one hundredth of that light or less (as suggested by the example luminance values in the sketch). The usual goal of imaging is not to match the physical stimulus associated with the scene – say, at daylight luminance levels – but to match the viewers’ expectation of the appearance of the scene. Producing an appearance match requires imposing a nontrivial mapping from the scene to the display.
To present contrast and colourfulness comparable to the original scene, the characteristics of the image data must be altered [Giorgianni 2008, Hunt 2004]. An engineer or physicist might strive to achieve physical linearity in an imaging system; however, the required alterations cause the displayed relative luminance to depart from proportionality with scene luminance. The dilemma is this: We can achieve physical linearity, or we can achieve correct appearance, but we cannot simultaneously achieve both! Successful commercial imaging systems sacrifice physical linearity to achieve the preferred perceptual result.

Entertainment programming

Entertainment represents an economically important application of imaging, so it deserves special mention here. Digital video, HD/UHD, and digital cinema all involve acquisition, recording, processing, distribution, and presentation of programs. I’ll use the generic word “program” as shorthand for a movie, a television show, or a short piece such as a commercial. The stages of production are sketched in Figure 2.2.

Production refers to acquisition, recording, and processing. In a live action movie, the term production generally refers to just the acquisition of imagery (on set or on location); processes that follow are generally called postproduction (“post”). In the case of a movie whose visual elements are all represented digitally, post production is referred to as the digital intermediate process, or DI.

Production culminates with display and approval of a program on a studio reference display – or, in the case of digital cinema, approval on a cinema reference projector in a review theatre. (If distribution involves compression, then approval properly includes review of compression at the studio and decompression by a reference decompressor.) Following approval, the program is mastered, packaged, and distributed.

Professional content creators rarely seek to present, at the viewer’s premises, an accurate representation of the scene in front of the camera. Apart from makers of documentaries, movie makers often make creative choices that alter that reality. They hope that when the program completes its journey through the distribution chain, the ultimate consumer will be presented with a faithful approximation not of the original scene, but rather of what the director saw on his or her studio display when he or she approved the final product of postproduction. In colour management terms, movie and video image data is mastering-display-referred (to be detailed later). The situation is sketched in Figure 2.3.

Axiom Zero

The process of converting image data to coloured light on a rectangular surface and optically conveying that light to the eyes of one or more
observers is presentation. Presentation is distinguished from the scene, and distinguished from the optical image of the scene on a sensor surface (the focal plane image).

Among creators of professional-level video/HD/UHD/D-cinema content, the tools and processes of post-production – and in digital cinema, the digital intermediate (DI) – are routinely used to accomplish the aesthetic goals of program creation. The primacy of the studio reference (mastering) display is taken for granted. It is axiomatic that the ultimate goal of imaging technology is to accurately present, to the eyes of the consumer, the appearance of the image as it was finalized at mastering. There are very few cases in professional content creation where the goal is to have the mastering display accurately present the physical colour stimulus of the scene. This thesis is based upon this axiom, which I term Axiom Zero:

Faithful (authentic) presentation is achieved in video/HD/UHD/D-cinema when imagery is presented to the consumer in a manner that closely approximates its appearance on the display upon which final creative decisions were approved.

Faithful presentation of professionally created material is defined with respect to the experience (not the “intent”) of the creative group that mastered the content. The original scene – if there is one – is not the reference point for faithful presentation, for several reasons:

[A] imagery may be synthetic (there may be no original scene);
[B] colours in the original scene may be clipped or otherwise transformed to lie within the colour gamut of recording, mastering, distribution, and/or presentation;
[C] the tone scale of the scene may be reduced or expanded for technical or artistic reasons;
[D] arbitrary colour manipulation for artistic purposes may legitimately intervene between the scene and the mastered content; and
[E] image data is typically transformed to achieve an approximate appearance match between the scene and the display (which is typically less luminous than the scene and viewed in a dim or dark surround).

The primacy of the mastering display means that video image data entering the distribution chain should be described as mastering-display-referred.

Owing to the five points [A] through [E] above, image data entering the distribution chain is not scene-referred (also to be detailed later). To declare finished, mastered video to be scene-referred is to restrict or
eliminate artistic freedom in choosing tone or colour in production and postproduction.

**OETF and EOTF**

A camera captures light, and produces an image data signal (code). The dominant aspect of a camera's mapping from scene light to image signal code is its *opto-electronic transfer function* (OETF). The dominant aspect of a display's mapping from image signal code to emitted light is its *electro-optical transfer function* (EOTF). There are typically several other transfer functions in the chain from a scene through the mastering display to consumer displays.

The OETF and EOTF terminology is common in video systems and is used in ITU-R and SMPTE standards. In ISO and IEC standards for digital still cameras and desktop/prepress colour management, instead of the word *transfer*, the word *conversion* is used, leading to the initialisms OECF and EOVF. Imaging systems always involve transfer functions. However, some of the important functions do not involve explicit “conversion” (for example, the *optical-to-optical transfer functions*, OOTFs, to be discussed in later chapters). Because of potential confusion on this point, I prefer OETF and EOTF, and I will use these terms in the remainder of this thesis.

**EOTF standards**

In professional imaging systems, imagery is subject to review or approval at the completion of production and post-production. Faithful presentation requires consistent mapping from image data to light – and in entertainment applications, from audio signal to sound – between the approval environment and the ultimate viewing environment.

Figure 2.3 characterizes image approval. The entire production/post-production chain – often but not always including acquisition – is depicted as a “black box.” The mapping from image data to displayed light involves an EOTF. It is clear from the sketch that faithful presentation requires matching EOTFs at the approval display and the presentation display. EOTF is thereby incorporated – explicitly or implicitly – in any image interchange standard. Faithful presentation also requires agreement – again, implicit or explicit – upon reference viewing conditions.

To make the most effective use of limited capacity in the “channel,” the EOTFs common in commercial imaging incorporate some form of perceptual uniformity (to be detailed in the next chapter).

**Image state**

In many professional imaging applications, imagery is reviewed and/or approved prior to distribution. Even if the image data originated with a colorimetric link from the scene, any technical or creative decision that results in alteration of the image data will break that link. Consider the movie *Pleasantville* [NEW LINE CINEMA 1998]. Colour is used as a storytelling device. The story hinges upon characters depicted in greyscale and characters depicted in colour. (See Figure 2.4.) The image data values of the final movie do not accurately represent what was in front of the camera! This example is from the entertainment industry,
however, examples abound wherever colour is adjusted for æsthetic purposes.

Picture rendering is ordinarily a nonlinear operation; when artistic manipulation is included, it is not easily described in a simple equation or even a set of equations. Once picture rendering is imposed, its parameters aren’t usually preserved. In many applications of imaging, image data is manipulated to achieve an artistic effect – for example, colours in a wedding photograph may be selectively altered by the photographer. In such cases, data concerning picture rendering is potentially as complex as the whole original image!

The design of an imaging system determines the point at which picture rendering is imposed:

- In consumer digital photography and in professional HD video production, picture rendering is typically imposed in the camera.

- In movie making, picture rendering is typically imposed in the processing chain.

If an imaging system has a direct, deterministic link from luminance in the scene to image code values, in ISO 22028 colour management terminology the image data is said to have an image state that is scene referred. The ISO standard was established for print; it does not clearly address digital display. ISO 22028 does not define the term, but if there is a direct, deterministic linkage from image code values to the luminance and tristimuli intended to be produced by a display, then image data is said to be display referred.

Modern video standards are at best unclear and at worst wrong concerning image state. Consequently, video engineers often mistakenly believe that video data is linked colorimetrically to the scene. Users of digital still cameras may believe that their cameras capture “science”; however, when capturing TIFF or JPEG images, camera algorithms perform rendering, so the colorimetric link to the scene is broken. What is important in these applications is not the OETF that once mapped light from the scene to image data values, but rather the EOTF that is expected to map image data values to light presented to the viewer.
Acquisition

A person using a camera to acquire image data from a scene expects that when the acquired material is displayed it will approximately match the appearance of the scene. Physical light level in imaging is best characterized by luminance, to be detailed later. For now, consider that luminance of white in an outdoor scene might reach 32 000 cd · m\(^{-2}\), but it is rare to find an electronic display for HD whose luminance exceeds 500 cd · m\(^{-2}\), and professional HD content mastering and approval is performed with a reference white standardized at 100 cd · m\(^{-2}\). Linear transfer of the scene luminance to the display – in effect, scaling absolute luminance by a factor of 0.016 or 0.0032 – won’t present the same appearance as the outdoor scene. The person using the camera expects an approximate appearance match upon eventual display; consequently, picture rendering must be imposed.

In HD, and in consumer still photography, rendering is imposed at the camera; in digital cinema and in professional (“raw”) still photography, rendering is imposed in postproduction.

Consumer origination

Consumer origination of either still photographs or video has all of the issues of image acquisition outlined in Figure 2.1, but consumers rarely process or review imagery before distribution and rarely exercise control over the parameters of image capture or processing. Algorithms in the camera impose picture rendering and incorporate the rendering into the image data. Those operations assume the display and viewing conditions of the consumers’ living room. That viewing environment is thereby incorporated (explicitly or implicitly) into the image exchange standard.

As described earlier, HD studio mastering is built on an assumption of viewing at a standard luminance level in a very dim surround. Consumer camcorders and cellphone cameras incorporate picture rendering based upon comparable parameters. Processing in consumer display equipment compensates for the brighter displays typically found in consumer use.

Consumer electronics (CE) display

In the consumer electronics domain, there is a diversity of display devices (having different contrast ratios, different peak luminance values, and different colour gamuts), and there is a diversity of viewing environments (some bright, some dark; some having bright surround, some dim, and some dark).

Different consumer display devices have different default EOTFs. The EOTF for a particular product is preset at the factory in a manner suitable for the viewing conditions expected for that product. Modern consumer HD/UHD receivers are considerably brighter than today’s studio mastering displays; the higher brightness necessitates a somewhat different mapping of image data signal to light than at mastering.

Consumer television receiver vendors commonly impose signal processing claimed to “improve” the image – often described by adjectives such as “naturalness” or “vividness.” However, the creative team responsible for a production may have thoughtful reasons for wanting the picture to look unnatural, pale, or noisy.
3 Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging

The digital representation of an image is *perceptually uniform* if a small perturbation of a component value – such as the digital code value used to represent red, green, blue, or luminance – produces a change in light output that is approximately equally perceptible across the range of that value. Most digital image coding systems – including sRGB (used in desktop graphics), BT.1886 (used in high-definition television, HD), Adobe RGB 1998 (common in digital still photography and graphics arts), and DCI P3 RGB (used in digital cinema) – represent colour component (pixel) values in a perceptually uniform manner. However, this behaviour is not well documented and is often shrouded in confusion. This chapter surveys perceptual uniformity in digital imaging.

Among computer graphics, imaging, and video practitioners, it is a continuing source of confusion that the term “intensity” is commonly used to refer to pixel component values even when the corresponding quantity is not proportional to light power. Another continuing source of confusion is that the term “brightness” is used for physical quantities. This chapter clarifies these widely misunderstood terms.

**Introduction to perceptual uniformity**

Many applications of digital colour imaging involve economic or technical constraints that make it important to limit the number of bits per pixel. In capturing, processing, storing, and transmitting image data, a limited number of bits per pixel are most effectively used by perception if coding of luminance values (or tristimulus values) is nonlinearly mapped, like CIE $L^*$, to mimic the lightness response of human vision. Digital imaging system engineers use vision’s nonlinearity to minimize the number of bits per colour component. Mappings based upon power functions are most common, although mappings based upon logarithms and other functions are sometimes used. The concept is fundamentally important to both the theory and practice of digital imaging, but it is widely neglected or misrepresented in the technical literature.

This chapter addresses mainly image capture and display (or if you like, encoding and decoding). Other important issues related to processing in perceptually uniform space – for example, performing colour transformations in a manner that preserves hue, or coding that maintains a perceptually uniform chroma scale – are not covered here.

---

1 This chapter is adapted from POYNTON and FUNT [2014].
Luminance

Perceptual coding involves absolute luminance, relative luminance, and related quantities. These topics are generally well understood by colour scientists; however, in digital imaging more generally, much confusion surrounds these quantities, and a detour into the nuances of luminance is necessary.

Absolute luminance, defined by the CIE [CIE 15], is proportional to optical power across the visible wavelengths, weighted according to a standardized spectral weighting that approximates the spectral sensitivity of normal human vision. Luminance is proportional to optical power, but derivatives are taken with respect to solid angle and with respect to projected area: luminance relates to power in a certain direction, emitted from or incident on a certain area. Absolute luminance has the symbol $L_v$ (or just $L$, if radiometry is not part of the context); its units are $\text{cd} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}$ [“nit,” or nt]. The spectral weighting of luminance is symbolized $V(\lambda)$ or $\gamma(\lambda)$.

In applications of image capture, recording, and presentation—including photography, cinema, video, HD, digital cinema, and graphics arts—absolute luminance of the original scene is rarely important. Instead, scene luminance is characterized relative to an “adopted” scene white luminance associated with the state of visual adaptation of an actual or hypothetical person viewing the scene [HOLM 2002, ISO 22028-1]. Subsequent processing and display involves relative luminance, symbolized $Y$, whose value is a dimensionless quantity ranging from 0 through a suitably chosen reference white. Reference white luminance has traditionally given the value 100, although many modern practitioners prefer to use a reference value of 1. Image scientists and engineers often call this normalized quantity luminance, even though properly speaking it is relative luminance. Distinguishing absolute luminance and relative luminance is important because absolute luminance exerts a strong influence over colour appearance; using relative luminance discounts that effect.

In digital imaging, reference black and reference white values correspond to integer values such as 0 and 255 (in sRGB, for desktop computing), 64 and 940 (in 10-bit studio digital video), and 0 and 4095 (in 12-bit digital cinema distribution). In some standards, such as studio digital video, codes are allowed to exceed the reference white level; codes above reference white are available to represent scene elements such as specular highlights. Some imaging standards clip at reference white, for example, sRGB [IEC 61966-2-1, Stokes 1996]; some clip at a value slightly above reference white, for example, BT.1886 for HD [ITU-R BT.1886], at about 1.09; and some have essentially no clipping, for example, OpenEXR [KAINZ 2004].

The term relative luminance and its symbol $Y$ are well established in colour science; however, the term and the symbol are widely misused in the fields of video, computer graphics, and digital image processing. Workers in those fields commonly use the term “luminance”—or worse, the archaic term “luminosity”—to refer to a weighted sum of nonlinear (gamma corrected) red, green, and blue signals instead of the linear-

---

2 The foot-lambert unit [fl] once used for luminance is now deprecated in favour of the SI unit, $\text{cd} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}$. In our view, using foot-based units such as foot-lambert and foot-candle [fc] impedes the understanding of radiometry and photometry.
light quantities defined by the CIE. The nonlinear quantity is properly termed *luma* and given the symbol $Y'$ [POYNTON 1999].

Luminance is a photometric – or casually, radiometric or linear-light – measure, directly proportional to light power.\(^3\)

### Tristimulus values

Three signals proportional to intensity, having specific spectral weighting and expressed relative to a certain white chromaticity and absolute luminance reference, are called tristimulus values (or tristimuli). Tristimuli are dimensionless quantities – that is, they have no units [BRILL 1996, HUNT 1997]. A colour scientist symbolizes tristimuli with capital letters and no primes; examples of tristimuli are RGB, LMS, and XYZ. Relative luminance, $Y$, is a distinguished, special case of a tristimulus value. A suitably-weighted sum of tristimuli yields relative luminance [SMPTE RP 177]; that can be augmented with two other linear-light components (having prescribed spectral composition) to yield tristimuli.

Cameras almost always depart from the spectral sensitivities prescribed by CIE standards [QUAN 2002]. Consequently, what are called “tristimulus values” acquired from the scene are almost always estimated, not exact. The effect of the imperfect match of camera spectral sensitivities to the CIE Standard Observer – that is, camera metamerism – is embedded in the image data.

### Picture rendering I

The usual goal of digital imaging is to produce the intended presentation on the ultimate display device. Image data are typically referenced to a set of additive primaries. Once sensed and recorded, image data are associated with the colour representation defined in an interchange standard. For example, the sRGB standard applies to general computing; the BT.1886 standard applies to HD. (Not coincidentally, the sRGB and BT.1886 standards share the same set of primaries). Faithful display is achieved on a display device that conforms to the intended colorimetric standard.

In professional imaging, and in content creation, tristimulus values and luminance are then exact with respect to a reference additive RGB display (for example, a studio reference display). All imaging applications involve nonideal displays, and almost all applications involve image viewing in conditions different from those in effect at the time of image capture. The goal of most imaging applications is not to match relative luminance values between the scene and the display, but instead, to match the ultimate viewers’ expectation of the appearance of the scene.

Engineers and scientists unfamiliar with colour science are usually surprised to learn that the intended appearance is not achieved by matching relative luminance values between scene and display: Preserv-

\(^3\) Instead of using the informal term linear-light, some practitioners use the term photometrically linear. The adjective photometric properly refers to use of the CIE standard luminance spectral weighting. However, practical cameras typically don’t closely approximate the CIE spectral weighting, so the term “photometrically linear” in this context is wrong. The term radiometrically linear (or better, just radiometric) is appropriate, because the adjective radiometric isn’t associated with any particular spectral distribution.
Manipulation is typically accomplished either algorithmically (for example, by firmware in a digital still camera) or manually by a skilled specialist such as a photographer or a colourist [Fairchild 2013, Giorgianni 2008, Hunt 2004]. Picture rendering of image data from a digital camera involves a complicated series of image processing operations, usually proprietary. The operations are often dependent on exposure levels, and on statistics derived from the image data. The picture rendering operation obscures any direct link to scene colorimetry.

ISO 22028 standardized the terms scene-referred to describe image data having a colorimetric link to a scene (for example, “raw” sensor data) and output-referred to describe image data having a colorimetric link to an output device (such as a standardized display). The ISO standard was intended mainly for colour management for print; “output” meant hard copy. Subsequent to adoption of the ISO standard, the term display-referred has come to describe image data having a colorimetric link to a digital display device [Myszkowski 2008, Green 2010, ICC 2010]. In many applications of digital imaging, there is no camera.

In many modalities of medical imaging (for example, CT scanning), image data are originated algorithmically and do not correspond to any optical image.

In graphic arts, it is common to use application software (such as Photoshop) to “paint” directly on the display screen, producing an image that has no direct counterpart in the physical world. Finally, in computer-generated imagery for movies or games, attempts are made to compute physically plausible scenes that do not exist physically. In all of these applications, image data have no link to a physical scene. In such cases, perceptual uniformity must be referenced to the display alone.

High-end professional digital single-lens reflex cameras (D-SLRs) are typically able to record in raw mode, where image data from the sensor are recorded without any rendering operations. Such data are scene-referred. However, photographers typically process such data through the camera vendor’s processing software or through commercial software such as Lightroom (from Adobe). These software packages read raw camera image data, perform picture rendering, and output display-referred image data.

Most industrial and scientific cameras do not incorporate complicated picture rendering operations; they simply transform sensor data through a linear-light 3 × 3 matrix to form RGB tristimuli estimates, then apply a power function having an exponent of around 0.4 (“gamma correction”). Provided that the parameters of matrixing and gamma correction are known, or can be estimated, these cameras can be considered to be scene-referred. The remainder of this chapter discusses perceptual uniformity with reference to the display.

Visual response

Human vision has a nonlinear perceptual response to light power. As explained in the remainder of this chapter, linearly quantizing a radiometric quantity such as luminance or tristimulus values is perceptually inefficient. RGB pixel values used in most commercial imaging systems –
and in virtually all 8-bit imaging systems – are quantized having a non-linear relationship to light power.

It is a continuing serious source of confusion among computer graphics, imaging, and video practitioners that the term “intensity” is commonly used to refer to pixel component values even when the corresponding quantity is not proportional to light power. For example, *Mathematica* has a built-in function *GrayLevel* that “specifies ... gray-level intensity ...”; however, greyscale pixel values are implicitly coded nonlinearly (by virtue of display through a transfer function resembling that of sRGB) and the term *intensity* is therefore technically incorrect. As another example, the *MATLAB* system has four classes of images. Until version 5, one of the classes was called *intensity image*; however, its pixel values are implicitly coded nonlinearly, and again the term *intensity* was technically incorrect. The documentation for *MATLAB* was recently revised to use the more accurate term *grayscale image*.

The terms *luminance* and *lightness* apply directly to greyscale imaging. Most colour imaging systems encode a nonlinear transformation of red, green, and blue, neither luminance nor lightness is directly available. In what follows, the luminance and lightness of the pure primaries is addressed.

**Logarithmic approximation**

According to the historical Weber-Fechner model [Hecht 1924], lightness perception is very roughly logarithmic. Put briefly [Poynton 2003]:

\[
\text{Vision cannot distinguish two luminance levels if the ratio between them is less than about 1.01 – in other words, the visual threshold for luminance difference is about 1 percent.}
\]

The ratio of 1.01 is the Weber contrast. A first approximation of perceptual uniformity is obtained by taking advantage of the Weber ratio, choosing a coding such that successive pixel component values are associated with a constant ratio of luminance from code to code across the tone range from some minimum representable luminance up to white. Such coding is effected by a logarithmic transform of relative scene luminance.

For a true logarithmic law having a 1.01-ratio between adjacent codes across a certain range, the relative luminance difference between adjacent codes is 1%. The number of codes (pixel values) required to maintain a 1.01 Weber ratio across a 100:1 range of relative luminance values (from 0.01 to 1) is as follows:

\[
\frac{\log 100}{\log 1.01} \approx 464; \quad 1.01^{464} \approx 100
\]

Between 400 and 500 codes suffice.\(^5\)

---

\(4\) In what follows, log denotes the base-10 (common) logarithm, as used in engineering.

\(5\) In the 1950s, the developers of colour television assumed that it was sufficient to cover a contrast ratio of 30:1 with a 1.02 ratio, yielding 172 steps, as described by Fink [1955, p. 201].
Photographers and cinematographers prefer to deal with light ratios expressed in “stops” (factors of two) of luminance. For pure logarithmic coding with a Weber fraction of 1%, there are 69 codes per stop – about six bits of data per stop:

\[
\frac{\log 2}{\log 1.01} = 69; \quad 1.01^{69} = 2
\]

Six bits cover about a stop, and three bits serve to enumerate eight stops (a 256:1 range); so 6 + 3 = 9-bits cover a 256:1 luminance range with a Weber contrast of 1.01.

A logarithm to base \( b \) increments by one when the (positive) argument is multiplied by \( b \). To map a relative luminance ratio of 100:1 (represented as signal values from 0.01 to 1) into a pure logarithmic code from 0 to 1, simply form the base-100 logarithm, then add one. (The base-100 logarithm is half the common base-10 \( \log \).) For the result to lie in the range 0 to 1, relative luminance values less than 0.01 must be excluded; in any event, zero must be excluded to avoid the singularity in the log function. The expedient method is to set the result to zero for any argument less than or equal to 0.01. For tristimulus value (or, in a greyscale system, relative luminance) symbolized \( T \), pure log encoding produces video signal \( V \) according to this equation:

\[
V = \begin{cases} 
0, & T \leq 1/100 \\
1 + \frac{1}{\log_{10}(100)}\log_{10}(T), & 1/100 < T \leq 1
\end{cases}
\]

This pure-logarithmic encoding is encoded into 8-bit components by multiplying the result \( V \) by 255 and rounding to an integer. This scheme is one of two logarithmic encodings specified in the MPEG and H.264 video compression series of standards [ISO/IEC 14496-2-Amd3]. The first scheme has 127.5 steps per decade, corresponding to a Weber contrast of about 1.018. The second scheme covers a \( 10^{2.5} \) contrast ratio (about 316:1); it has 102 steps per decade, and has a Weber contrast of about 1.023. The second scheme can be described by the equation above by replacing 100 by \( 10^{2.5} \). As far as we are aware, neither of these schemes has been commercially deployed. One important reason is that hard clipping below \( 1/100 \) or \( 1/316 \) of relative luminance is highly likely to produce image artifacts. Quasilog coding schemes have been commercially deployed in digital cinema, as will be discussed later; however, they treat luminance values near black in a manner that avoids clipping artifacts.

In practice, pure log transforms are rare because in typical image presentation environments logarithmic curves do not offer particularly

---

6 Imaging scientists use the term optical density to refer to the negative of the base-10 logarithm of reflectance or transmittance factor; both of these are proportional to relative luminance. The 100:1 contrast ratio mentioned above corresponds to 2 density units. For purposes of science, defining a stop as a ratio of exactly \( 10^{0.3} \), or about 1.995, gives exactly 0.3 density units in a stop, and exactly 3 \( 1/3 \) stops in a density unit. Cameras have exposure time – or “shutter speed” – markings of \( 1/1000 \), not \( 1/1024 \) as would be the case if a stop was exactly a ratio of two. To compute stops in this way, use \( 0.3 \cdot \log_{10} \) instead of the \( \log_2 \) that is found in photography standards and textbooks.

7 These standards specify a handful of other, non-logarithmic encodings.

8 A decade is a factor of ten. An octave is a factor of two.
good approximation of the perceptual response to luminance. For a better approximation, we turn to the CIE’s definition of lightness.

**Lightness**

The Weber-Fechner Law was based upon the assumption that thresholds (*just noticeable differences*, JNDs) can be meaningfully integrated. In the 1950s and 1960s, S. Smith Stevens criticized the Weber-Fechner law, declaring that “A power function, not a log function, describes the operating characteristic of a sensory system” [Stevens 1961]. Stevens’ objection was that since thresholds are defined by uncertainties, integrating them would be just accumulating uncertainties. Stevens devised and conducted psychophysical experiments based upon magnitude estimation to obtain more direct measures of the relationship between physical stimulus and perceptual response. He concluded that lightness could be approximated by the 0.33-power – that is, the cube root – of relative luminance. His results agreed quite well with investigations made decades earlier by Albert E. O. Munsell [1933], son of Albert H. Munsell [1915].

In the context of the historical Weber-Fechner logarithm and Stevens’ power function, an estimate of vision’s lightness response, symbolized $L^*$, was eventually standardized by the CIE in 1976. The definition is essentially unchanged in today’s colour science standards [CIE 15]. Given relative luminance, CIE $L^*$ returns a value between 0 and 100; a “delta” (difference, $\Delta L^*$) of 1 is taken to approximate the threshold of vision for luminance differences. The $L^*$ function is basically a power function with what we call an “advertised” exponent of $1/3$ – that is, a cube root. A linear segment is inserted near black, below relative luminance of about 1%; the power function segment is scaled and offset to maintain function and tangent continuity at the breakpoint. See Figure 3.1.
The linear segment at relative luminance less than about 0.01 was introduced for mathematical convenience [Pauli 1976] and not for any visual reasons. What effect the linear segment has on perceptual uniformity is an open question. The technical literature is rife with statements that $L^*$ is a cube root [McCann 1998, Richter 1980]. However, the scaling and offset cause the function to approximate an “effective” 0.42-power over its entire range.

Display characteristics and EOTF

In the era of the CRT (1941 – 2011), the electrostatic characteristics of the electron gun of the CRT imposed an EOTF that was well approximated by a power function from voltage input to light output. The symbol $\gamma$ (gamma) represented the exponent at the display. Although the CRT is gone, the EOTF remains: In a properly adjusted [ITU-R BT.1886] studio HD display, “gamma” is close to 2.4.

In computing, the sRGB standard [IEC 61966-2-1, Stokes 1996] establishes an EOTF that is effectively a pure 2.2-power function. (Veiling glare in the display’s ambient environment is expected to cause an additive increase in tristimuli.) The sRGB standard also includes an alternate EOTF that incorporates a linear segment.

In video and HD, gamma has historically been poorly standardized or not standardized at all. In 2011, after several decades of inaction, the ITU-R standardized the value 2.4 [ITU-R BT.1886], carefully chosen to codify current practice at the time (and for many years earlier).

A 2.4 power is a very close match to the inverse of the $L^*$ function; see Figure 3.2.

Virtually all non-CRT image display equipment, including obsolete plasma display panel (PDP) direct view displays and today’s liquid crystal display (LCD), digital light processing (DLP) projectors, and liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) projectors, are designed to mimic the historical behaviour of CRTs. In displays such as DLP that involve physical...
behaviour that converts signal to light in a linear manner, a nonlinear function (“degamma,” or “inverse gamma”) is provided by signal processing, typically incorporating one or more lookup tables (LUTs). In displays such as LCDs that involve nonlinear physical transducers, signal processing incorporates a function that imposes the difference between the desired 2.2- or 2.4-power-law behaviour of the image exchange standard and the inverse of the native characteristic of the transducer.

Eight-bit pixel components

Eight-bit pixel components are very widely used in digital imaging. It is perceptually uniform coding, imposed by the nonlinear characteristics of standard displays, that makes 8-bit components practical for continuous-tone imaging. (Another factor making 8-bit components practical is that noise causes spatial diffusion of quantization error.) If eight-bit components were used to encode linear-light values, with black at 0 and white at 255, a Weber contrast of $\frac{255}{254} \approx 1.004$ is obtained at white, code 255. As pixel value drops below code 100, the Weber contrast would increase above 1.01; the boundary between adjacent pixel values would be susceptible to being visible as “contouring” or “banding.” At pixel value 20, the Weber contrast would be 1.05, high enough that visible artifacts would be likely.

Figure 3.3 plots $L^*$ as a function of code value for linear-light coding; for the 1.8-power coding typical of graphics arts images exhibits good perceptual uniformity. Exponents of 2.2 (sRGB), 2.4 (studio video and HD) and 2.6 (digital cinema) all exhibit excellent perceptual uniformity; the higher the power, the better the performance in very dark tones (as evidenced by the hockey-stick shape close to black).

Figure 3.3 CIE Lightness ($L^*$) value as a function of pixel value are plotted for several pure power function EOTFs, with exponents indicated. Linear-light coding (exponent 1.0) exhibits poor perceptual uniformity above $L^*$ 60, where the slope of the curve is diminished: one bit is wasted compared to the other codes. Linear-light coding also exhibits poor perceptual uniformity below $L^*$ of 40: The slope of the curve is high, and one additional bit would be necessary to achieve visual performance comparable to the other codes. The 1.8-power typical of graphics arts images exhibits good perceptual uniformity. Exponents of 2.2 (sRGB), 2.4 (studio video and HD) and 2.6 (digital cinema) all exhibit excellent perceptual uniformity; the higher the power, the better the performance in very dark tones (as evidenced by the hockey-stick shape close to black).
It is frequently claimed that 8-bit imaging has a “dynamic range” of 255:1 (or 256:1). To pick five of many examples in the literature:

*An 8-bit image has a dynamic range of around 8 stops.*

[Corke 2011]

*Most of the images made for display on contemporary monitors have a dynamic range of only 256:1 per color channel, because that’s all that most monitors are built to support.*

[Mather 2007]

*A typical JPEG, TIFF, BMP image has 8 bits per color or a maximum dynamic range of 256 per color channel (256:1).*

[Aliaga 2007]

*A graphic image file with 8-bits signal depth in each channel has a dynamic range of 255:1, corresponding to a maximum density of 2.4.*

[Kim 2006]

*A range of 256 brightness steps is not adequate to cover a typical range from 0 to greater than 3 in optical density with useful precision, because at the dark end of the range, 1 part in 256 represents a very large step in optical density.*

[Russ 2006, p. 28]

Such claims arise from the implicit assumption that image data codes (pixel component values) are linearly related to light. For commercial imaging systems, that assumption is nearly always false: Eight-bit image data is almost universally coded nonlinearly, assuming a 2.2- or 2.4-power function (comparable to that of sRGB or BT.1886) at the display. Consequently, the dynamic range associated with code 1 is not 255:1 or 256:1, but about 200 000:1, as computed here:

\[
\frac{1}{255} \approx 0.000005 \approx \frac{1}{200000}
\]

Equation 3.4

In the fourth quoted statement above, 2.4 is the optical density corresponding to optical transmittance of \(1/255\). In the fifth statement, optical density of 3.0 corresponds to 1000:1 contrast ratio, typical of very high quality displayed imagery. Covering a range of 3.0 in optical density with 8-bit coding using pure logarithmic pixel values yields 85 pixel values per decade (or 25.5 pixel values per stop), and a Weber contrast of \(10^{3/255}\), about 1.027. Contrary to the fourth author’s claim, quantizing a 3.0 density unit range into an 8-bit pixel value offers performance comparable to 8-bit coding of \(L^*\).

Another aspect of claims commonly found in the literature, implicit in all five quoted statements above, is that code 0 is disregarded – for no legitimate reason. In a simplistic, idealized system, you could take code 0 to produce luminance of zero, in which case the ratio of maximum to minimum luminance – the dynamic range – is infinity! In practice, physical factors lead to minimum luminance greater than zero. The actual minimum luminance is an important aspect of the visual experience. If dynamic range is to characterize the visual experience, dynamic range must be defined as a ratio between physical quantities.\(^9\)

\(^9\) As a thought experiment, consider linear-light 8-bit greyscale imaging with pixel values from 1 to 220 driving a display having black at 1 nt and white at \(\triangleright\)
When nonlinear coding is used, dynamic range is \textit{not} a ratio of image data values.

Comparing 2.2- and 2.4-power EOTF with CIE $L^*$

As described earlier, $\Delta L^*$ of unity is widely agreed to approximate the visual threshold between luminance levels. The ratio of luminance between $L^*$ values of 99 and 100 is about 1.025 – that is, the relative luminance difference at threshold is 2.5\% (the Weber fraction):

$$0.975 \approx L^*(−1) \quad (99)$$

Equation 3.5

As relative luminance decreases, the luminance ratio between adjacent $L^*$ values increases, as shown in Figure 3.4. At $L^*$ of 8 (relative luminance just less than 0.01) the relative luminance ratio has reached 1.125, that is, a Weber fraction of 12.5\%\textsuperscript{10}. The $L^*$ scale assigns 92 levels – or 93, including the endpoints – across a 100:1 range of relative luminance. Assuming that the visual threshold is 1 $\Delta L^*$ unit, seven bits suffice to encode $L^*$ values.

Eight-bit digital studio video has 219 steps between black and white, and is standardized with a 2.4-power function at display [ITU-R BT.1886]; sRGB has 255 steps, and assumes a 2.2-power [IEC 61966-2-1]. These counts of possible integer pixel

\textsuperscript{10} Take the first derivative of the inverse of $L^*$ then divide by the inverse of $L^*$; add one to get the Weber contrast.

Figure 3.4 Ratio of relative luminance values for unit $\Delta L^*$, across the $L^*$ range from 1 to 100. Starting at the right, between $L^*$ values 99 and 100, there is a 1.025 ratio (2.5\%) between relative luminance values at the assumed threshold of unity $\Delta L^*$. As $L^*$ decreases, the “delta” increases. At $L^*$ of 8 – corresponding to relative luminance of about 1\%, or contrast ratio of about 100:1 – the ratio has increased to 1.125. As relative luminance decreases, image coding can use fewer and fewer pixel values per stop without the differences being visible.
values are intermediate between the 462 codes of pure log coding at a Weber contrast of 1.01 and the 92 codes of direct $L^*$ coding. In Photoshop LAB coding [Adobe 2002], and in the LAB PCS of the ICC standard [ISO 15076], $L^*$ values are scaled by 2.55 for encoding into the range 0 through 255: The coding has about 2.5 digital code values per $L^*$ unit – that is, a Weber fraction of about 1% at white.

We have discussed the number of codes across 100:1 contrast ratio, or two decades of luminance. A particular imaging application may require a range less than or greater than 100:1. Also, typical photographic images have a certain amount of noise; visibility of contouring will be reduced by noise, and quantization will be less demanding.

A discussion of perceptually uniform decoding and display in the domain of medical imaging is found in Chapter Chapter 7, Analysis of greyscale medical image display, on page 81.

**Picture rendering II**

All imaging applications involve non-ideal displays, and almost all applications involve image viewing in conditions different from those in effect at the time of image capture. The goal of most imaging applications is not to match relative luminance values between the scene and the display, but instead, to match the ultimate viewers’ expectation of the appearance of the scene. Engineers and scientists unfamiliar with colour science are usually surprised to learn that the intended appearance is not achieved by matching relative luminance values between scene and display: Preserving appearance almost always requires manipulating the tristimulus value estimates between the scene and display. Manipulation is typically accomplished either algorithmically (for example, by firmware in a digital still camera) or manually, by a skilled specialist (such as a photographer or a colourist) [Fairchild 2005, Giorgianni 2008, Hunt 2004, ISO 22028-1].

In many commercial imaging systems, including video and digital still photography, baseline picture rendering is achieved by using an OETF that roughly approximates a 0.5-power function (which is the pure power function that best fits BT.709), rather than the 0.42-power that would perfectly invert a 2.4-power EOTF at display. The combination of an effective 0.5-power OETF (e.g., that of BT.709) and a 2.4-power EOTF (e.g., that of BT.709) imposes an end-to-end 1.2-power. For image data acquired at 3200 nt in an average surround, a 2.4-power function is a first approximation for rendering onto a display having reference white at about 100 nt viewed in a very dim surround.

If an imaging application is required to maintain relative luminance values from an encoder to a decoder, then the OETF (at encoding) should be chosen as the mathematical inverse of the EOTF that will be imposed at decoding and display. For the near-ideal 2.4 power used in studio video display, you would expect the encoder to have as its exponent the reciprocal of 2.4 – that is, about 0.42. Such cases are rare.

**Gamma correction**

In nearly all commercial imaging systems, an OETF – or loosely, “gamma correction” – is imposed at encoding, often immediately following transduction in the sensor. Gamma correction takes estimated $R$, $G$, and $B$ (radiometrically linear) tristimulus estimates from the scene, and
forms (nonlinear) $R'$, $G'$, and $B'$ quantities to represent those tristimulus values in a smaller number of bits. The primes signify the nonlinear relationship to light power. To achieve perceptual uniformity, the OETF roughly approximates vision’s lightness sensitivity by imposing a function comparable to $L^*$. Decoding and display of digital image data involves an EOTF that approximates the inverse of lightness sensitivity for each of the $R$, $G$, and $B$ components.

In a historical CRT display, the electrostatic characteristics of the electron gun caused the CRT to impose an EOTF that was approximately a 2.4-power function from voltage input to light output. The symbol $\gamma$ (gamma) represents the exponent at the display: A studio reference display is said to have gamma of about 2.4. Historically, gamma in video and HD was poorly standardized or not standardized at all. In 2011, when CRTs were rapidly falling into disuse, the ITU-R standardized the value 2.4 [ITU-R BT.1886]. Although CRT displays are now obsolete, the image coding standardized in BT.1886 stands: It remains completely viable and economically important.

To achieve perceptual uniformity, the OETF roughly approximates vision’s lightness sensitivity by imposing a function comparable to $L^*$. Decoding and display of digital image data involve an EOTF that approximates the inverse of lightness sensitivity for each of the $R$, $G$, and $B$ components.

Gamma correction is often described as a pair of inverse functions; for example, see Figure 3.5, taken from Rowlands [2017]. However, using an OETF at the camera that is the inverse of the display’s EOTF fails to incorporate any picture rendering. If the captured scene has light levels comparable to the ultimate display – say, diffuse white in the scene has luminance of 80 cd · m$^{-2}$ – the resulting imagery may be visually correct. However, typical acquisition takes place in environments where a diffuse white reflector exhibits absolute luminance much higher than 80 cd · m$^{-2}$, and failure to impose picture rendering is highly likely to produce displayed images that are judged as unsatisfactory.
Tristimulus values

As mentioned earlier, a suitably-weighted sum of tristimuli yields luminance [SMPTE RP 177], and that luminance can be augmented with two other linear-light components (having prescribed spectral composition) to yield tristimuli.

In practice, cameras typically depart from the spectral sensitivities prescribed by CIE standards, consequently, tristimulus values and luminance with respect to the scene are usually estimated, not exact: Image data incorporates the effect of the imperfect match to the CIE Standard Observer (that is, camera metamericism). However, the usual goal of digital imaging is to produce the intended presentation on the ultimate display device. Image data is typically referenced to a set of additive primaries. (The sRGB standard applies to general computing, and the BT.1886 standard applies to HD; not coincidentally, these standards share the same set of primaries.) Faithful display is achieved on a display device that conforms to the intended colorimetric standard. Once sensed and recorded, image data is associated with the colour representation defined in the interchange standard. In professional imaging, and in content creation, tristimulus values and luminance are then exact with respect to a reference additive RGB display (for example, a studio display). Content creators expect that tristimuli and luminance are reasonably well approximated at the ultimate consumer displays.

Modern misconceptions

The 525-line monochrome (greyscale) television system was designed in the 1940s; its extension to colour was designed in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Publications of the time [HAZELTINE 1956, KALLMANN 1940, MALOFF 1939, MERTZ 1950, OLIVER 1950] make clear that the designers of those systems understood the importance of nonlinear coding to achieve good visual performance (although they did not give the concept the name perceptual uniformity).

Astonishingly, since about 1960, the significance of perceptual uniformity has been largely forgotten! Engineers are always desirous of linearity; video engineers apparently came to believe that the purpose of gamma correction was to overcome a supposed deficiency – that is, nonlinearity of the CRT. They realized that the sensible place to perform the “correction” was close to the transmitter, so as to avoid millions of nonlinear circuits in receivers. The link to perceptual uniformity was apparently forgotten. Widespread misunderstanding among television engineers of the fundamental reason for “gamma correction” remains rampant even today. As I stated [2003, p. 258]:

If gamma correction were not already necessary for physical reasons at the CRT, we would have to invent it for perceptual reasons.

You can test your colleagues: Ask, “If television displays in 1953 had exhibited a linear relationship between voltage applied to the CRT and light output, would television standards have included gamma correction?” Anyone who answers “Of course not!” does not appreciate the importance of perceptual uniformity. It is clear from their writings that the inventors of analog television coding [HAZELTINE 1956,
Kallmann 1940, Maloff 1939, Mertz 1950, Oliver 1950] appreciated the perceptual advantage of the CRT’s characteristic.

Electrical engineers, video engineers, and digital image processing practitioners often claim that their systems are “linear.” However, “linearity” for engineering purposes just means that the properties $f(x) + f(y) = f(x + y)$ and $f(a \cdot x) = a \cdot f(x)$ are reasonably well approximated, completely independent of any potential link to optical or electrical power. If gamma correction has been imposed at image capture or encoding, and an approximate inverse is imposed at decoding or display, then linearity in the $R'$, $G'$, and $B'$ signal domain does not extend to luminance or tristimulus values! In other words, you can treat calculations in the tristimulus domain as linear, and you can treat calculations in the $R'G'B'$ (video voltage, signal, or code) domain as linear, but values in one domain are clearly not proportional to values in the other.

My paper “The rehabilitation of gamma” [Poynton 1998] reviewed several widely-held misconceptions concerning gamma, including these:

• The nonlinearity of a CRT display is a defect that needs to be corrected.

• The main purpose of gamma correction is to precompensate the non-linearity of the CRT.

• Ideally, linear-intensity representations should be used to represent image data.

My paper then presented what I considered to be the facts of the situation:

• The nonlinearity of a CRT is very nearly the inverse of the lightness sensitivity of human vision. The nonlinearity causes a CRT’s response to be roughly perceptually uniform. Far from being a defect, this feature is highly desirable.

• The main purpose of gamma correction in video, desktop graphics, prepress, JPEG, and MPEG is to code luminance or tristimulus estimates (proportional to intensity) into a perceptually-uniform domain, so as optimize perceptual performance of a limited number of bits (such as 8 or 10) in each of the colour components.

• If a quantity proportional to intensity represents image data, then 12 bits or more would be necessary in each component to achieve high-quality image reproduction. With nonlinear (gamma-corrected) coding, just 8 bits usually suffice.

The paper referred to 8 bits per component being sufficient for video distribution purposes. In order to provide some measure of protection against roundoff error liable to be introduced by video processing, modern studio video standards – and most studio equipment devices – have 10 bits per component. CMOS sensors used in modern cameras are intrinsically linear-light devices; it is necessary to capture about 12 bits per linear-light component to maintain 10-bit accuracy once the signals are gamma-corrected. Several digital cinema cameras
offer 14-bit linear-light analog-to-digital converters, and thereby offer about 12 bits of quantization performance when coded perceptually.\textsuperscript{11} Roughly speaking, representing colour components in a perceptually uniform manner saves 2, 3, or 4 bits per component compared to representation in linear-light form.

**Modern practice in video and HD**

Today's HD studio reference displays have gamma very close to 2.4. Reference white luminance of 100 cd · m\(^{-2}\) is standardized [SMPTE ST 2080-1]. Contrast ratio is typically about 3200:1. At program mastering, studio reference displays are viewed with a very dim surround, illuminated such that the surround luminance is about 1% of the reference white luminance.

Creative approval of program material in the studio environment causes not only the studio EOTF but also the studio viewing conditions to be implicit in the definition of the \(R'G'B'\) exchange standard: It is implicit that the intended picture appearance at the consumers' premises is obtained from a comparable EOTF in a comparable environment. Should a consumer's display characteristics or viewing condition differ substantially from the studio – for example, if the consumer display is brighter, or has inferior contrast ratio, or is located in a lighter surround than the studio – then image data should be altered at the consumer's premises to yield a closer match to the intended appearance.

CRTs are now obsolete, and several display technologies have replaced them. None of the new display technologies – LCD, DLP, LCoS, or OLED/AMOLED – involves a native physical 2.4-power law like that of a CRT. Some people argue that emergent display technology gives us a chance to adopt linear-light encoding for video [Li 2005]. However, perceptual uniformity remains important for these reasons:

- Perceptually uniform coding maximizes the perceptual utility of a limited number of bits – usually 8, or 10, or 12 – per component;

- Nearly all commercially important digital image storage and exchange standards call for perceptual uniformity; and

- Billions of stored images incorporate perceptual uniformity.

**Modern practice in digital cinema**

Standards for d-cinema mastering [SMPTE ST 431-1, SMPTE RP 431-2] call for \(R'G'B'\) or \(X'Y'Z'\) components (at the reference projector interface, or the digital cinema distribution interface, respectively) to be raised to the power 2.6 for display. The 2.6-power is imposed to invert perceptually uniform encoding. Compared to the 2.4-power EOTF of studio video, the 2.6-power offers improved visual performance in the low luminance and dark surround situation of the cinema.

DCI/SMPTE d-cinema standards are completely mastering-display-referred with respect to the standard 2.6-power EOTF. D-cinema

\textsuperscript{11} That 12-bit perceptual components suffice is demonstrated by the \(XYZ^{1/2.6}\) EOTF\(^{-1}\) specified in SMPTE/DCI standards for digital cinema [SMPTE ST 431-1]; however, a pure power function such as this is unsuitable as an OETF.
standards make no reference to a camera, and make no reference to post-production (apart from mastering).

There are no SMPTE/DCI standards for digital cinema acquisition; many techniques are in use. The basic principles outlined above apply when the cinematographer decides, based upon the scene being captured, upon a diffuse white reference near the top end of the digital coding scale. If specular highlights beyond diffuse white are to be accommodated, then the cinematographer may impose what an engineer might call a distortion of the code scale above diffuse white. The cinematographer may have reason to acquire a scene while deferring any decision about reference white – that is, the decision may be deferred until post-production. In that case it may be appropriate to use an acquisition standard having a pure logarithmic code or a quasilog code with an appropriate number of digital code values per stop of scene-space luminance (“exposure”). For an example of a quasilog encoding commonly used in such situations (“FilmStream”) [SMPTE RDD-2].

In classic photochemical film historically used in cinema, a rough approximation to picture rendering is evidenced by the standard laboratory aim density (LAD) practice [Pytlak 1976] that was ubiquitous in motion picture film laboratories, and is mimicked in digital cinema production: Relative luminance of about 0.18 in the scene produces optical density of about 1.06 in the print, and thereby produces relative luminance on-screen of $10^{-1.06}$, or about 0.087. Approximating the end-to-end function as a pure power function, the resulting effective end-to-end power function exponent is found to be about 1.4:

$$0.18^g = 10^{-1.06} \approx 0.087; \quad g = \frac{-1.06}{\log 0.18} \approx 1.4$$

An 18% grey card is presented at 8.7% on-screen.

As a second point of reference, camera negative film stock has a film gamma of roughly 0.6, and print film stock has a film gamma of roughly 2.5. The product of 0.6 and 2.5 – that is, 1.5 – is an approximation of the exponent of the effective end-to-end power.

The end-to-end exponent of 1.4 or 1.5 for cinema is larger than the 1.2 of HD because the cinema display is darker (having a reference white of 48 nt compared to 100 nt of HD), and because the surround is black (0% in cinema) as opposed to dim (about 1%) in HD mastering.

This chapter mainly concerns quantization of each colour component into a fairly small number of bits – say 8 or 10. Where that constraint is lifted, for example where 16 bits are available per component, then perceptual uniformity is still useful, but the ratios of luminance or tristimulus values between codes are lower than the visual threshold (even if components are coded in radiometrically linear, “linear-light” manner). In digital cinema acquisition and processing, OpenEXR [Kainz 2004] coding is widely used. That coding uses 16 bits per component. Code values are represented in binary floating point, with one sign bit, five base-2 exponent bits, and ten fraction bits. The floating point encoding imposes a fixed Weber contrast (of about 0.1%) over nearly the entire range of coded values. The logarithmic coding imposes a high degree of perceptual uniformity across a dynamic range of up to $2^{30}$.
Perceptual quantization (PQ)

Peter Barten [1999, 2004] developed an analytical model of the luminance threshold of human vision over a wide range of luminance levels. The model is parameterized by eight or so parameters.

The medical imaging community adapted Barten’s model to grayscale medical imaging, through suitable choice of the model’s parameter values. The standards group for Digital Imaging Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standardized the grayscale display function (GSDF) [ACR/NEMA 2009]. A detailed discussion is found in Chapter 7, Analysis of greyscale medical image display, on page 81.

In an unrelated effort, Dolby Labs adapted Barten’s model to high dynamic range (HDR) video; conducted experiments to establish suitable parameter values; and developed a perceptual quantizer (PQ) [Miller 2013]. SMPTE standardized the scheme [ST 2084]. The standard is explicitly mastering-display-referred; its EOTF maps a 10-bit perceptually coded video signal into absolute luminance values between nominal 0 and 10 000 nt. The PQ comprises an EOTF and its inverse (an EOTF−1). Perceptual quantization takes radiometric values and produces integer code values at luminance/tristimulus values at perceptual increments: the quantizer operates at the encoding stage. Stated succinctly, PQ is an EOTF−1. However, in common language PQ has come to denote the EOTF, what would more accurately be called the dequantizer.

Summary

Perceptual uniformity is a tremendously important aspect of digital image coding, particularly in video, HD, digital cinema, medical imaging, digital still photography, and desktop computer graphics. Without it, 10, 11, or 12 bits per component would be necessary, instead of the 8 bits common in consumer equipment or the 10 bits common in professional video and HD. If \( L^* \) is taken as a model for perceptual uniformity, 2.2- or 2.4-gamma is a remarkably good match. Perceptual uniformity was appreciated half a century ago, yet is either poorly understood or not recognized at all by a surprisingly large number of image scientists and engineers working today.

---

12 The standard 10-bit digital video HD-SDI interface has codes between 64 and 940 (inclusive). HDR seeks to extend the luminance/tristimulus range covered, compared to HD. Paradoxically, though, in HDR, use of the footroom and headroom codes is prohibited.
4 Lightness mappings for image coding

Visual sensitivity and perception of lightness are nonlinear functions of light power. In most applications of digital imaging, we seek a perceptually efficient coding of luminance — that is, a coding where increasing the coded value by a certain arithmetic increment produces roughly the same increase in (perceived) lightness across the whole tone scale. In the fixed-point integer coding that is nearly ubiquitous in commercial digital imaging, that increment will typically be one code level; eight-bit coding offers 256 distinct levels. Such an approach is the basis for the sRGB coding in desktop computing, the BT.1886 coding used in digital video and HD, the DICOM standard in digital medical imaging, standard digital cinema encoding, and other applications. There is a big gap between the theory of sensation and its application to image system design. This chapter seeks to narrow that gap.

We outline CIE lightness ($L^*$), and review the historical development of models of lightness perception including the models (“laws”) of Weber, Fechner, de Vries, Rose, Stevens, and Barten. We then survey practical image coding systems used in digital still photography, desktop computing, digital video and HD, digital cinema, and medical imaging, to see how they are related to the theoretical models.

Absolute and relative luminance ($L$ and $Y$)

We’re concerned with greyscale, luminance, and related quantities. The naïve extension to colour is to apply the same lightness function to each of three tristimulus components. Such is the case in many colour imaging systems like sRGB [ISO 61966], where identical perceptually relevant electro-optical transfer functions (EOTFs) are applied to each component. At least one widely used standard, BT.1886 [ITU-R BT.1886] defines the EOTF using the term luminance for each component individually; implicitly, the definition applies when the other two components are zero.

The terminology, symbols, and units of light are complex and confusing [HALSTED 1993, PALMER 1993]. We’ll review.

In radiometry, $L$ symbolizes radiance; it has SI units of $W \cdot sr^{-1} \cdot m^{-2}$. When spectral radiance is weighted by the CIE luminous efficiency function, the result is absolute luminance, symbolized $L_v$, having units of $cd \cdot m^{-2}$. When radiometry is absent from the context, colour scientists drop the $v$ subscript, as we will do in what follows. Radiance and luminance are highly useful quantities because they are invariant in
transport through lossless media (such as air): you can measure radiance or luminance at the source of light, at a sensor, or anywhere in between.

When absolute luminance is normalized with respect to a reference, the result is relative luminance ($Y$), a dimensionless quantity. The normalization amounts to a crude approximation of the lightness constancy of the human visual system; normalization typically takes a form such as this:

$$Y = \frac{L}{L_W} \quad \text{or} \quad Y = \frac{L}{5L_M}$$

Equation 4.1

The first option divides luminance by $L_W$ (symbolizing the absolute luminance of a perfect or near-perfect white diffuse reflector in the scene under the prevailing illuminant). In the second option, $L_M$ symbolizes the absolute luminance of middle grey; normalization assumes an “average surround” of 18% or 20%, and adopts a reference white of 5 times that luminance.

Historically, colour scientists expressed relative luminance $Y$ with respect to a reference of 100; that is, the $Y$ value was a percentage. Nowadays, a reference value of 1 is common; that is, the reference range of $Y$ is from 0 (reference black) to 1 (reference white).

In colour science, relative luminance $Y$ is one of three distinguished tristimulus values; the other two incorporate colour aspects of the stimulus and are denoted $X$ and $Z$. I say “distinguished” because $XYZ$ are standardized by the famous CIE standard that originated in 1931. $XYZ$ form the bases for other sets of tristimulus values (such as various forms of $LMS$ and various forms of $RGB$). Robert Hunt and Michael Brill agree that tristimulus values properly have no units [Hunt 1997].

**Brightness and lightness**

**Brightness** is defined by CIE 17.4 [CIE 1987; see also Fairchild 2005] as the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to emit more or less light. This definition is subjective: Brightness properly has no objective metric. Brightness has no top end; it is not relative to anything. Brightness is most succinctly described as apparent amount of light (or apparent luminance).  

**Lightness** is defined by the CIE as the brightness of an area judged relative to the brightness of a similarly illuminated area that appears to be white or highly transmitting. Lightness is by definition relative to a reference. Lightness generally describes diffusely reflecting surfaces; lightness is most succinctly described as apparent reflectance.

Strictly speaking, the CIE’s definition of lightness is subjective (like that for brightness). **Brightness** is what Engeldrum [2000, 2004] calls a “-ness” word: it describes a perceptual attribute. Nevertheless, in 1976 the CIE defined an objective quantity that is the perceptual

---

1 Some spectroradiometers report absolute luminance and $X$ and $Z$ tristimuli relative to that value. Absolute luminance is typically mislabelled $Y$. The other two quantities – though not tristimuli – are commonly labelled $X$ and $Z$.

2 From the 1930s through the 1960s, the term brightness and the symbol $B$ were used to refer to what today we would call luminance. The term brightness remains in use today in the physical sense in certain fields such as astronomy.

3 Illumination is necessary to measured or perceive reflectance. There is spectral interaction of illumination and object reflectance. Here we assume wideband illumination.
correlate of relative luminance. CIE lightness \( (L^*) \) is a scaled and offset cube root of relative luminance, with a linear segment inserted below argument values of a percent or so. The range of \( L^* \) is ordinarily from 0 to 100. \( L^* \) values are intended to describe diffusely reflecting surfaces. Because lightness is computed from relative luminance, it incorporates visual lightness constancy.

Many authors describe CIE lightness as a cube-root function, but that description neglects the scaling and offset terms, which are significant to the nature of the function. The best pure power function fit to \( L^* \) is obtained with an exponent of 0.42, not 0.333 (see Lightness on page 17 of Chapter 3).

The CIE \( L^* \) calculation takes \( Y \) as its argument. The non-expert may interpret the division by \( Y_N \) as dividing the argument \( Y \) by a reference absolute luminance to obtain relative luminance. In fact the CIE arithmetic for \( L^* \) is doubly-normalized: Absolute luminance has already been normalized to form \( Y \) as in Equation 4.1. The division of \( Y \) by \( Y_N \) in the definition of \( L^* \) merely accommodates different conventions for the scaling of reference white.

\( L^* \) is intended to describe diffusely reflective surfaces. \( L^* \) is normalized to “white,” but CIE standards aren’t explicit about exactly what constitutes “white.” In hard-copy graphics arts, maximum luminance corresponds to the reflectance of the media (“paper white”); adaptation is nearly always determined by the viewing environment. For electronic displays the situation is more complex, as we will describe.

**Contrast**

*Contrast* refers to a measured or visual distinction between grey shades,\(^4\) ordinarily quantified by a large or small luminance ratio.

*Contrast ratio* is the ratio between a high luminance (often reference white, perhaps the luminance of a perfect diffuse reflector or its representation on a display, or the maximum luminance attainable on a display) and a very low luminance (such as the minimum luminance that can be produced by a display in a given ambient environment).

A *luminance increment*, which we symbolize \( \Delta L \), is a small test luminance added to a reference luminance \( L \). When a pair of adjacent patches having luminance values \( L \) and \( L + \Delta L \) are on the threshold of being distinguished by vision as different, \( \Delta L \) is the *threshold luminance increment*. The *relative threshold luminance increment* – or more succinctly, *contrast* (\( C \)) – is the ratio \( \Delta L / L \). When adaptation effects are to be studied, the test stimulus is viewed against a background having luminance symbolized here as \( L_0 \).

*Weber contrast* (here symbolized \( W \)) is the contrast at the threshold of perceptibility. At high absolute luminance levels – say outdoors at noon on a clear day, when a white card reflects perhaps 10 000 nt – normal vision has a threshold luminance increment of about 100 nt, a contrast threshold of about 0.01 (i.e., one percent) and contrast sensitivity of 100.

In describing visual contrast, many authors use the term *intensity* (symbolized \( I \)) and plot \( \Delta I \) values (or \( \Delta I / I \) fractions) on *threshold versus intensity* (TVI) plots. The term *intensity* is loaded: We must digress.

Intensity of *sound* has dimensions of power per unit area. Sound inten-
Intensity of light, however, is conceptually very different: Luminous flux is comparable to power, but luminous intensity has dimensions of flux per unit solid angle (not per meter squared). Light intensity is independent of distance from a source; sound intensity is not characterized by the inverse square law. Luminous intensity may not be well understood, but it’s important: It’s one of just seven basic SI units. The SI unit for luminous intensity is the candela [cd], equivalent to a lumen per steradian.

To properly represent a visual stimulus, the dimensions of light incident on the retina properly include a per unit area term. The correct quantity is luminance, and the proper SI unit is candela per meter squared [cd · m⁻²]. The prevalence of the term intensity in psychophysics seems to be due to psychophysicists studying many modalities of sensation, including studying the loudness of sound, and conflating the terms. The term intensity is common in computer graphics (for example, pixel intensity), but only in contexts where light is not being measured.

Historically, visual contrast results were presented in threshold versus radiance (TVR) plots [Wyszecki 1982]. No spectral assumptions are implicit in the term radiance (unlike luminance). Threshold versus luminance would be more accurate, implying the standard CIE luminous efficiency spectral weighting.

**Contrast sensitivity**

*Contrast sensitivity* is the reciprocal of contrast at the visual threshold.

The threshold is affected by the spatial extent (area) of the stimulus, ordinarily expressed in degrees of visual angle. For spatially periodic stimuli (such as gratings), rather than characterizing the visual angle of one element of the stimulus, it is usual to characterize its spatial frequency in units of cycles per degree of visual angle (CPD).

The threshold is also affected by the temporal duration of the stimulus. The duration of a single flash can be expressed in seconds or milliseconds. For temporally periodic stimuli such as a rapidly flashing stimulus, rather than characterizing the duration of one flash, it is usual to characterize the temporal frequency in hertz [Hz].

Finally, the threshold is affected by the luminance to which the observer is adapted. Adaptation is affected by the ambient environment, and affected by the scene or image being viewed. In viewing hard-copy material, adaptation is dominated by the ambient luminance; the image itself contributes little. In cinema, the ambient environment is almost completely dark; adaptation is controlled by the average luminance of the displayed imagery. In viewing a computer display, and in viewing television, adaptation is determined by a combination of the ambient environment and the displayed imagery.

---

5 Sound intensity is not to be confused with sound pressure level (SPL), which is typically measured in units of pascal [Pa], equivalent to newton per square meter [N · m⁻²]. SPL in decibels (dB_{ref}) is 20 times the base-10 logarithm of a ratio of such quantities. SPL does not follow the inverse square law.

6 If a light source subtends an infinitesimal angle – if it’s a distant star, for example – then characterizing in terms of intensity is not appropriate.

7 The other six are length [m], mass [kg], time [s], electrical current [A], thermodynamic temperature [K], and amount of substance [mol].
Contrast sensitivity is the key psychovisual parameter that should allow us to explore the nature of the mapping from luminance to lightness. However, the psychovisual literature dwells only briefly on contrast sensitivity of what an engineer would call the zero frequency or DC term: the dependence of contrast sensitivity upon spatial and temporal frequency receives much more attention in the psychophysics literature than the DC case, so much so that the term contrast sensitivity function (CSF) has come to denote the spatial and temporal functions, but not the zero-frequency function.

Historical survey of lightness mappings

Mappings that estimate (perceptual) lightness from (physical) luminance have been studied in many psychovisual experiments, with a diversity of results. Norwich [2003] states that “Hundreds, if not thousands, of pages have been published in this endeavor.” That statement falls on page 100 of Norwich’s 209-page work, so “hundreds” must be an underestimate. My guess is tens of thousands.

Since lightness is a sensation, the mapping can never be known precisely. However, there are several reasons why it is useful to have an approximation: to estimate the perceptibility of lightness differences; to form the basis for a perceptually uniform colour space; and to implement perceptually uniform image coding.

Analytical estimations of the mapping fall into three main theoretical traditions, all of which are sufficiently well-established in the psychophysics community to have become known as “laws” (albeit, empirical laws): Weber-Fechner, de Vries-Rose, and Stevens.

Weber-Fechner

The Weber-Fechner approach, described in virtually all psychology textbooks, posits sensation as proportional to the logarithm of physical stimulus. Perceptible lightness increments (just-noticeable differences, jnDs) are taken to occur at constant ratios of luminance. Different researchers and different experiments establish contrast in the limit at between about 0.04 and 0.005 — that is, researchers estimate Weber contrast between about 4 percent and 0.4 percent.

The graph of Hecht [1924] is reproduced here as Figure 4.1. A Weber fraction of 1 or 2 percent is evident in the upper realms, above $x$-coordinate of about −0.50, that is, above about 1 nt. It is evident from Hecht’s graph that Weber’s Law fails at luminance levels below about 0.1 nt; indeed, Hecht claimed that the Weber-Fechner principle fails as a general principle. A few decades later, Hunt [1953] reiterated the failure of the Weber-Fechner “law.”

Weber’s conclusions were drawn from visual experiments equivalent to using what I call a half-moon stimulus, sketched in Figure 4.2: Weber asked when a human observer judged a patch having luminance $L_0 + \Delta L$ as perceptibly different from a patch having luminance $L_0$, the luminance of the background. That experiment yields visual thresholds at the adaptation level. For purposes of this chapter, the half-moon subtends about 2° of the observer’s visual field.

---

8 Hecht’s x-axis reflects luminance in archaic units of millilambert [mL]. One millilambert is about 3.426 nt.
The crispening effect [Takasaki 1966] is familiar to colour appearance researchers: Vision is most sensitive to luminance difference when adapted to a luminance similar to the patches being compared. To examine thresholds at different adaptation states, a bipartite field such as that shown in Figure 4.3 can be used. The observer compares $L$ and $L + \Delta L$; for reasonably small patches (say, less than 2°), the observer’s adaptation state can be set by changing the background luminance $L_0$. We’ll return to this stimulus in a moment.

Figure 4.1 Hecht’s 1924 graph with “intensity” in millilamberts, is augmented with a modern x-axis in cd·m$^{-2}$ [nt]. Above $-1.5$ on the x-axis, corresponding to an absolute luminance of 0.1 nt, Weber’s Law behaviour occurs: The perceptual threshold occurs at a near-constant luminance ratio. Weber’s Law behaviour is maintained over several decades, until luminance above about 1000 nt, when a saturation mechanism takes hold. Below luminance of about 0.1 nt, visual contrast thresholds are consistent with the explanations of de Vries and Rose.

Figure 4.2 “Halfmoon” stimulus symbolizes Weber’s stimulus. A just-noticeable difference (JND) is typically observed when $\Delta L$ exceeds about 1% or 2% of $L$.

Figure 4.3 Bipartite field allows determining the contrast threshold at luminance $L$ different from the adaptation luminance $L_0$. 
De Vries and Rose

The Dutch physicist Hessel de Vries, one of the fathers of carbon dating, and Albert Rose, the inventor of the vidicon camera tube, independently studied the properties of vision in light-limited situations [De Vries 1943, Rose 1948]. As absolute luminance decreases, the statistical properties associated with detection of discrete photons cause greater and greater uncertainty. De Vries and Rose concluded that this "photon noise" causes uncertainty proportional to the square root of luminance. (Photon noise is sometimes called shot noise.) At luminance lower than about 0.1 nt, no useful visual information is to be gained by visual performance exceeding this threshold.

Schreiber [1991, Fig. 3.4] redrew Hecht’s graph (shown here in Figure 4.4). He added two lines at low luminance. One has the −0.5 slope of the de Vries-Rose relationship; the other has slope −0.42, fitting Hecht’s data at low luminance. Schreiber’s redrawn graph suggests that the de Vries-Rose “law” explains the visual threshold at low luminances, and that the Weber-Fechner “law” explains thresholds at high luminances. The transition occurs between absolute luminance values of 0.1 to 1 nt.

Schreiber discussed the effect of adaptation. Figure 4.5 reproduces his graph [1991, Fig. 3.8] illustrating that discussion. He shows four hypothetical contrast sensitivity curves, at adapting luminances $L_1$, $L_2$, $L_3$, and $L_4$. Each curve has a "U" shape showing that the maximum contrast sensitivity is achieved at the adapting luminance. Schreiber’s $L_0$ represents the adaptation (or background) luminance in Figure 4.3. Schreiber argued that the contrast sensitivity of vision is highest at the adaptation luminance, represented by the "troughs" in Figure 4.5, where $L$ and $L + \Delta L$ are both similar to $L_0$. Reducing $L$ below the

---

**Figure 4.4** Schreiber redrew Hecht’s graph, transforming Hecht’s $\Delta I/I$ data to a log scale on the $y$-axis and adding a dashed line in the left half of the graph to indicate the de Vries-Rose slope of $-0.5$. Schreiber’s graph has been augmented here with modern units of cd · m$^{-2}$ [nt]. Schreiber placed an arrow at about 100 nt; his arrow identifies the minimum Weber fraction, about $10^{-1.7}$ or 0.02, that is, 2 percent.
adaptation luminance causes the contrast sensitivity to diminish – the left-hand leg of the U-figures in Figure 4.5. Increasing $L$ above the adaptation luminance also causes the contrast sensitivity to diminish – the right-hand leg of the U-figures. Schreiber deleted the numerical scales from this graph: Apparently he didn’t want readers to make quantitative conclusions from it.

Samei is concerned with medical imaging. The graph in Figure 4.6 is reproduced from his work [SAMEI 2005, Fig. 4]; it shows a quantitative model of the adaptation phenomenon postulated by Schreiber. The “Barten model” indicated in his graph was adopted in the DICOM GSDF function now widely used in medical imaging. The DICOM GSDF is described in a subsequent section of this chapter.

**Stevens**

A *just noticeable difference* (jnd) is defined as the magnitude of change in a perceptually relevant physical stimulus that produces 75:25 pro-

Figure 4.5  Adaptation according to Schreiber shows the threshold of visibility (in terms of luminance ratio) having a pronounced “U” shape. Adaptation determines the luminance at which peak sensitivity is achieved (Schreiber’s $L_0$). The $x$-axis in this figure is obviously similar to that of Figure 4.4, but the ticks don’t match, and Schreiber omits the tick values. Apparently Schreiber didn’t base this graph on psychophysical data, and didn’t expect his readers to draw numerical conclusions from it.

Figure 4.6  Samei’s adaptation model was quantified [SAMEI 2005]; it is consistent with Schreiber’s approach.
portion of correct and incorrect responses in a two-alternative, forced-choice (2AFC) experiment. Observers are asked if they can detect a difference; the 75:25 split results from a stimulus that produces 50% correct response rate; the remaining responses are guesses, half of which are, on average, correct by chance.

S. Smith Stevens [1961, 1962] rejected the conclusions of Weber and Fechner. Stevens objected that since thresholds are defined by uncertainties, integrating them would simply accumulate the uncertainties! Stevens performed experiments to collect magnitude estimation data – without using thresholds – and concluded that perceptual response was proportional to a power function of physical stimuli across many sensory modalities. He found various exponents for various modalities.

Stevens Law for vision takes lightness to be a power function of luminance, where the exponent has a value of about 0.33.

Joseph C. Stevens [1999] – a co-worker, but otherwise no relation – augmented the pure power function with gain and “intercept” terms.

Unification

Over the decades, many researchers have attempted, with varying degrees of success, to devise mappings that unify the Weber-Fechner (log) and Stevens (power function) approaches [LAMING 2001, NORWICH 1997, RUDD 1996, XIE 1989, BRILL 2012]. However, the various unified “laws” take different, inconsistent forms, and they are difficult to apply to image engineering problems.

Fechner’s law enables constructing a nonlinear function $S(L)$ that takes absolute luminance $L$ as its argument, and returns an estimate of the perceptual sensation. The result increments by 1 unit when luminance increases by one just-noticeable difference. Classic works from perceptual psychology express the relation as follows:

$$ S(L) = k \cdot \ln \frac{L}{L_z} $$

$L_z$ is the absolute luminance that produces an $S$ value of zero; $k$ is the number of steps per natural log unit of luminance. The psychology literature lacks practical guidance on establishing $L_z$ or on choosing $k$.

Practical image encodings

For a Weber contrast of 0.01, there are about 232 steps per decade (that is, per $\log_{10}$ unit): $1.01^{232} = 10$. For reasons which will become apparent in a few moments, we’ll take an arbitrary value $n$ as the base of the code value scale (at luminance of 1). A suitable encoding is this:

$$ S(L) = n + 232 \cdot \log L $$

Choosing a $k$ parameter value of 232 results in 232 steps in the perceptual code for each decade of luminance: The decade from 1 nt to 10 nt produces codes 200 to 432. In the second line of Equation 4.3, log to base 1.01 gives unit difference in the result for an argument...
Figure 4.7  Pure log coding for a Weber ratio of 1.01 is plotted, according to Equation 3. A range of absolute luminance from 1 to 1000 (three decades) produces code values 200 through about 900. There are 232 codes per decade.

ratio of 1.01. Few calculators compute log to arbitrary base; the third line shows a quotient of natural logs that yields the same result as $232 \cdot \log_{10}(e)$ (or equivalently, $\log_{1.01}(e)$). Here the natural log is used, but any ratio of logarithms having the same base is invariant to the base chosen, so any base would serve.

Figure 4.7 shows pure-log coding for $N$ of 200, and plots a luminance range of 3 decades. Each decade can be coded in about 8 bits; for 3 or 4 decades, we need 10-bit coding.

A standardized example of pure log image coding is found in the MPEG and H.264 standards for digital video and high definition video (HD) [ISO/IEC 14496-2: 2004/AM3:2007]. Ordinarily, MPEG and H.264 represent $R'G'B'$ video signals where each component is raised to a power between 2.2 and 2.4 to produce display tristimulus values. The amendment cited above provides an alternative scheme whereby parameters in MPEG’s Picture Display Extension signal use of a pure log code. A two-decade (100:1) luminance range is coded into eight bit component values 0 … 255; there are 127.5 codes per decade.\footnote{For normalized video signal $V$ in the range 0 to 1, decoding to tristimulus is represented as $10^{2\cdot(V-1)}$. For an 8-bit integer video signal value $d$ from 0 … 255 and MPEG-coded, decoding is realized by $10^{2/255 \cdot (d - 255)}$. The Weber contrast is $10^{2/255}$, about 0.018.} For normalized video signal $V$ in the range 0 to 1, decoding to tristimulus is represented as $10^{2\cdot(V-1)}$. For an 8-bit integer video signal value $d$ from 0 … 255 and MPEG-coded, decoding is realized by $10^{2/255 \cdot (d - 255)}$. The Weber contrast is $10^{2/255}$, about 0.018.\footnote{MPEG prohibits negative values of $V$ (or $d$). With this pure-log code, luminance values less than 0.01 cannot be represented; a textbook encoder would clip them. The abrupt onset of clipping leads to objectionable image artifacts that a cinematographer would describe as}

9 It is a pervasive design principle of MPEG that decoding and display are standardized, not encoding. Surprisingly, the cited Amendment does not follow that principle: It expresses encoding, as $V = 1.0 + 0.5 \cdot \log_{10}(L_C)$. I follow the spirit of MPEG’s design principle: I describe the decoding of the pure-log code.

10 The cited amendment provides a second pure log code, where a 2.5-decade range of luminance values, about 316:1, is coded into 8-bit component values. There are $255^{2.5}$ or 102 codes per decade. The additional $1/2$-decade range is obtained at the expense of widening the Weber contrast to about 0.023.
“blocking-up of the shadows.” Owing to this problem, MPEG’s pure log alternatives are never used in practice. This difficulty can be overcome by extending the coding to a much larger range – say 6 decades instead of 3. Such an extension would require about 1500 code values to cover a 6-decade range. However, the work of de Vries and Rose leads to a better way.

**Implementing de Vries-Rose**

As absolute luminance diminishes below 1 nt, visual contrast sensitivity decreases. De Vries and Rose suggest that a square root models the increasing uncertainty associated with the photon (“shot”) noise of the light. Using square-root for coding causes the threshold to follow the photon shot noise. To code efficiently at luminances of 1 nt and less, a square root segment can be stitched-in underneath the log segment.

To perform the stitching, the square-root needs to be scaled so that a luminance ratio of 1.01 at \( x = 1 \) produces an increment of unity in the result (representing one JND). The derivative of square root is \( 0.5 L^{-0.5} \). At \( L = 1 \), the derivative is 0.5; this is the change in root-\( L \) for unit change in \( L \). A change of unity in the scaled square root is required for a change of 0.01 in \( L \). The required scale factor is 200. Figure 4.8 shows square root coding with this scale factor.

The value 200 for \( N \) was used here as the base code value for log coding. That choice causes the two segments to stitch together. At the top of the square root section, luminance of 0.99 maps to code value of 199. At the splice, luminance of unity maps to code 200. At the bottom of the log section, luminance of 1.01 maps to a code value of 201.

---

11 Another reason the amendment isn’t used is that decoders aren’t obliged to implement – and typically do not implement – any mechanism to effect changes to the display characteristics. The de facto 2.2- or 2.4-gamma function is ubiquitous.

12 The ratio 1.01 matches HD performance, and is useful pedagogically. Barten, Stessen, and HDR proponents would argue for a smaller value such as 1.004.
Figure 4.9  **Piecewise encoding function** represents the scaled square-root segment (which produces code values from 0 to 200) stitched to the pure-log segment (which produces code values from 200 to 896).

Figure 4.9 shows the composite, 2-segment function. This function maps a 6-decade range of luminance values into a code scale 0 through about 900. Ten bits suffice.

Figure 4.10 shows the contrast, $\Delta L/L$, that results from the two-segment function, with both coordinates on log scales. This curve is the derivative of the function of Figure 4.9; conversely, integrating the contrast function of Figure 4.10 produces the encoding function $S(L)$ graphed in Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.10, the de Vries-Rose region is represented by the straight line having slope of −0.5 up to luminance of 1 nt.

Figure 4.10  **Contrast** of the 2-segment function is plotted in log-log coordinates. At low absolute luminance, the ratio drops by a factor of ten for each two decades of luminance increase; above 1 nt, a constant Weber contrast of 0.01 is maintained. At the $y$-axis of this plot, a luminance of $10^{-3}$ nt (i.e., 0.001 nt), the contrast is about 0.3 – that is, according to this model, visual distinction would require luminance increment of 0.0003 nt.
The Weber-Fechner region beyond 1 nt is represented by the straight line having zero slope.

Returning to CIE $L^*$, Figure 4.11 plots Weber contrast of the $L^*$ function, normalized for $Y_n$ at 100 nt. The $y$-axis is labelled $\Delta Y/Y$, to emphasize the fact that $L^*$ is based upon relative luminance not absolute luminance. Below relative luminance of about 0.01, $L^*$ has a linear segment; the Weber contrast has a discontinuity in its derivative at $L^*$ of 8. At the breakpoint, a unit step in $L^*$ corresponds to a Weber contrast of 0.125. The fraction drops to 0.025 at reference white; it never reaches 0.01.

When luminance ($L$) and contrast ($\Delta L/L$) are plotted in log-log coordinates, both segments of the $L^*$ function produce straight lines.

Direct coding of $L^*$ values from 0 to 100 is rarely if ever seen in practice; instead, the 0 to 100 range is scaled by 2.55 to yield a range 0 to 255 that is conveyed in 8-bit integers ranging 0 through 255. In addition to $L^*$, Figure 4.11 shows the $2.55 \cdot L^*$ code: The $L^*$ contrast curve just drops down by 0.4 log units, reaching very close to the 0.01 contrast at the maximum code value.

**Medical imaging**

Medical images are coded according to the DICOM series of standards. The relationship of luminance values to greyscale image data is defined by the Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF) [ACR/NEMA PS 3.14 2009], to be detailed in Chapter 7, Analysis of greyscale medical image display, on page 81. Application-specific image data values are placed on a uniform perceptual scale bounded by the minimum ($L_{\text{MIN}}$) and maximum ($L_{\text{MAX}}$) luminance available for a particular display.
The GSDF mapping from absolute luminance $L$ to JND index value $j$ is defined by the following rather unsatisfying eighth-degree polynomial in $\log_{10}(L)$, having nine, eight-digit coefficients:

$$
j(L) = 71.498068 + 94.593053 \log_{10}(L) + 41.912053 \log_{10}(L)^2 + 9.8247004 \log_{10}(L)^3 + 0.28175407 \log_{10}(L)^4$$

$$-1.1878455 \log_{10}(L)^5 - 0.18014349 \log_{10}(L)^6 + 0.14710899 \log_{10}(L)^7 - 0.017046845 \log_{10}(L)^8$$

Equation 4.4

Figure 4.12 presents a graph of this function. A graph of the Weber contrast of the GSDF is presented in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.12  DICOM GSDF coding is used in medical imaging. Absolute luminance from 0.05 nt to 4000 nt is mapped to a perceptually uniform scale (typically, integers) from 1 to 1023.

Figure 4.13  Weber contrast of the DICOM GSDF.
FilmStream coding for digital cinema

In digital cinema acquisition, several quasilog coding schemes are in common use. The first of these historically, and the model for the rest, is the FilmStream coding used in Grass Valley “Viper” cameras \[ \text{smpte rdd 2 2007; Grass Valley 2003; van Rooy 2003}. \]

In abstract terms, the FilmStream encodes tristimulus value \( T \) thus:

\[
\text{Film Stream } OETF(T) = \log_{60} (1 + 59 \cdot T); \quad 0 \leq T \leq 1
\]

Equation 4.5

The encoding involves log to base 60. An additive term \((1 +)\) has been added within the logarithm, so the function is no longer purely logarithmic. Within the high-end digital imaging community, such a function is often called a *quasilog*. The argument to the log function ranges 1 through 60, so the result of the \( \log_{60}(\bullet) \) function ranges from 0 to 1. When the argument tristimulus value \( T \) is much greater than unity, the curve approaches a pure logarithm. As the argument to a pure log approaches zero, the result approaches minus infinity; introducing the \( 1 + \) term avoids that situation: As \( T \) approaches zero, the function approaches zero instead of approaching \(-\infty\).

For practical use, the abstract coding of Equation 4.5 is scaled and offset to produce a 10-bit video signal code:

\[
S(T) = 64 + 0.5 + 955 \cdot \log_{60} (1 + 59 \cdot T); \quad 0 \leq T \leq 1
\]

Equation 4.6

The scale factor 955 produces 955 JND codes across the luminance range 0 to 1. Adding 0.5 and applying Iverson’s floor operator rounds the result to an integer. The interface offset of +64 reflects the interface coding of studio HD and digital cinema.

Figure 4.14 presents a graph of the FilmStream OETF from relative luminance to 10-bit integer code value. The curve is very similar in structure to the stitched 2-segment curve developed earlier; however, the FilmStream curve is analytic: The function and all of its derivatives are continuous.
A comparable code was developed by Silicon Imaging for the SI 2K camera. (SI cameras were used to acquire major portions of the movie *Slumdog Millionaire.*) The coding is called SI log\(_{90}\); encoding from tristimulus value \(T\) to the abstract range 0 to 1 takes this form:\textsuperscript{13}

\[
\text{SIlog OETF}(T) = \log_{90}(1 + 89 \cdot T); \quad 0 \leq T \leq 1
\]

Like FilmStream, the abstract code is scaled and offset for practical use.

Following from the FilmStream and SI log\(_{90}\) codes, during the past 15 years many more log-based OETFs for D-cinema acquisition have been commercialized. Most of the commercially deployed systems have published equations, owing to the necessity to invert the camera encoding function in the early stages of most post-production pipelines (and all postproduction pipelines that involve computer-generated imagery and visual effects, CGI/VFX). Despite the published functions, no standards have emerged. Little information is available concerning the origin of the parameters of these curves, though they all have roughly the shape that I have described.

The 2-segment square root/log function was presented on a scale of absolute luminance values from \(10^{-3}\) to \(10^{3}\) nt. When quasilog functions such as FilmStream or SI log\(_{90}\) are used to acquire image data, sensor values are scaled, typically by the cinematographer or video camera operator who sets exposure such that unity represents the maximum value that can be coded without clipping.

The FilmStream and SI log\(_{90}\) quasilog curves emerged from pragmatic engineering concerns associated with high-quality image acquisition. However, in my view they represent an excellent match to the demands of the human visual system, approaching power law behaviour at low luminance and approaching log behaviour at high luminance.

**Summary**

The Weber-Fechner and Stevens empirical “laws” are both widely used without reference to adaptation or absolute luminance level. However, adaptation matters, and absolute luminance matters. Different models of vision are applicable in different absolute luminance regimes. The de Vries-Rose power-function “law” models the visual contrast threshold well at low luminances, below about 0.1 nt. The Weber-Fechner “law” models the visual contrast threshold well at high luminances, above about 0.1 nt.

Chapter 3, *Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging*, showed that 8-bit \(R'G'B'\) components suffice for distribution of image data covering a limited contrast range, up to 320:1 or so. However, it is clear from Chapter 3 that 10-bit \(R'G'B'\) components produce Weber fraction far lower than the 0.01 or so that satisfies the human visual requirement of avoiding detectable banding. The analysis of the present chapter makes clear that codewords above 200 or so are most effectively used if they are based upon a logarithmic OETF (or an exponential EOTF).

Quasilog image encoding schemes match well the requirements of de Vries-Rose at low luminance and Weber at high luminances.

\textsuperscript{13} The SI log\(_{90}\) format is not publicly documented apart from passing mention in a web forum posting [Newman 2007].
5 Appearance transforms in video/HD/UHD/D-cinema

The case for the primacy of the mastering display in the determination of faithful presentation was made in Chapter 2, *Image acquisition and presentation*. In the present chapter, that notion is formalized as Axiom Zero. The associated *mastering-display-referred image state* was introduced in Chapter 2; this chapter presents the details. Chapter 2 also provided a brief description of the scene-referred image state, and it contained a brief description of the (generalized) display-referred image state. In the present chapter those concepts are detailed.

Chapter 3, *Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging*, described how perceptually uniform coding enables perceptually efficient image coding. Acceptance of Axiom Zero implies that perceptual uniformity is critical in distribution. The present chapter clarifies the idea.

The concept of *image state* was formalized in the period 1985–1995 during the development of colour management systems for prepress. Those systems evolved into general-purpose desktop computer colour management systems (CMSs). In due course a standards body was established (*International Colour Consortium*, ICC) and standards were agreed upon and promulgated [ICC 1:2010; ISO 15076]. The ICC techniques and standards were conceived for the faithful presentation of hard-copy reflectance prints in graphic arts.

Despite appearance issues being recognized and handled in the signal processing of graphic arts systems, video technologists remain largely ignorant of appearance effects, and they discount the requirement for their compensation. Even modern video texts [Tooms 2016; see Poynton 2017] describe the ideal of linear-light processing end-to-end, and have hand-waving descriptions of the alterations to linear processing that are fundamentally necessary in practice.

The present chapter identifies the rather curious scheme by which traditional video/HD systems accomplish appearance mapping. There is no specific block in the block diagram that imposes the correction, so the correction has for decades gone unnoticed by video theorists.

HDR video systems accomplish appearance compensation, but mainly through proprietary schemes that are not documented in the open literature. This chapter invokes the concept of *optical-to-optical transfer function* (OOTF) to describe HDR appearance compensation, but contrary to previous work this chapter argues that not one but three distinct OOTFs are needed.
Figure 5.1 *sRGB digital image data* is intended be displayed with a 2.2-power EOTF. At the left, light (signified by a dotted line) enters a camera; at the right, light is emitted by a display. $T$ symbolizes tristimuli; $V$ symbolizes video signal. It is widely – and generally incorrectly – assumed that correct imaging is achieved when scene and presentation light levels are proportional. It is assumed that the proper OETF to encode sRGB image data is the mathematical inverse of decoding and display. For sRGB, the correct camera OETF is presumed to be a $1/2.2$-power function. That approach is nearly always wrong, because a real scene usually has diffuse white luminance higher than the display (or, if the scene is imaginary, is intended to portray an environment brighter than the viewers’ environment). The naïve approach to sRGB OETF would lead to presentation having lower contrast and less colourfulness than expected.

*sRGB coding*

Figure 5.1 sketches a simple sRGB imaging system, comprising a camera, a “channel,” and a display. The sRGB standard [IEC 61966-2-1] specifies that the EOTF shall be a 2.2-power function. An sRGB display’s “gamma” is said to be 2.2.

For image data generated synthetically and presented to an sRGB display, at first glance the situation is clear: Produce whatever data values are required to drive the display to present the intended colours.

For sRGB image data to be produced by a camera, the assumption is commonly made that the camera should have an OETF that is the inverse of sRGB’s EOTF. Figure 5.1 includes a putative OETF that is a $1/2.2$-power function.

Despite the intuitive appeal of this approach, it is almost always wrong. There is an unstated assumption in such sketches that presentation luminance values are expected to be proportional to scene luminance values. Although the scheme of Figure 5.1 conveys relative luminance values accurately, the display very rarely has the same absolute light level as that of the scene: The scene ordinarily has much higher absolute luminance. Light level affects the human viewer through what are termed *colour appearance* effects. To analyze even the sRGB case, we must explore colour appearance.

*Colour appearance*

According to CIE [17.4], colour appearance is the “aspect of visual perception by which things are recognized by their colour.” Colour is in the human eye and brain; it is not a completely physical phenomenon. Colour appearance, as used in digital imaging, refers to the variability of perceived colour of a physical stimulus (target), or its portrayal on a display, taking into account aspects of the visual stimulus and elements surrounding it in the visual field, including absolute luminance, object shape, angular subtense, visible texture, and spatial frequency.

It has been known for more than half a century that as illumination decreases, colourfulness decreases (the Hunt effect) and visual con-
Contrast – or “contrastiness” – decreases (the Stevens effect). These effects alter the appearance of coloured images. The ratio of average scene or image luminance to surround luminance also plays a role. Visual adaptation has a dominant effect on appearance. Visual adaptation is mainly controlled by a spatiotemporal average of absolute luminance: direct light sources and specular highlights do not contribute significantly to average luminance, and thus do not significantly influence adaptation.

In cinema, video/HD, and HDR, we often seek to recreate – on a rather dark display, often in a dark environment – the appearance of a bright scene. Compensation for appearance effects is necessary.

There is often a ratio of 100 or more in absolute luminance between diffuse white in a scene and its portrayal on a studio reference display at ingest or at mastering. For example, a white card outdoors on an overcast midday could reflect 10 000 nt (in photographic terms, about LV 15). On a clear midday, diffuse white luminance could reach 32 000 nt (LV 16 $^{2/3}$). In HD mastering this would typically be portrayed at about 80 or 100 nt. Even in HDR, portrayal of diffuse white should be at a luminance that lies below the onset of power limiting, say 200 nt for a 1000 nt master, otherwise the portrayed image is liable to “pulse” as the scene gets brighter and darker.

Robert W.G. Hunt first described [1952], and amplified in many papers and books, that (visual) colourfulness$^3$ decreases as illumination decreases. Physical chroma, tristimuli, and relative luminance are unchanged.

S. Smith Stevens described [1960] that visual contrast (“contrastiness”) decreases as illumination decreases. Again, physical contrast, tristimuli, and relative luminance are unchanged.

C. James Bartleson and Edwin J. Breneman described [1967] that a dark surround alters the apparent tone and colour scale of an image: the darker the surround, the less the visual colourfulness and visual contrast. Surround is most usefully expressed as a fraction of the diffuse white luminance experienced by the viewer. An ordinary scene has a relative luminance of around 15 – 18% (“mid grey”); when the visual context of a scene is comparable to the scene itself, the viewing situation is described as average surround. Typical consumer viewing is described as dim surround, at about 5%. HD mastering as usually practiced has a very dim surround of about 1%. (Certain professional standards call for HD and HDR mastering at 5% surround; however, this is well outside normal studio practice.) Cinema viewing takes place in a dark (0%) surround.

The Hunt, Stevens, and Bartleson-Breneman effects are all perceptual; they are not predicted or described by physics or by classical colorimetry, and they cannot be measured by instruments. The effects have been studied in modern colour appearance theory; they are described in textbooks such as those by Giorgianni [2008] and Fairchild [2013]; they are incorporated into modern colour appearance models such as CIECAM02 and CAM16 [Li 2017].

---

2 Light value (LV) in photography is computed as $^{10/3} \cdot \log_{10}(0.4 \cdot E)$, where $E$ is illuminance in lux. Illuminance of 2.5 lx has LV 0. For a 90% diffuse white reflector, light value is $^{10/3} \cdot \log_{10}(3.49 \cdot L)$, where $L$ is luminance in nt.

3 I use colourfulness instead of saturation; the latter is an ambiguous term that could refer to clipping of a sensor channel or a signal component channel.
Picture rendering is a general term that refers to signal processing that compensates for appearance effects. Given that description, we can return to the colour image processing pipeline.

Highly simplified pipeline

Figure 5.2 sketches a camera and a display, but now calling out (at the left) the absolute luminance values of diffuse white \( (L_{dw}) \) in various scene acquisition situations ranging over a 10 000:1 ratio of luminance values. At the right, absolute luminance values of diffuse white as portrayed \( (L_{dwp}) \) in various display situations is indicated, ranging over a 10:1 ratio from the 32 nt white typical in conventional cinema to 320 nt typical in a computer (PC) display or a consumer electronics television display.

Program acquisition has a diversity of scene conditions; program viewing has a diversity of display condition. Program production requires decision about mastering. It is standard in HD [SMPTE 2080-1] to have reference white at 100 nt. HD mastering displays are typically viewed in a 1% (“very dim”) surround. In HD production, a standard HD mastering display in a standard viewing condition is taken as the

4 Rendering intent is a graphic arts term; it differs from picture rendering. Rendering intent is not an appropriate term for digital cinema, video/HD, and HDR.

5 SMPTE ST 2080-3 calls for a surround luminance of 5 nt (that is, 5% of the 100 nt reference white luminance of ST 2080-1). ST 2080-3’s Annex A provides a highly questionable methodology for establishing the 5 nt value; there is no mention of the standards group taking any measurements. In 2010, I visited four Blu-ray mastering studios (three in Los Angeles and one in New York), and I measured surround values averaging about 1 nt. It was an explicit criterion during the development of the BT.1866 EOTF for HD to codify existing practice; to do otherwise would “break the vault” in the sense that archived material taken out of the vault and displayed in BT.1886 would change in appearance compared to the appearance of the material at the time it was put into the vault. Evidently, no such consideration was applied to the development of SMPTE ST 2080-3. I urge ignoring the 5 nt surround provision of ST 2080-3.
“hinge point” between diverse scene conditions and diverse presentation conditions. The standardization of mastering allows picture rendering to be separated into two components, scene rendering and display rendering. A potential $m \times n$ combinations are thereby reduced to $m + n$. If we assume that scene rendering requires a set of parameters each decade, and display rendering requires a set each half-decade, $6 \times 3 = 18$ combinations in this example are reduced to 9.

**Scene rendering** then is signal processing to compensate for the visual appearance effects between the scene and the mastering display. We say “mastering display,” but in complex post-production and digital intermediate (DI) pipelines the complexity is reduced if the image at ingest roughly matches the appearance of the scene; consequently, post/DI image viewing typically takes place after some sort of rendering that is typically very similar or perhaps identical to the scene rendering for mastering. (However, this approximate appearance match at ingest is not a constraint of the mastered program.)

Consumer video displays and their viewing conditions rarely match those of video mastering; these differences introduce appearance shifts that must be compensated. **Display rendering** is signal processing to compensate for the appearance effects associated with diverse consumer display luminance levels and surround conditions. The goal of display rendering is to match, in the eyes of the consumer, the appearance of the mastering display.

In cinema, exhibition to consumers is accomplished with display and viewing conditions effectively identical to those at mastering. Recreating the physical stimulus of colour suffices, and no display rendering is necessary or desirable.

Figure 5.3 sketches the previously presented camera and display, but now with the picture rendering transform partitioned into scene rendering and display rendering components.
Definition of scene-referred

For image data that is acquired from or otherwise intimately connected to a scene, *scene-referred* is the property of having a documented mathematical mapping from estimated colorimetric light (e.g., absolute or relative luminance, or tristimuli) to image signal value. In *absolute* scene-referred image data, image signal values or associated metadata convey estimated absolute luminance in the scene, such as the relation between signal value and the absolute luminance of an 18%, 90%, or other diffuse reflector in the scene under the dominant scene illuminant. A variation is *relative scene-referred*, where image signal values convey estimated relative luminance. Image data cannot be scene referred if any of the following conditions hold:

[A] camera tone or colour mapping algorithms are unknown or undocumented;

[B] camera adjustments (apart from exposure or gain) are made without being accompanied by documented algorithms and associated metadata; or

[C] camera signal processing imposes significant gamut limitations with respect to the Pointer [1980] gamut, such as clipping to BT.709 gamut.

In digital photography, scene-referred image signal values are called *raw*: Image signal values are absent any scene or display rendering transforms. Raw image data may be radiometric or processed by a non-linear OETF, and may be uncompressed or compressed. Raw data is typically in mosaic (“Bayer”) form, but may be demosaicked.

Definition of display-referred

*Display-referred* describes image data wherein intended appearance is obtained through a documented mathematical mapping from signal value to absolute colorimetric light at the surface of a particular display viewed in a particular, specified viewing condition.

In *mastering-display-referred* image data, intended appearance is obtained, or creative decisions are finalized, through a documented mathematical mapping from signal value to absolute colorimetric light at the surface of a standardized display as viewed in a particular specified or standardized viewing condition.

---

6 Image signal value may be referenced to the scene directly, or may be referenced to the image (focal) plane of the sensor, in which case optical flare may be incorporated.

7 FilmLight Ltd is a highly respected developer of digital filmmaking equipment, including colour grading systems. The company’s Baselight grading system has a highly advanced DI pipeline, including rendering transforms. Its system architecture involves a colour transform that allows parameterized scene conditions and parameterized mastering display conditions. The Baselight scene-to-mastering transform is called *display rendering transform* (DRT). A scene-to-mastering transform potentially covers a luminance ratio of up to 10 000:1; potential diversity in mastering display luminance (whether diffuse white or average) is perhaps just 10:1. Because the scene-to-mastering transform is by far the dominant transform, I call it a *scene* rendering transform instead of a *display* rendering transform. However, my discrepancy with FilmLight terminology is unfortunate.
Scene rendering in HD

Now that scene rendering and display rendering have been introduced and defined, we can examine how scene rendering is accomplished in HD video.\(^8\) The situation has confused video engineers for decades because there is no explicit scene rendering block or display rendering block in any classic video system block diagram.

Consider the usual case of a bright scene in an average surround condition, portrayed on a somewhat darker display in a somewhat darker surround. Scene rendering has to increase physical contrast (to compensate the loss of visual contrast owing to the Stevens effect), to increase physical chroma (to compensate loss of colourfulness owing to the Hunt effect), and to increase both physical contrast and physical chroma (to compensate the loss of visual contrast and colourfulness owing to the surround effect).

Physical contrast can be increased by simply scaling lightness, exemplified by CIE \(L^*\) lightness: Consider stretching the lightness scale by multiplying each \(L^*\) increment by 1.2. This act has an effect on large contrast ranges: a 50-unit excursion in \(L^*\) values becomes 60 units.

In video acquisition, scene tristimuli are subject to the camera OETF. Examination of the BT.709 OETF standard for HD reveals a very close fit to a 0.5-power function (that is, BT.709 approximates a square root). Scaling the square root (or indeed any power function of luminance) by a factor of 1.2 is mathematically equivalent to applying a 1.2-power function to the original (luminance) quantity. In HD, a pure 2.4-power EOTF is standard. A \(1^{1/2.4}\) (approximately 0.42) power applied as an OETF would yield display tristimuli proportional to the scene. However, BT.709 applies an effective 0.5-power instead. The 0.5-power OETF and the 2.4-power compose as equivalent to a 1.2-power function through the OETF and the EOTF. This amazingly simple scheme imposes the standard, baseline scene rendering transform of HD: It is a power function having an exponent of 1.2.

The BT.709 standard (or “factory”) setting is such that pleasing images are portrayed on 100 nt display when scene diffuse white luminance is about 3200 nt. If the scene luminance is higher than 3200 nt, then more compensation will be necessary. In a mastering-display-referred system, the mastering EOTF is fixed; the compensation obviously belongs at the camera. The experience of cinematographers, directors of photography (DoPs), and HD camera operators suggests that a 32 000 nt scene requires camera OETF equivalent to about a 0.55-power instead of 0.5. If the scene luminance is lower than 3200 nt, then less scene rendering compensation will be necessary. Anecdotal evidence suggests that a 320 nt scene produces pleasing images on an HD mastering display using camera OETF equivalent to about a 0.45-power instead of 0.5. A dim interior might be acquired using camera OETF equivalent to about a 0.4-power.

DoPs and HD camera operators are very familiar with adjusting camera “gamma” to yield pleasing pictures for particular scene lighting conditions. However, they may find the gamma numbers quoted above – 0.55 for a bright sunlit scene, 0.5 as a baseline for a scene lit by overcast daylight, 0.45 for a studio scene, and 0.4 for a dim interior – to be somewhat high. The DoP or camera operator may expect 0.5, 0.45, 0.4.

---

8 I say “HD,” but the approach was used in SD and even in analog video.
The apparent dilemma is resolved by recognizing that camera gamma variations are not labelled by the effective gamma; instead, they are labelled by the exponent of the OETF’s power function prior to scaling and offsetting associated with insertion of the linear segment near black. Details of the formulation of the BT.709 OETF are described by Poynton [2012, Ch. 27]. Gamma settings on commercial HD cameras are designated (or, if you will, “advertised”) by a number roughly 0.05 smaller than the effective power.

Figure 5.4 depicts the expansion of the scene luminance range by the application of the 1.2-power scene rendering transform, in this example taking 3 decades of scene luminance to 3.6 decades of mastering display luminance. The 1000:1 luminance range of this scene (3 decades) expanded to 4000:1 (3.6 decades) at mastering (1000^{1.2} = 4000).

0.4, and 0.35 respectively. The apparent dilemma is resolved by recognizing that camera gamma variations are not labelled by the effective gamma; instead, they are labelled by the exponent of the OETF’s power function prior to scaling and offsetting associated with insertion of the linear segment near black. Details of the formulation of the BT.709 OETF are described by Poynton [2012, Ch. 27]. Gamma settings on commercial HD cameras are designated (or, if you will, “advertised”) by a number roughly 0.05 smaller than the effective power.

Figure 5.4 depicts the expansion of the scene luminance range by the application of the 1.2-power scene rendering transform, in this example taking 3 decades of scene luminance to 3.6 decades of mastering display luminance.

We can now return to the HD pipeline. Figure 5.5 sketches the camera and display seen in previous figures, but now augmented by a phantom block that represents the implicit scene rendering power function. Scene luminance of 3200 nt, equivalent to overcast daylight, is highlighted; this is the scene luminance best compensated by the standard BT.709 “factory” setting of an HD camera. The 1.2-power rendering takes image appearance from the 320 nt scene to a 100 nt display, a ratio of 32:1. Cinema display (at 32 nt) will require display rendering, as will PC display or consumer television display (at perhaps 320 nt).

**Chroma compensation**

Scene rendering in HD was introduced by describing how a mild power function, having an exponent slightly greater than unity, is applied to luminance. The explanation as set out above is correct for the greyscale, where \( R = G = B \). Contrast is increased. However, scene rendering also requires an increase in physical (or if you wish, colorimetric) chroma. Once video is encoded using the \( Y'CbCr \) technique, chroma could be increased simply by applying a small amount of gain (perhaps 1.2) to the \( C_b \) and \( C_r \) components. However, a simpler method is possible, and in fact preferable: Scene rendering is implemented by applying the mild power function on individual \( RGB \) tristimuli components instead of on luminance.
If \( R - G \), \( R - B \), or \( G - B \) colour difference values were to be formed, they would all be zero on the greyscale (where \( R = G = B \)). When any colour difference departs from zero – that is, off the greyscale axis – the power function on each component causes the colour difference to be amplified. The effect is a moderate chroma increase in the midscale, reducing to no amplification at the primaries or secondaries.

**Axiom Zero revisited**

Previous sections have outlined a systematic approach to scene rendering in HD. However, the primacy of the mastering display, introduced as Axiom Zero in Chapter 2, *Image acquisition and presentation*, must now be re-emphasized. In the making of art – in our case, colour images – what matters is what is perceived. Any image data transformation that yields the desired image at mastering is correct by definition, no matter what science was or was not used to get there. The video industry has survived without a clear systematic approach to scene rendering because cinematographers, DoPs, and camera operators have felt free to adapt the camera parameters in any way that seemed appropriate to produce the intended image without any necessary reference to colour appearance science. If the imagery at post-production ingest was deemed unsatisfactory, then the colourist would make whatever signal alterations were necessary to achieve the desired appearance at mastering.

Historically, and in most applications of HD today, video signal manipulation was accomplished in the “gamma-corrected” mastering-display-referred domain. Owing to the likelihood of signal manipulation at acquisition (as just mentioned), HD image signals typically lack any objective connection to scene luminance levels (either absolute or relative).
Many modern productions have computer-generated imagery (CGI) and/or visual effects (VFX), where synthetic image elements are combined with “live action footage.” In these cases, inversion of the OETF is necessary to obtain scene-referred signal values. A later section of this chapter will describe the ACES system that has been standardized and widely deployed to address such needs.

**Display rendering**

As outlined earlier in this chapter, HD display rendering is referenced to the studio reference display, which according to BT.1886 closely approximates a pure 2.4-power function, according to ST 2080-1 delivers 100 nt reference white, and according to industry practice has surround of 1% of diffuse white.

Consider displaying such HD imagery on a home theatre projector that portrays diffuse white at 32 nt, in a completely dark (0%) surround. The projected diffuse white has lower luminance than at mastering, and the surround luminance is lower than mastering. Hunt, Stevens, and surround effects are more pronounced than at mastering. Compensation of these effects can be achieved by using a 2.6-power EOTF instead of 2.4. Display rendering is characterized a power-function having an exponent of about $\frac{2.6}{2.4} = 1.1$. The situation is sketched in the “1.1 expand” portion of Figure 5.6.

**Figure 5.6** Basic display rendering in HD is sketched above, to the right of a copy of Figure 5.4. Mastering luminance is on the left; home theatre display luminance is at the centre; and consumer display luminance is at the right. In display rendering for home theatre, luminance ratios at HD mastering are expanded in order to overcome the Hunt, Stevens, and surround effects. For white at 32 nt in a dark (0%) surround, preserving appearance requires scaling luminance ratios by a factor of 1.1; a 1000:1 range of HD mastering luminance is expanded to 2000:1 at the home theatre display. A 1.1-power display rendering function results. For consumer display, with white at 320 nt in an average (15–18%) surround, preserving appearance requires reducing HD mastered luminance ratios by a factor of 0.9; a 1000:1 range of mastering luminance is reduced to 500:1 at the consumer display. A 0.9-power display rendering function results.
Consider displaying HD imagery on a brighter display in a brighter environment than HD mastering, for example a typical sRGB display (with reference/diffuse white about 320 nt in a 15–18% average surround), or consumer video display (with similar luminance but a 5% dim surround). Hunt, Stevens, and surround effects are less pronounced than at mastering. Correct appearance can be achieved by using a display power-function exponent (“gamma”) of around 2.2 (as opposed to 2.4 at mastering). The implicit display rendering function is thereby a power-function having an exponent of about $2.2 / 2.4 = 0.9$, the “0.9 compress” portion at the right of Figure 5.6.

The example above described home theatre projection of imagery mastered in HD conditions. “Gamma” of 2.6 was appropriate. Mastering and presentation of native digital cinema (d-cinema) material, though, is mastered with an EOTF comprising a pure 2.6-power function [SMPTE ST 431-1, SMPTE RP 431-2]. D-cinema display characteristics and viewing conditions at presentation (“exhibition”) closely match display and viewing conditions at mastering. In d-cinema, display rendering is neither required nor desirable.

Like HD, d-cinema is completely mastering-display-referred. SMPTE D-cinema standards make no reference whatsoever to the scene-referred image state or to scene rendering. (However, the emergent ACES system, to be described in a few moments, involves scene-referred image data.)

**Scene rendering in sRGB**

We can now return to the basic sRGB block diagram of Figure 5.1 (on page 46, at the start of this chapter). Figure 5.7 augments that figure with a phantom block showing the implicit picture rendering transform that is imposed on HD material when displayed with “gamma 2.2”.

---

9 The standard d-cinema display primary set, denoted DCI P3, has a somewhat wider gamut than the BT.1886 HD primary set.
The sRGB situation is comparable to the HD situation sketched in Figure 5.5, where a 0.5-power OETF combined with a 2.4-power EOTF yields a 1.2-power picture rendering transform. The sRGB EOTF is a 2.2-power, not a 2.4-power, so the overall function has an exponent of 1.1; the picture rendering is milder. That is appropriate because the ratio of diffuse luminance (from scene white to display white) is just 10:1, compared to 32:1 for HD, and the surround is assumed to be comparable to the image content – that is, average (around 15–18%) instead of very dim (1%). The situation for consumer television is nearly the same, and the same 2.2-power EOTF is typical.

Composite pipeline

Figure 5.8 presents the composition of all the block diagrams presented so far in this chapter, adapted so as to have scene rendering operate in the radiometric (linear-light) domain – a scene-referred image data flow. The blocks are as follows:

- The camera, at the left, senses scene light, and imposes an OETF for the purpose of achieving rough perceptual uniformity in recording.

- The OETF\(^{-1}\) function, typically at the ingest stage of the post/DI pipeline, inverts the camera code to provide scene-referred image signals.

- The scene-rendering transform operates on linear-light, scene-referred data and produces display-referred data (also linear-light).

- The EOTF\(^{-1}\) function, typically at the last stage of the post/DI pipeline, introduces perceptual uniformity. That data drives the mastering display, and also is presented to the distribution channel.

- The mastering display converts data to light; it incorporates an EOTF.
• The display rendering transform processes image data on its way to the consumer presentation display. The Display rendering, EOTF, and Display blocks are sketched intertwined in Figure 5.8, because their functions may be combined in consumer electronic (CE) equipment.

Optical-to-optical transfer functions (OOTFs)

OOTFs characterize the transforms imposed on colorimetric image data to preserve appearance. Figure 5.9 recasts the block diagram of Figure 5.8, demonstrating three OOTF relationships.

In most situations, there is a scene, here at the extreme left, often at relatively high luminance level. That image data traverses the post-production/DI pipeline and produces an image on the mastering display. OOTF₁ characterizes the relationship between light at the scene and light at the mastering display; that is, it characterizes the scene rendering transform. OOTF₂ characterizes the relationship between light at mastering and light at the consumer display; that is, it characterizes a display rendering transform. OOTF₃ characterizes the relationship between light at the scene and light at a consumer display; that is, it characterizes the overall picture rendering transform.

Some HDR proponents (and even standards) fail to distinguish scene rendering and display rendering, and refer to a single OOTF.¹⁰ It should be clear from earlier parts of this dissertation that absent standardiza-

¹⁰ EETF is sometimes used to denote a display rendering transform, especially if it is a luminance function (or 1-D LUT) or three tristimuli functions (three 1-D LUTs). In historical video terminology, EE stands for electrical-to-electrical.
tion of the consumer display condition image data in distribution must be mastering-display-referred. It is clear from Figure 5.9 that without knowledge of consumer presentation conditions, OOTF$_2$ and OOTF$_3$ cannot be known.

**ACES**

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) has developed and established a set of standards for digital motion picture production: the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES). Certain ACES documents have been adopted as SMPTE standards. The ACES pipeline is standard in cinema digital intermediate (DI)/post-production, especially for programs (movies) that are dependent upon computer-generated imagery (CGI) and/or visual effects (VFX). The input device transform (IDT) applies the inverse of the camera OETF to recover linear-light relative-scene-referred colour signals (ACES colourspace). A look manipulation transform (LMT) achieves artistic requirements. The reference rendering transform (RRT) transforms from scene-referred to mastering-display-referred colour-space. An output device transform (ODT) applies the inverse of the mastering display EOTF, and may also apply a certain degree of tone and colour mapping dependent upon the output device and its viewing environment.

---

**Figure 5.10** The ACES pipeline is standard in cinema digital intermediate (DI)/post-production, especially for programs (movies) that are dependent upon computer-generated imagery (CGI) and/or visual effects (VFX). The input device transform (IDT) applies the inverse of the camera OETF to recover linear-light relative-scene-referred colour signals (ACES colourspace). A look manipulation transform (LMT) achieves artistic requirements. The reference rendering transform (RRT) transforms from scene-referred to mastering-display-referred colour-space. An output device transform (ODT) applies the inverse of the mastering display EOTF, and may also apply a certain degree of tone and colour mapping dependent upon the output device and its viewing environment.
colourspace, which is colorimetrically identical to ACES space but has display-referred image state: OCES is associated with a considerably lower absolute luminance level than ACES space (about 32 nt, compared to 1600 nt, a 50:1 ratio). At the completion of picture rendering, the output device transform (ODT) applies the inverse of the mastering display EOTF; this step imposes rough perceptual uniformity to enable efficient distribution, and may also apply a certain degree of tone and colour mapping dependent upon the characteristics of the output device and its expected viewing environment.

Mastered image data is distributed assuming that the ultimate display will impose the equivalent of the mastering display EOTF composed with whatever local display rendering is necessary to accommodate the luminance range, colour gamut, and viewing characteristics of the local display and its viewing conditions.

Summary

This chapter has described how in classic video and in HD a power function arises from the fact that the power functions of the OETF and the EOTF are not inverses. It is commonly and incorrectly stated in many sources that the goal of video technology is to make the OETF and the EOTF inverses; usually such statements reference camera “gamma” of 0.45 and display “gamma” of 2.2. These numbers are almost always wrong. Typical HD camera gamma is effectively about 0.5; standard HD studio reference displays incorporate a 2.4-power function. The composition of those two power functions yields the end-to-end 1.2-power function that serves as the baseline scene rendering transform.
6 Analysing CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls

User-accessible controls labelled CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS are found on nearly all electronic displays used for pictorial imagery. These labels are indirectly and confusingly related to the perceptual attributes brightness and contrast. In nearly all displays – including cathode ray tubes (CRTs), plasma display panels (PDPs), and liquid crystal displays (LCDs) – adjusting BRIGHTNESS upwards from its optimum setting affects visual contrast much more than a comparable adjustment of the CONTRAST control. Adjusting CONTRAST affects visual brightness much more than a comparable adjustment of the BRIGHTNESS control. CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS are therefore misleading labels. Today, these two controls are implemented in literally billions of pieces of equipment – legacy CRT and PDP displays, modern LCD and OLED displays, and projectors. Poor understanding of these controls began half a century ago, and today hundreds of millions of people have no confidence in adjusting their displays: Imaging system designers are faced with a big problem.

This chapter describes the perceptual attributes brightness and contrast; describes conventional CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls in electronic displays, analyses the relations between the control settings and the visual attributes; and concludes by making some recommendations to reduce or perhaps even eliminate the rampant confusion.

Introduction

According to two vision and display system researchers [Heynderickx 2005],

The four most important image quality attributes, at least for non-expert viewers when assessing image quality of high-end TVs, are brightness, contrast, color rendering and sharpness.

Heynderickx and her colleague are referring to brightness and contrast as perceptual attributes. This chapter addresses the first two image attributes, brightness and contrast, which presumably the authors consider the most important. There are like-named controls on display equipment; however, in this chapter we argue that the controls do not affect the perceptual attributes of a displayed image in the obvious manner. In this chapter, we have to distinguish the names of the controls from the perceptual attributes. In this thesis the names of the controls are typeset in small capitals – CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS – and set in normal type the visual attributes brightness and contrast.
We are about to enter an arena where words are ambiguous; careful use of terminology is necessary. Absolute and relative luminance (L and Y) were defined and explained on page 29. Brightness and lightness were defined and explained on page 30. Contrast was defined and explained on page 31.

**History of display signal processing**

Television originated with analog vacuum tube circuits; CRTs are themselves vacuum tubes. Vacuum tubes and the associated analog components (primarily resistors and capacitors) were subject to drift owing to operating temperature variation and owing to age-induced component degradation. The main effects of drift were to alter the gain and offset of the video signal; so, electrical gain and offset controls were provided. Drift was such a serious problem that the controls were located on the front panel of television receivers; consumers were expected to use them.

User-adjustable gain and bias controls were first implemented in vacuum tube analog television receivers of the early 1940s. Gain of video amplifier circuitry was adjusted by a control that came to be called **contrast**. Control of offset (bias) was typically implemented at the CRT itself by a control called **brightness**. Gain control was invariably applied earlier in the signal path than offset.

In 1940, Kallmann [1940] described the typical implementations:

> … the so-called contrast control … is a voltage divider controlling signal amplitude … the background-light control … adjusts bias on the cathode-ray tube.

The scheme described by Kallmann prevailed for the entire CRT era – more than half a century – as video signal processing technology shifted, first in about 1965 to transistors used in analog mode, then in about 1975 to analog integrated circuits, and then in about 1990 to digital integrated circuits, whose complexity has increased dramatically since then. Benson [2000] documented the classic CRT drive arrangement; see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. The tapped variable resistors are called a **potentiometers**, or "pots." The gain control pot of Figure 6.1 came to be called **contrast** and the bias or offset control pot of Figure 6.2 came to be called **brightness**. Later in this chapter, I propose that Figure 6.2’s **brightness** pot should be called **black**. Figure 6.3, also from Benson, contains a schematic diagram of analog circuitry implementing the **drive** and **bias** controls typical of internal calibration adjustments for individual R, G, and B signals. Again, gain control precedes application of offset.\(^1\)

I have been unable to find any historical documents that discuss how the names **contrast** and **brightness** came about. Some early television receivers used the label **brilliance** for the gain control and some used **background** for the offset. Some early television models had concentric **contrast** and **volume** controls, suggesting a single place for the user to alter the magnitude of the sound and the magnitude of

---

\(^1\) **Bias** is sometimes called **screen**. In home theatre calibration circles the **drive** and **bias** internal adjustments were historically called RGB-**high** and RGB-**low** (respectively).
Video scientists, engineers, and technicians have been skeptical about the names contrast and brightness for many decades. Almost seventy years ago, Oliver [1950] wrote:

... the gain ("contrast") control certainly produces more nearly a pure brightness change than does the bias ("brightness") control, so the knobs are, in a sense, mislabeled.

The parentheses and quotes are in the original. Concerning brightness, Oliver stated:

... A good name for this knob might be "blacks," or "background," or "shadows."

That these controls are misnamed was observed a few years later by the preeminent electronics engineer Donald Fink [1952]:

"Unfortunately, in television systems of the present day, ... the separate manipulation of the receiver brightness and contrast controls (both of which are misnamed, photometrically speaking)
Despite researchers of the stature of Oliver and Fink complaining many decades ago, the names stuck—unfortunately, in my opinion.  

The contrast and brightness nomenclature was adopted for computer displays as early as the IBM model 3270 in 1972 [IBM 1972]. In 1984, the IBM model 5151 display was introduced with the original IBM PC; its contrast and brightness controls were implemented virtually identically to those of television monitors of the day [IBM 1984], and operated in the same way. Interestingly, the 5151 had no externally visible control names, just two graphic symbols (see Figure 6.4). The service manual's schematic diagram [SAMS 1984] reveals that internally the controls were referenced by their historical names. The graphic symbols were subsequently incorporated into many IEC and ISO standards (for example, IEC TR 60878 for medical equipment and ISO TR 15847 for graphic arts equipment), without meaningful descriptions of the functions.

In video processing equipment, gain and offset controls have historically been available; they operate comparably to the display controls, but the associated controls are usually labelled gain and black level.  

Figure 6.5 depicts the on-screen display (OSD) of a contemporary television receiver [PANASONIC 2012, p 40]. Computer displays typically have very similar on-screen displays.  

User manuals typically state that the brightness control “Adjusts the screen brightness,” and contrast “Adjusts the screen contrast.” As we will show in subsequent sections, these descriptions do not reflect the perceptual effect of the controls. The ubiquitous descriptions of the classic pair of controls are wrong.

In some cases, the descriptions provided by manufacturers in user manuals border on perverse. One display intended for high-end graphics arts [LaCie 2009] has a user manual that states that the brightness control “Adjusts screen Brightness,” contrast “Adjusts screen contrast,” and a third, separate luminance control “Adjusts the Brightness of the screen.” No user can be expected to discern the difference between “adjusting the screen brightness” and “adjusting the brightness of the screen.” One wonders whether the designers of this equipment make a distinction between these two phrases. Another manufacturer provides a conventional brightness control, but also provides a backlight control with the description “You can adjust the screen brightness by adjusting the LCD backlight brightness (0~10)” [SAMSUNG 2009]. This model also has a brightness control, for which no explanation is provided. So, the unit has a backlight control that is stated to control 

---

2 In some consumer television receivers, including many Sony products, the gain control has historically been labelled picture. In my view this is a small improvement over contrast. (However, Sony user documentation confusingly described the picture control as increasing or decreasing picture contrast.)

3 Black level is sometimes called pedestal, particularly in Europe. If control circuitry alters gain to keep white level stable, then the control is called lift.

4 Apple is the exception: Apple displays have one user adjustment, corresponding to the historical gain control. The OSD comprises a single icon and a bar that resembles a slider. The setting of bias is correct by design; user adjustment of that parameter is unavailable. Confusingly to experts (but not to consumers), the single control for gain/backlight has the icon of the historical brightness control.
brightness, and a separate undocumented BRIGHTNESS control. One wonders whether the equipment design engineers know what these controls do.

Many researchers have struggled over the decades to correlate CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS settings with display response [Deguchi 1998, Díaz 1996, Jervis 2003, Roehrig 1990].

Algorithm
The effect of conventional CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls on an $R'$, $G'$, or $B'$ video signal scaled to the range 0 to 1 symbolized $x$ is approximated by the following equation:

$$y = m \cdot x + b$$

Equation 6.1

CONTRAST alters the $m$ parameter – Oliver and Fink (cited earlier) would have called it gain – over a range of approximately 0.5 to 2. BRIGHTNESS alters the $b$ parameter (offset or bias) over a range approximately ±0.2.

The $x$ and $y$ signals of Equation 6.1 are in the gamma-corrected ($R'G'B'$) domain. The result is then raised to a modest power $y$ (gamma, ranging from about 2.0 to 2.6) to produce a displayed tristimulus value $(R, G, \text{ or } B)$. Historically, the CRT itself imposed the power function associated with display “gamma,” owing to a five-halves power law of the electrostatics of the cathode of the electron gun. Gamma was to some extent a function of the mechanical arrangement of the electron gun, but was not electrically adjustable.

Figure 6.4 IBM 5151 PC display was introduced in 1984 with no external control names; instead, the controls were marked with graphic symbols. The symbols were subsequently standardized by IEC and ISO.

Figure 6.5 Typical OSD (on-screen display) includes CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS settings. CONTRAST sets signal gain, then BRIGHTNESS sets offset. Display users cannot be expected to understand signal processing: It is reasonable for users to expect CONTRAST to affect visual contrast, and BRIGHTNESS to affect visual brightness.

5 Displays capable of displaying motion, and their interface signals, are referred to as video even when still images are being conveyed and presented.
ANALYSING CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS CONTROLS

Figure 6.6 Effect of gain control ("CONTRAST") for nominal offset ("BRIGHTNESS") setting ($b = 0$).
Gain values 1.25, 1.0, and 0.8 are shown; these are values of $m$ in Equation A.1. The control effectively scales the display response along the $x$-axis with reference to a certain fixed point (in this case, pixel value 0). The $y$-axis is tristimulus value, a linear-light quantity that is not directly perceptually meaningful.

Figure 6.7 Effect of offset control ("BRIGHTNESS") for nominal gain ("CONTRAST") setting ($m = 1$).
Offset values +0.2, 0, and −0.2 are shown; these are values of $b$ in Equation 6.1. The control effectively shifts the display response along the $x$-axis.

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show, for a 2.2-power function display (such as sRGB), the effect on display tristimuli of changing gain (CONTRAST) and offset (BRIGHTNESS).

In Equation 6.1, the result $y$ is clipped$^6$ – historically by the action of the CRT itself, or in modern display equipment by signal processing – so as not to fall below zero. At a sufficiently high value, perhaps as low as 1.09, clipping is likely to set in. Users are typically naive of clipping, and user adjustment of gain or offset is liable to introduce picture artifacts.

With analog gain control circuitry, CONTRAST historically implemented a “one-quadrant” multiplier on $R’G’B’$ video signals clamped at blanking level (0). In PAL video, black and blanking levels were identically 0; consequently, adjusting CONTRAST in a PAL receiver left black of a properly coded signal where it was supposed to be (without interaction with BRIGHTNESS). In NTSC encoding, +7.5-percent “setup” was inserted, causing black level of a properly encoded signal to lie at 0.075 on the 0 to 1 scale. However, the reference for gain adjustment was still

---

$^6$ Clipping may be called saturation, but that usage is confusing because colour saturation – also called purity or chroma – is a completely different phenomenon.
blanking level (0). With gain “hinged” at zero, adjusting gain from 0.5 to 2 would alter black level from 0.0375 to 0.15, a significant change. Consequently, in analog standard definition television (SD, NTSC and PAL), the CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls interacted. Analog VGA interfaces for computers [MYERS 2002] inherited the NTSC levels – in particular, the 7.5-percent “setup” of NTSC – so analog VGA computer monitors suffered from the same control interaction problem as NTSC.

There is no standard or convention for the range of \( m \) and \( b \), for the relationship of \( m \) and \( b \) values to the controls, or for numerical control values presented to the user. Today’s video studio reference displays (“BVMs”) are adjustable allowing \( m \) to range between about 0.5 and 2, and \( b \) to range about ±0.2 [POYNTON 2012, p 47]; however in studio practice it is common for both controls to lack numerical control values. In today’s on-screen displays used in consumer equipment, CONTRAST is typically presented to the user as a value (here denoted \( C \)) from 0 through 100, and BRIGHTNESS as a value (here, \( B \)) from 0 through 100. Suitable mappings from those control values to parameters \( m \) ranging 0.5 and 2 and \( b \) ranging ±0.2 are these:

\[
m = 2^{\frac{C - 50}{50}}; \quad b = \frac{B - 50}{250}.
\]

BRIGHTNESS values might alternatively be presented in the range −50 through +50, in which case the second mapping would be \( b = \frac{B}{250} \).

Figure 6.8 graphs lightness (CIE \( L^* \)) as a function of video signal for various settings of the gain parameter \( m \) (0.5 … 2.0). The range of values in the graph corresponds to a CONTRAST range of 0 to 100 under the mapping of Equation 6.2.

Figure 6.9 graphs the lightness produced as a function of video signal for various settings of the offset parameter \( b \) (±0.2). The range of values in the graph corresponds to a BRIGHTNESS range of 0 to 100 under the mapping of Equation 6.2.

CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls are widespread in image applications in computers. The effect of CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls in these domains is generally comparable to the effect of like-named controls on display equipment: CONTRAST generally imposes a (multiplicative) scaling to each signal component, and BRIGHTNESS generally applies an (additive) offset. However, there is no formal standard for the controls, and some applications diverge from the usual treatment. For example, CONTRAST in Photoshop behaves very differently than CONTRAST in typical displays: Photoshop CONTRAST controls gain, but it “pivots” the gain around a certain formulation of the average pixel level instead of pivoting at zero as is usual in video equipment and in displays [POYNTON 2012, p. 62]. Because there is no standard, it is often difficult or impossible to tell exactly how a particular application implements these controls.

CONTRAST can typically be set to amplify or attenuate signal values. If the numerical CONTRAST settings range 0 through 100, expect 50 to be the factory setting, and expect that to yield unity gain. Expect this “detent” value to pass the video signal codes unaltered.

BRIGHTNESS can typically be set to a negative or positive offset. If the numerical BRIGHTNESS values range 0 through 100, expect 50 to be the
factory (“detent”) setting, yielding zero offset. Expect this setting to pass the video signal codes unaltered.

The unity setting of typical CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls is typically at the centre of their control range. Setting a control to the average of its minimum and maximum values is likely to establish the setting that leaves the video signal undisturbed.

Digital driving levels

The term digital driving level (DDL) refers to a video signal component value – typically produced by a PC graphics subsystem or by a consumer signal source such as a Blu-ray player – that crosses an interface (typically DVI, HDMI, or DisplayPort) and drives display equipment. The term pixel value is ambiguous with respect to the interface, because pixel values originated by application software can be altered by the graphics subsystem on the way to the display – for example, they can be altered by the lookup table in the graphics adapter. DDL numbers cross the interface, but they are not necessarily passed to the display panel (column drivers and “glass”): Modern display equipment ordinarily
incorporates signal processing – often including lookup tables (LUTs) – to impose the expected external display response (for example, the 2.2-gamma of sRGB) and to invert the native display panel response.

A DDL is an integer value ranging \(0 \ldots 2^K - 1\) (where \(K\) is the bit depth at the interface, typically 8, but potentially 10 or 12). Video signal component values are usually denoted \(R', G',\) and \(B'\), where the prime signifies gamma correction – that is, the display is expected to produce tristimuli proportional to a power function of the data value, where the power function exponent typically ranges from 2.0 to 2.6.

Computer interfaces such as DVI carry 8-bit DDLs where DDL 0 is reference black and DDL 255 is reference white.

Video interface standards such as HD-SDI in the studio, and HDMI and DisplayPort in consumer equipment, allow footroom below reference black and headroom above reference white. HD-SDI is standardized with 10-bit values; interface code 64 corresponds to reference black and interface code 940 corresponds to reference white. In consumer use, eight-bit HDMI is commonly used; interface code 16 corresponds to reference black and interface code 235 corresponds to reference white.

To simplify the rest of the discussion we will refer to DDLs in terms of normalized DDLs (NDDLS) where reference black at the interface corresponds to NDDL 0 and reference white at the interface corresponds to NDDL 1. Pixel values in video are permitted to have modest excursions outside the reference 0 to 1 range, \(15/219\) to \(235/219\) (about \(-0.07\) to \(+1.09\)). The NDDL range 0 to 1 corresponds to what an HD engineer might call IRE levels 0 through 100.

### Relationship between signal and lightness

The sRGB standard [IEC 61966-2-1; Stokes 1996] specifies an electro-optical conversion function (EOTF) comprising a 2.2-power function.\(^7\) The sRGB 2.2-power function, the standard 2.4-power function of today’s studio video reference displays [ITU-R BT.1886], and the 2.6-power function of digital cinema all almost perfectly invert \(L^*\), as depicted in Figure 6.10 (see Display characteristics and EOTF on page 18 of Chapter 3). The 2.4-curve, which typifies video and HD practice, has a highly linear relationship with \(L^*\) for NDDL 0.2 and above (that is, for 8-bit interface codes above 59). NDDL of 0.2 yields \(L^*\) of 16. The line from \([0.2, 16]\) through reference white has slope of 105; extending that line back towards the \(x\)-axis yields an \(x\)-intercept of 0.0475, and back further, a \(y\)-intercept of almost exactly \(-5\).

Ware [2004, p 92, Figure 3.20] graphed \(L^*\) as a function of a 2.5-power function EOTF; that curve would lie between the 2.4 and 2.6 lines on the plot of Figure 6.10. In Ware’s graph, inexplicably the “hockey stick” feature near black is not evident. Ware described 0.4-power encoding as “perceptually linear,” and suggested the utility of that arrangement for information coding and display. He made no mention of pictorial image data or video.

---

\(^7\) The sRGB standard EOTF has a linear segment near black, enabling inversion without infinite slope. The power-function segment is adjusted to match a pure 2.2-power (“effective gamma”) overall by scaling, offsetting, and choosing an appropriate “advertised” exponent. The linear slope near black does not match CRT behaviour; that no longer matters because CRTs have fallen into disuse.
Moroney and Beretta [2010] performed an interesting experiment to establish an estimate of the average “gamma” on the web. They conclude that NDDL produces luminance proportional to 
\[(1.04 \cdot V - 0.04)^{2.36}\] – that is, they estimate a gamma of 2.36 and an offset term of −0.04. Their offset term is equivalent to DDL of 10 in an 8-bit system, and is very close to the x-intercept of 0.0475 mentioned above. The authors state “there is … on average a good match of display non-linearity and corresponding lightness scale.” What surprises me is that they did not consider this result remarkable: The researchers fit a straight line to their data without discussing any expectation or justification for a near-linear relationship.

**Effect of CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS on contrast and brightness**

To explore the visual effect of CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls, consider a demanding scenario: an ideal HD display. NDDL 0 is supposed to produce luminance that is visually indistinguishable from a negative NDDL, for example NDDL −0.02. (Such a negative signal is produced by *picture line-up generating equipment* [PLUGE] common in video studios; PLUGE corresponds to 8-bit interface code 12). Eight-bit codes 0 through 16 are expected to be indistinguishable. Luminance produced by NDDL +0.02 (for example, the positive-going bar of PLUGE, produced from 8-bit interface code 20), is expected to be visible. Assume a typical studio contrast ratio of 3333 (100 nt white, 0.03 nt black), and typical CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls both ranging 0 through 100 as described in the *Algorithm* section on page 65.

---

8 Here I use standard digital studio video levels, including footroom and headroom. Some people would argue that a digital cinema display is more demanding than studio HD. I disagree, because the contrast ratio of conventional (non-laser) cinema is lower. In any event, digital cinema displays sensibly have no CONTRAST or BRIGHTNESS controls.

9 Until about 2000, it was common for programs to have video signals above reference white; then, quality control service providers began rejecting excursions outside the “broadcast legal” range, and CE vendors began to clip at reference white. Today, it is dangerous to originate signals above 10-bit video code 940.
Decreasing brightness from its optimum setting causes clipping of any video content that lies barely above reference black. Clipping does not impair contrast ratio per se, but stripping out image content “in the shadows” produces obvious artifacts, so we will not explore decreasing brightness.

To compute the effect of contrast on contrast ratio, take the ratio of the luminance of white to the luminance of black:

\[ CR = \frac{(m + b)^{2.4}}{\max\left(\frac{1}{3333}, b\right)^{2.4}} \]

Decreasing contrast from 50 to 30 reduces the white video signal to 0.8, yielding a relative luminance of 0.585. Increasing contrast from 50 to 70 increases the white signal to 1.25, yielding a relative luminance of 1.71. Starting with contrast ratio of 3333, adjusting contrast ±20 decreases contrast ratio to about 1950:1 or increases it to about 5700:1.

To compute the effect of contrast on “brightness,” estimate the user’s perception of display brightness by using \( L^* \):

\[ L^* = 116 \cdot (m + b^{2.4})^{1/3} - 16 \]

Adjusting contrast ±20 yields \( L^* \) ranging from 81 to 118.

To compute the effect of increasing brightness on contrast ratio, increasing brightness from 50 to 70 takes the \( y \)-intercept of the 2.4-gamma curve of Figure 6.10 from −5 to +3. Reference black code now produces relative luminance of about 0.00332; reference white produces relative luminance of about 1.08. Increasing brightness thus causes contrast ratio to drop from 3333 to \( 1/0.00332 \), that is, to 325.

Increasing brightness from 50 to 70 causes the reference white signal to increase \( L^* \) to 103.

To summarize contrast ratio, increasing contrast by 20 takes contrast ratio from 3333 to 5700, roughly a factor of 2. Increasing brightness by 20 drops contrast ratio from 3333 to 325, roughly a factor of 10. A 20-unit change in brightness has much more effect on contrast ratio than a 20-unit change in contrast.

To summarize display lightness, increasing brightness from 50 to 70 takes \( L^* \) from 100 to 103, but increasing contrast from 50 to 70 takes \( L^* \) from 100 to 118. Contrast has a much larger effect than brightness on the user’s perception of display brightness.

The results are summarized in this table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast ratio</th>
<th>Ref. black ( L^* )</th>
<th>Ref. white ( L^* )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>3333</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease contrast 20%</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase contrast 20%</td>
<td>5700</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase brightness 20%</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Effect of adjusting contrast and brightness
This numerical example is elaborated by the four graphs of Figure 6.11, which show the effect on contrast ratio (at the top) and lightness ($L^*$, at the bottom) of adjusting CONTRAST (at the left) and BRIGHTNESS (at the right), where the CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS scales correspond to the mappings to $m$ and $b$ of Equation 6.2. The optimization of contrast ratio by choosing the appropriate BRIGHTNESS setting is clearly evident in the peak of the top-right graph. The other three graphs show clipping, which for this example I have taken to set in at a video level of 125% of reference white, corresponding to relative luminance of 1.71.

From the right-hand halves of the two top graphs it is evident that an adjustment to BRIGHTNESS above its optimum setting causes contrast ratio to decrease at roughly three times the rate that contrast ratio increases when CONTRAST is adjusted (in its non-clipped region): Contrast ratio is more responsive to BRIGHTNESS than to CONTRAST. From the bottom graphs, adjusting either CONTRAST or BRIGHTNESS upwards increases the lightness of white (until the onset of clipping), but the typical CONTRAST control is about three times more responsive.

**LCDs**

By the year 2000, display technology was shifting from CRTs to LCDs; at the same time, digital driving circuitry was replacing analog. Today, the shift is complete. CRTs are obsolete, and digital driving circuits are ubiquitous.

It was a commercial requirement for the emerging technology to produce the same response – from signal to light – as the entrenched CRTs. LCD displays do not have the same native physical response as CRTs, so display system developers incorporated into the signal processing a mapping that was the combination of two functions (but typically implemented in a single circuit or table lookup): the inverse of the display’s native physical response, cascaded with a power function appropriate for the CRT being replaced. In the case of an LCD, it’s complex, as the LCD native characteristic is roughly S-shaped.

LCDs are dramatically more stable than CRTs, and the need for adjustment to overcome drift was essentially eliminated. Nonetheless, CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS were carried forward into digital display technology. In today’s equipment, these controls are implemented in the digital signal processing path in a digital version of the historical gain and offset processing.

Gain (CONTRAST) can be implemented in the signal path, at the risk of introducing contouring artifacts. In an LCD, it is more sensible to modulate luminance through analog control of backlight power. For any display having a power-function EOTF – such as an sRGB display or a studio video display – backlight power level and traditional CONTRAST setting are related by the display EOTF, according to this simple algebraic identity:

$$\langle m \cdot x \rangle^y = m^y \cdot x^y$$

The left-hand side of this equation represents gain adjustment in the signal path through traditional CONTRAST; the right-hand side represents scaling the light output by modulating the backlight power. In theory, separate BACKLIGHT and CONTRAST controls are redundant.
It is advantageous to implement traditional contrast through backlight modulation – in the optical analog domain – for two reasons. First, power is saved when backlight power is set less than maximum. Second, having contrast leave the video signal untouched maintains the full digital signal range, and thereby avoids introduction of contouring.

It is pervasive that both professional and consumer display products have both backlight and contrast controls. In such cases, backlight should be used to control the display luminance, because moving contrast away from its detent is likely to introduce rounding or requantization errors in the signal path and thereby deteriorate image quality.

Some display products have controls labelled luminance; presumably such controls alter backlight power. If a display having a luminance control also has a contrast control, contrast should be set at detent and luminance should be used to control display luminance.

One display model has separate brightness, contrast, and black level adjustments, along with a user manual containing inscrutable explanations [LACIE 2011]. Presumably brightness alters backlight power, and both contrast and black level are implemented in the
digital signal path. Ideally, users of such displays will set CONTRAST and BLACK LEVEL at detent, and use BRIGHTNESS to alter display luminance.

Another display model has separate BRIGHTNESS, PICTURE, and BACKLIGHT adjustments, along with a user manual having inscrutable explanations [SONY 2008]. Presumably BACKLIGHT alters backlight power, and both PICTURE and BRIGHTNESS are implemented in the digital signal path. Ideally, users of such displays will set BRIGHTNESS and PICTURE at detent, and use BACKLIGHT to alter display luminance.

Finally, another display model has separate BACKLIGHT, CONTRAST, and BRIGHTNESS adjustments, along with a user manual explaining that if BACKLIGHT is increased, “The screen brightens,” and that BRIGHTNESS should be increased “For more brightness.” [SHARP 2012] Presumably BACKLIGHT alters backlight power, and both CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS are implemented in the digital signal path. Like the previous example, users should leave BRIGHTNESS and PICTURE at detent, and use BACKLIGHT to alter display luminance.

As mentioned earlier, the typical CONTRAST control range is equivalent to setting video gain between 0.5 and 2. For the 2.2-power of sRGB, a signal ratio of 2 yields a power (or luminance) ratio of $2^{2.2}$, or about 4.6. It is highly unlikely that a display manufacturer will take a display having maximum luminance of 320 nt and establish a factory CONTRAST setting correspond to $\frac{1}{\sqrt{4.6}} \cdot 320$, or 70 nt, in order to achieve perfect CONTRAST control throughout the range of that control. One approach is to have factory setting of CONTRAST at 100, corresponding to full backlight power; any CONTRAST setting below 100 then simply reduces backlight power. However, some users in some situations wish to obtain higher average brightness, and are willing to compromise tone response, even potentially suffering some degree of highlight clipping. So the display manufacturer will be tempted to arrange maximum backlight power to be delivered at a factory setting of CONTRAST lower than 100, and implement a two-stage CONTRAST control where settings below the default reduce the backlight power (but preserve the video signal without clipping), and settings above the default produce maximum backlight power and impose electrical gain in the signal path. The more gain, the more potential video signal clipping.

The behaviour of such a two-stage scheme is graphed in Figure 6.12. The relationship of gain factor and backlight power is shown in for the 2.2-power function of sRGB, for the CONTRAST range 0 to 50 (that is, for gain from 0.5 to 1). For CONTRAST between 50 and 100, gain between 1 and 2 is applied in the signal path. In the region where signal gain is applied, clipping will occur for some picture content; by the time gain of 2 is reached, video above level 0.5 will be clipped. Furthermore, any multiplication operation on signal component values is liable to impose requantization errors, depending upon the bit depths in processing and the bit depth at the display interface.

An alternate interpretation

In Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 (on page 66), several display curves were shown as a function of a fixed NDDL scale on the x-axis. In Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, the CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls were interpreted as changing the display’s response for a fixed scale of input values (normalized DDLs). Turn that around, and consider the display response
to be a fixed function of display reference values ranging 0 through 1. Equation 6.1 implements a linear operation on the x-axis of Figure 6.10. Adjustment of CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS can therefore be interpreted as scaling and offsetting along the x-axis.

We can establish a parameter $B$ (accessible to the user as BLACK LEVEL) to control the display reference value intended to be produced by NDDL 0, and parameter $W$ (accessible to the user as WHITE LEVEL) to control the display reference value intended to be produced by NDDL 1.

Figure 6.13 shows the new interpretation. The x-axis in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 has been relabelled Display reference value; underneath that is the Pixel value (normalized DDL) scale. The NDDL scale is now squeezed or stretched, and offset. The example of Figure 6.9 has BLACK LEVEL of +0.1, elevated from reference level so that NDDL 0 produces $L^*$ of about 3; WHITE LEVEL of 0.9 causes NDDL 1 to produce $L^*$ of about 90.

The reparameterized version of Equation 6.1 is this:

$$y = (W - B) \cdot x + B$$

To implement an offset range comparable to a conventional BRIGHTNESS control, and to allow treatment of input signals that have black-level errors, settings for $B$ should range about ±0.2. To be comparable to the gain range of a conventional CONTRAST control,
settings for $W$ should extend from 0.5 to 2.0. Most displays will be expected to exhibit clipping at $W$ values greater than about 1.2, and it may be desirable to limit the user setting to such a value.

One advantage of this scheme is that BLACK LEVEL and WHITE LEVEL are more likely to be understood by the user than CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS. Another advantage is that there is no order dependence of operations: The user sees the controls as being independent, free from interaction.\footnote{A different reparametrization, also exhibiting no control interaction, is the WINDOW LEVEL and WINDOW WIDTH (WL/WW) scheme that is common in medical imaging. See Window and level, on page 82.}

**Black level setting**

To set BRIGHTNESS (or BLACK LEVEL) in studio video, display a pattern such as that standardized in ITU-R BT.814-2 containing pluge (levels −0.02, 0, +0.02) on a test image having average relative luminance of about 0.01 (1%). Set BLACK LEVEL high, then reduce it until the −0.02 pluge level becomes visually indistinguishable from the 0 pluge level. That’s it: You’re done.

If you have no pluge pattern, display a picture that is predominantly or entirely black. Set BLACK LEVEL to its minimum, then increase its level until the display barely shows a hint of dark grey, then back off a smidge.

Once BLACK LEVEL is set correctly, CONTRAST can be set to whatever level is appropriate for comfortable viewing, provided that clipping is avoided. In the studio, the CONTRAST control can be used to achieve the

---

**Figure 6.13  Black level and white level controls.** The display is viewed as having a fixed conversion from display reference values (0 to slightly more than 1) to luminance. Instead of CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS, BLACK LEVEL and WHITE LEVEL controls (indicated by the black and white triangles above) set the display reference values that correspond to NDDL values 0 and 1. In this example, BLACK LEVEL is set to 0.1 and WHITE LEVEL to 0.9. This example’s BLACK LEVEL and WHITE LEVEL settings of 0.1 and 0.9 cause the gain parameter $m$ of Equation 6.1 to be computed as 0.8 and the bias (offset) parameter $b$ as +0.1.
desired luminance of reference white. Unfortunately, no current studio standard specifies the luminance of reference white; many studios\textsuperscript{11} choose 100 cd·m\(^{-2}\).

Historically, BLACK LEVEL was sometimes adjusted to compensate drift of analog electronic components. Modern display equipment is very stable, and frequent adjustment is unnecessary. Historically, BLACK LEVEL was sometimes used to compensate inaccuracies in source material; however, modern sources are quite reliable, and user adjustment to compensate poor sources is no longer required. Historically, BLACK LEVEL setting was somewhat dependent upon ambient light. The diffuse ambient reflectance of modern displays is very low, around 0.01. This value is so low that ambient light contributes very little unwanted luminance, and has a minor effect on contrast ratio. Consumer adjustment in order to mitigate ambient light is no longer required.

For all of these reasons, manufacturers of consumer equipment should consider abolishing BLACK LEVEL control (as Apple has done), or relegating it to an internal or service adjustment.

Historically, separate BIAS (or SCREEN) calibration adjustments were provided for CRTs to allow a technician to null-out any difference in drift between channels that would otherwise cause a black input signal to display as a dark colour. Provision of such adjustments on LCDs and PDPs is insidious, because neither of these technologies involve any physical mechanism that could cause differential drift. These adjustments should therefore be abolished.

**Non-entertainment applications**

Dr. Kristina Hellén-Halme and her colleagues reported research [2008a] concerning the analysis of dental radiographs (x-rays):

\[\ldots\text{the most accurate diagnosis of carious lesions was made when viewing the radiograph on a monitor that had been optimally adjusted}\ldots\]

She summarized that research for general dentists [2008b]:

\[\ldots\text{The accuracy of approximal caries diagnoses is higher when monitor brightness and contrast have been set at levels that are optimal for the task.}\]

Rendering her conclusion in laymans’ terms, proper display settings affect health. But is she referring to brightness or BRIGHTNESS? Contrast or CONTRAST? Clearly she is conscientious about display controls, but it’s unlikely that the majority of dentists understand CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls, nor should they be expected to.

Another medical display practitioner [SETO 2005] advocates leaving the display controls alone, and modifying images through application software:

\[\ldots\text{Disabling user control of the display settings and training the users to modify \ldots the PACS viewer application instead of changing the monitor contrast and brightness will also help}\ldots\]

\textsuperscript{11} In the CRT era, studios in Europe used a somewhat lower reference white luminance, around 80 cd·m\(^{-2}\).
In a different professional domain, consider the following passages from a technical report of the U. S. Federal Aviation Administration [FAA 2007]. The technical report describes design criteria to be used in air traffic control displays:

5.1.6.9 Provide adjustable contrast and brightness. Controls shall be provided that are capable of providing multiple step or continuously variable contrast and brightness …

Does the FAA intend the terms “contrast” and “brightness” in this passage to refer to the perceptual phenomenon or to the like-named controls? The remainder of the document offers no hint. You might think that the interpretation of this passage is inconsequential; it merely indicates that two controls should be provided. But consider these two additional passages that are more specific about function:

5.1.6.10 Luminance range. A control should allow the user to vary the luminance from 10% luminance to 100% luminance. …

5.1.6.13 Contrast adjustment. A control shall be provided to adjust the foreground-background contrast ratio.

To effect the change in luminance of the first passage, would a typical air traffic controller use the knob or slider labelled contrast or the one labelled brightness? The second passage has three instances of the word “contrast.” To effect that change of contrast, would a typical air traffic controller be expected to use the contrast control or the brightness control?

In my view, there is no reason to expect that professional users – including those people whose work concerns health and safety – should be knowledgeable about the engineering behind today’s display controls. Their job is in front of the display, not behind it. They deserve to have the display controls labelled in a manner directly related to their visual function. In my view, it is the display designers’ task to provide controls that are visually meaningful.

Summary

For the historical brightness and contrast controls of video, the dominant effect of changing contrast is to change brightness and the dominant effect of increasing brightness (from its optimum setting) is to reduce contrast ratio. In my view, this conclusion is not obvious. The roots of this relationship lie in analog CRT technology.

Burns [1959] and his colleagues at RCA wrote:

… the average viewer does not understand these controls well enough to clearly connect what is needed to what the controls do to be able to obtain an optimum picture except by a trial and error process.

More than half a century later the situation has not improved – in fact, owing to a much wider diversity of display types, a large degree of inconsistency in manufacturers’ implementations, confusion in control legends, and confusion in the information that is provided to both professional users and consumers, the situation is worse.
In modern technology it is easy by design to present a black input signal as the darkest black possible. The situation for consumers and computer users – as well as for dentists, air traffic controllers, and other professionals – would be greatly improved if display manufacturers abolished user adjustment of bias, and thereby eliminated user-accessible brightness controls.

Only a negligible fraction of users can be expected to understand display controls well enough to adjust black level to compensate ambient light. For professional displays, it may be appropriate to provide a black level control, accomplishing the function formerly labelled brightness.

Contrast and brightness are confused by prior usage, so a new name is needed for user control of display lightness with respect to maximum available display luminance. I propose the name luminance for this control (whether calibrated or not).
7 Analysis of greyscale medical image display

Perceptual uniformity was described in Chapter 3, on page 11. Peter Barten [1999, 2004] developed an analytical model of the luminance threshold of human vision over a wide range of luminance levels. The medical imaging community adapted and standardized Barten’s model to greyscale imaging; the standard is now widely used. Application-specific image data values are placed on a uniform perceptual scale bounded by the minimum and maximum luminance that can be produced by a particular display. There is a subtle interplay between the approximate perceptual uniformity provided by the default sRGB behaviour of typical displays (including medical displays) and the explicit perceptual uniformity implemented by the DICOM GSDF. This chapter analyses the DICOM image display process, emphasizing the calibration model and the perceptual nature of the mapping.

DICOM

*Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)* refers to a set of standards promulgated by National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), in association with the American College of Radiology (ACR). The standard concerns processing, distributing, and viewing digital medical images. The standard document PS 3.14 (“Part 14”) relates to the calibration and display of greyscale images [ACR/NEMA 2009]. Figure 7.1 illustrates the conceptual processing chain.

---

**Figure 7.1** DICOM block diagram is adapted from Figures 6.1 and 6.2 of the standard. The “Standardized Display System” is illustrated in the DICOM standard as a block; however, digital drive levels (DDLs) are conveyed from a computer graphics subsystem across an interface (such as DVI) to a display device, so the line labelled DDLs is the typically external interface to the display. Conversion of *P*-values to DDLs is typically implemented by a LUT loaded into the computer’s graphics subsystem.
The **DICOM** model starts with image data values dependent upon *imaging modality* – that is, upon the type of equipment used to produce the imagery. For example, in computed tomography (CT), Hounsfield units (HU) ranging \((-1000 \ldots +3000\) are used; by definition, air has attenuation \(-1000\) HU and water has attenuation 0 HU [Hounsfield 1980; Jackson 2004]. In other modalities, data in ranges such as \(0 \ldots 255\), \(0 \ldots 1023\), or \(0 \ldots 4095\) may be used. Application software provides a default mapping to the display luminance range. For example, to encode Hounsfield Units into 10-bit integer pixel values, data values \(\pm 1000\) are typically offset by +1000 then scaled by \(1023/2000\).

Through the mechanism described in the remainder of this chapter, data values are displayed in a perceptually uniform manner. Medical practitioners commonly refer to perceptual linearization, or perceptually linear values [Samei 2005]; however, it seems to me that linear is too strong a term to be applied to a perceptual process that no instrument can directly measure. The term perceptual uniformity is used here (see Chapter 3, *Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging*, on page 11).

**WINDOW and LEVEL**

In some medical imaging modalities, useful data may occupy a few thousand levels (such as the 4000 levels of CT data when expressed in Hounsfield units); however, human vision cannot discern 4000 shades of grey at one glance. In medical application software, *WINDOW WIDTH* (WW) and *WINDOW LEVEL* (WL) adjustments\(^1\) [Hsieh 2009; Pooley 2001] are typically provided to allow the viewer – for example, a radiologist – to amplify differences in a certain range of image data values. The controls are commonly called WINDOW and LEVEL. WINDOW serves as a wide-range gain control; it sets the fraction of the input data range that is to be mapped into the full output signal range. LEVEL serves as a wide-range offset control: LEVEL is set by the viewer to the data value that is to produce output of \(y = 0.5\), halfway up the result perceptual scale. Clipping is routinely expected.

WINDOW and LEVEL are typically expressed in a modality-specific manner, either in terms of data values standard for the modality (e.g., Hounsfield units for *computed tomography*, CT), or in terms of integer pixel values. In the default mapping, the window encompasses the entire data range, and the halfway point in that range is mapped to an output of 0.5. In an application that presents 12 bit values 0 through 4095, WW and WL both range 0 to 4095, and the “unity” mapping is \(WW = 4096\), \(WL = 2048\). In this 12-bit coding, setting \(WW\) to 1024 has the effect amplifying by 4, which causes \(1/4\) of the input range to span the full output range (and causes \(3/4\) of the input range to be lost to clipping). For data value \(D\), \(WW\) value, and \(WL\) value all normalized to the same range, windowing returns a result \(P\) potentially from 0 through 1023 according to this transfer function:

\[
P = 1023 \cdot \text{CLIP} \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{WW} (D - WL), \{0, 1\} \right)
\]

\(1\) *Window width* and *window level* adjustments are apparently so commonplace in medical imaging that it’s difficult to find a definitive reference to their operation.

Equation 7.1
Clipping is defined to return a result which is the argument, unless it lies outside specified minimum and maximum values:

\[
\text{Clipping} \{x, \{L, H\}\} = \begin{cases} 
H, & H < x \\
\text{\(x\)}, & L < x \leq H \\
L, & x \leq L 
\end{cases}
\]

Medical imaging equipment is typically equipped with a set of selectable, predefined \textit{window/level} settings. For example, a CT scanner typically has a default “bone window” and a default “soft tissue window”; these are optimized for visual examination of the respective structures.

Medical displays are typically well calibrated, so medical practitioners don’t need controls to compensate the displays. The \textit{contrast} and \textit{brightness} controls found on commodity displays aren’t typically found in medical displays. \textit{Window} and \textit{level} are not used to calibrate displays; they are used to aid in examining the image data.

Following \textit{value-of-interest} (\textit{window/level}) processing, data is optionally inverted in the \textit{Polarity} block of Figure 7.1. (Inversion is mathematically equivalent to negating the \textit{ww} parameter in Equation 7.1). The result is a \textit{presentation value} (\textit{P-value}), crossing the vertical line in Figure 7.1 that separates \textit{DICOM} from \textit{Image Presentation}. \textit{P-values} lie in the range 0 through 1023.

\textit{P-values} are mapped to \textit{JND index} values (\textit{j-values}), thence to \textit{digital drive levels} (DDLs) presented to the display unit, through a mapping that we will describe. The mapping depends upon the \textit{DICOM GSDF} and upon the characteristics of the display to be used.

**DICOM GSDF**

The \textit{DICOM} \textit{greyscale display function} (GSDF) is a standardized nonlinear function \(L(j)\) that transforms a \textit{JND index} value\(^2\) denoted \(j\), ranging 1 through 1023, to an absolute luminance from \(L(1)\) of 0.05 cd \(\cdot\) m\(^{-2}\) to \(L(1023)\) of 4000 cd \(\cdot\) m\(^{-2}\). The function \(L(j)\) is based upon the ratio of two polynomials in \(\ln(j)\); the quotient provides the \(\log_{10}\) of absolute luminance. The numerator is a fourth degree polynomial, and the denominator is fifth degree; the coefficients are expressed to six digits:\(^3\)

\[
L(j) = 10^{\left(\frac{-1.3011877 + 0.080242636 \ln(j) + 0.13646699 \ln(j)^2 - 0.025468404 \ln(j)^3 + 0.0013635334 \ln(j)^4}{1 - 0.025840191 \ln(j) - 0.10320229 \ln(j)^2 + 0.028745620 \ln(j)^3 - 0.0031978977 \ln(j)^4 + 0.00012992634 \ln(j)^5}\right)}
\]

The function is graphed in Figure 7.2; the \textit{y-axis} is plotted on a log scale, so the curve as presented in that graph is the rational polynomial enclosed in parentheses in Equation 7.3.

Clearly, zero must not be presented as an argument to the function defined in Equation 7.3. The calibration process to be described below returns \(j\)-values strictly in the range 1 through 1023, and zero never appears in a proper mapping from \(P\)-values.

\(^2\) The \textit{DICOM} group determined that about 1000 JND increments lie between 0.05 cd \(\cdot\) m\(^{-2}\) and 4000 cd \(\cdot\) m\(^{-2}\). The choice of 1023 JND indices suggests an optimization for 10-bit coding; however, for practical displays \(P\)-values are mapped to a subset of the complete \(j\) range. Why 1023 codes are used instead of 1000 is not apparent.

\(^3\) Equation 7.3 and Equation 7.4 are included here for illustrative purposes only. Implementors are advised to consult the standard.
P-values that are presented to the GSDF are implicitly perceptually uniform. In the case of Hounsfield units for CT, the data represents a computed linear attenuation coefficient that acts as an exponent. Each pixel value is proportional to the logarithm of X-ray radiance after traversing the path to that pixel. CT image data therefore has the character of a logarithmic encoding:

The inverse mapping, from absolute luminance $\text{L}(\text{j})$ to JND index value $\text{j}$, is defined by this eighth-degree polynomial in $\log_{10}(\text{L})$ having nine, eight-digit coefficients:

\[
\text{j}(\text{L}) = 71.498068 + 94.593053 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L}) + 41.912053 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^2 + 9.8247004 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^3 + 0.28175407 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^4
\]
\[
-1.1878455 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^5 - 0.18014349 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^6 + 0.14710899 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^7 - 0.017046845 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{L})^8
\]

The GSDF luminance extremes are well beyond what is available in electronic displays today, and the contrast ratio of 80 000:1 (about 4.9 $\log_{10}$ units) between the extremes is well beyond what is available in electronic displays today. Medical image data values are mapped into a practical range through the technique to be described below.

The perceptual uniformity of the $\text{L}(\text{j})$ mapping can be characterized by Weber contrast, that is, the ratio of absolute luminance values associated with two adjacent JND index values. The Weber contrast between the lowest pair of $\text{j}$ values – that is, the ratio $\text{L}(2)/\text{L}(1)$ – is about 1.09. At $\text{j}$ value 268, the Weber contrast has fallen to 1.01; for $\text{j}$ exceeding 269, Weber contrast gradually falls to the ratio $\text{L}(1023)/\text{L}(1022)$, about 1.006, shown in Figure 7.3. Across the top octave of luminance, from 2000 cd·m$^{-2}$ to 4000 cd·m$^{-2}$ – that is, across one $\log_2$ unit, or one photographic stop – there are 106 $\text{j}$ values.

Figure 7.2 Dicom grayscale display function $\text{L}(\text{j})$ maps JND index $\text{j}$ (from 1 through 1023) to absolute luminance (here graphed on a log scale).
Digital driving levels (DDLs) and display EOTF

Digital driving levels (DDLs) refer to image data component values at the last stage of the computer’s graphics subsystem, crossing the interface (in medical imaging, typically DVI) toward the display device, and presented to the first stage of display device processing. Standard display interfaces convey integer component values from 0 to $2^\kappa - 1$, where $\kappa$ is the bit depth at the interface (typically 8, but sometimes 10 or 12). At most interfaces, the all-zeros DDL (0) generates minimum luminance ($L_{\text{MIN}}$) and the all-ones DDL ($2^\kappa - 1$) generates maximum luminance ($L_{\text{MAX}}$); it is implicit that the display produces monotonically increasing luminance.

The mapping of DDLs to luminance is characterized by a display’s electro-optical conversion function (EOTF), ordinarily expressed as a mapping from normalized DDL (NDDL) values in the range 0–1 into relative luminance in the range 0–1:

$$L(\text{DDL}) = L_{\text{MAX}} \cdot \text{EOTF}(\frac{\text{DDL}}{2^\kappa - 1})$$

EOTF is measured as one aspect of display calibration. Typical commercial displays are designed to exhibit sRGB-like EOTF [IEC 61966-2-1; 4].

4 Most medical imaging uses greyscale. DVI, HDMI, and DisplayPort interfaces convey $R’G’B’$ and have no greyscale modes. Greyscale image data is conveyed by replicating the same DDL values in each of the $R’, G’,$ and $B’$ channels.

5 In studio video interfaces such as HD-SDI, in certain modes of the DisplayPort interface, and in certain modes of HDMI, interface values accommodate footroom below reference black and headroom above reference white. HD-SDI is standardized with 10-bit values; interface code 64 corresponds to reference black and interface code 940 corresponds to reference white. Footroom and headroom are not used in medical imaging.

6 An EOTF includes light produced for DDL 0, but excludes ambient light. Ambient light is a characteristic of the environment in which a display is used, not a characteristic of the display itself. However, ambient illuminance diffusely reflected from a display surface produces luminance that affects visual...
Stokes 1996]: The mapping from DDL to relative luminance resembles a 2.2 power function. Typical LCD panels have intrinsic native response that is somewhat S-shaped [Lee 2005]; a typical LCD display unit incorporates an internal circuitry (sometimes including a lookup table) that maps DDLs into panel driving levels that are presented to the digital-to-analog converters. The DACs are typically incorporated into the column-driver circuits attached to the panel.

The sRGB specification calls for reference white luminance of 80 cd · m⁻²; however, that aspect of the sRGB specification is outdated, and today’s displays typically have maximum luminance between 250 cd · m⁻² and 400 cd · m⁻². The sRGB specification calls for reference veiling glare of 0.2 cd · m⁻²; reference contrast ratio at the standard’s 80 cd · m⁻² is thus 400:1, and modern displays now commonly exhibit higher contrast ratio than 400:1.

As explained in Chapter 3, the 2.2 power of sRGB is remarkably perceptually uniform. The DICOM display model would break down if the display’s EOTF were to depart significantly from perceptual uniformity; however, DICOM places no specific requirement upon the display.

DICOM calibration

Conceptually, DICOM image presentation takes P-values (ranging 0 to 1023, inclusive), and scales and offsets them into the range of j-values that lies between the luminance limits (L_MIN and L_MAX) of a particular display:

\[
j = j(l_{\text{MIN}}) + \frac{p}{1023}(j(l_{\text{MAX}}) - j(l_{\text{MIN}}))
\]

Equation 7.6

j-values are then mapped through that portion of the GSDF L(j) function that lies between the particular display’s minimum and maximum absolute luminance values (L_MIN, produced by DDL value 0, and L_MAX, produced by DDL 2ᵏ−1) to produce the required absolute luminance. The DDL required to produce a particular absolute luminance is determined by the inverse of measurements of the display’s mapping from DDL to luminance – that is, by mapping through EOTF⁻¹.

In practice, the data mapping and the calibration in DICOM are combined, and effected in a lookup table (LUT) loaded into the back-end of the graphics subsystem that drives the display – that is, the LUT is loaded into the block labelled P-values to DDLs in Figure 7.1. Application P-values (following window and level processing and polarity control) are mapped through the LUT, whose contents are typically established to calibrate a specific display type or to calibrate a particular display unit [AAPM 2005; Fetterly 2008]. The operation of the LUT is simply this (where square brackets indicate table lookup):

\[
\text{DDL}(P) = \text{LUT}[P]
\]

Equation 7.7

DICOM standards do not account for ambient light; however, guidelines have been established by the medical profession [Chawla 2007].

The sRGB standard has no footroom or headroom; the “reference” luminance of sRGB is comparable to a video engineer’s peak luminance.
The LUT entries are constructed to map the full range of \( P \)-values (0 through 1023) into the full range of DDLs (0 through \( 2^k - 1 \), where \( k \) is the bit depth at the interface, typically 8).

The calibration LUT is constructed across all possible \( P \)-values 0 through 1023 by first mapping \( P \) to a \( j \) value using Equation 7.6, then mapping through the applicable portion of the DICOM GSDF \( L(j) \) to obtain an absolute luminance, then mapping through the inverse of the display’s EOTF to obtain a DDL. In equation form, using Iverson’s “floor” notation:

\[
\text{LUT}[i] = \frac{1}{2} + (2^k - 1) \cdot \text{EOTF}^{-1} \left( L\left(\frac{j}{1023} [L_{\text{MAX}}]_L(j_{\text{MIN}}) \right) \right)
\]

At first glance, it appears that the DICOM standard anticipates \( j \) values that are 10 bit integers, excluding zero. Zero is, indeed, excluded; however, \( j \) values are not necessarily integers: In principle, calibration could implement arbitrary precision in the calculation of \( L(j) \), and could retain arbitrary precision in the device measurements that represent the inverse of the display’s mapping of DDL to luminance.

Summary

In the DICOM image display model, application image data values are scaled and offset according to WINDOW WIDTH and WINDOW LEVEL controls, and a “polarity” (inversion) control, adjusted by the specialist viewer. These adjustments can be considered to be a reparametrization of video CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls.

Image signal values after window and level processing, \( P \)-values, are then mapped through a calibration LUT loaded into the graphics subsystem of the computer, producing DDLs that are conveyed across the interface to the display unit. For full-range WINDOW and LEVEL settings, any particular display produces absolute luminance values across the range of luminance levels produced by that display. The calibration LUT is built such that displayed luminance values lie along that portion of the DICOM GSDF representing luminance values available on that particular display.

The effect is that application \( P \)-values are presented on a uniform perceptual scale disposed across calibrated luminance levels across the minimum-to-maximum luminance range available for any particular display unit. This concept of adaptation of image data values to a particular display could be useful applied to video display, and in particular, to HDR. However, the DICOM model does not incorporate compensation of adaptation effects at viewing.
Twenty four years ago, I presented and published a conference paper entitled “Wide gamut device-independent colour image interchange” [Poynton 1994]. The CCIR (now, ITU-R) Rec. 709 standard had just been adopted (in 1990), and, by 1994, sRGB deployment in desktop computing was well underway. That paper anticipated commercial interest in exchange of wide-gamut imagery. As it turned out, wide gamut was not imminent: We've had 25 years of very stable colour encoding for video in the form of BT.709 for HD (augmented in 2011 by BT.1886, which finally standardized the HD EOTF and enabled the emergence of mastering-display-referred video), and the BT.709-derivative sRGB that remains ubiquitous in the computer domain.

Now, however, dramatic changes are underway. Wide colour gamut (WCG), enabled mainly by RGB LED backlights for LCD displays, has been deployed in consumer television. High dynamic range (HDR) cameras are commercially available; and HDR displays, mainly enabled by spatially modulated LED backlights, have been commercialized. Many industry experts agree that consumers experience WCG and HDR as more significant than increasing spatial resolution from HD (“2 k”) to “4 k”.

This chapter describes work performed jointly with Jeroen Stessen, Rutger Nijland, and their colleagues at Philips Research in Eindhoven. We revisit the topic of the 1994 paper, but now with some urgency, to address the question: How should wide colour gamut and high dynamic range video imagery be encoded? We conclude that the $Y'CbCr$ technique and its variants are perfectly adequate for moderate dynamic range but yield poor performance when combined with HDR. New encoding techniques are needed. We conclude that a perceptual quantizer (PQ) should replace the conventional gamma function to enable HDR. Chroma subsampling of $C_bC_r$ components performs poorly in combination with the PQ; we propose encoding and decoding modified $u'v'$ chromaticity components instead of $C_bC_r$.

1 This chapter reports on joint work undertaken with Jeroen Stessen and Rutger Nijland, both of Philips Research, Eindhoven, Netherlands. This chapter is an edited version of a paper published in SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal [Poynton et al. 2015]. The authors earned a SMPTE 2015 Award of Merit.
Introduction

For twenty years HD material has been mastered to a fixed set of display primaries, those standardized in ITU-R Rec. BT.1886, which are best described as having moderate colour gamut. The BT.1886 primaries were originally chosen in 1990 (as “Rec. 709”) to closely approximate the CRT phosphors that had been in use since about 1965. LCD displays commercialized since 1995 have been designed to have primaries comparable to those of BT.1886, partly because virtually all of the available content was mastered to those primaries, and partly because BT.1886 primaries were easily achieved by CCFL and white LED backlight units (BLUs). Now, though, BLUs incorporating red, green, and blue LEDs are economical. Each of the red, green, and blue LED types has a rather narrow spectral spread (between about 25 nm and 35 nm); the narrow spectral coverage leads to the possibility of gamut wider than BT.1886. Typical RGB LED BLU technology enables display gamut approximately matching the P3 gamut of digital cinema. The possibility arises for studios to deliver movie-class colour gamut to consumers; movies would benefit, and so would sports and live events.

Consumers seem to like colourful pictures. Consumer electronics (CE) manufacturers have found that television sets producing colourfull pictures are more profitable than those delivering pictures that are not colourfull. Today, however, there is no wide colour gamut program material available. So, consumer manufacturers have built signal processing circuitry to expand the colour range of BT.1886 material. The colours that are displayed are not faithful to the original. One goal of our work is to allow content creation with wide gamut and to encode and decode in a way that it makes it possible to display authentic wide gamut colour to consumers.

The second development is high dynamic range, HDR [Daly 2013]. Conventional HD is approved at a contrast ratio of about 1000:1; diffuse white is portrayed at about 100 nt; and the blackest black is about 0.1 nt. Consumers prefer brighter pictures than those displayed at program creation: Today’s consumer experiences diffuse white at between 300 and 500 nt; black level is typically between 0.3 and 2 nt. For this contrast range, at consumer quality level, eight-bit components coded using a 2.4-power function, as defined in BT.1886, are sufficient. Ten-bit components are used in the studio, and ten bit components would deliver somewhat better performance to consumers than today’s eight bit components.

Much work has been done in HDR acquisition, and capture of live action at HDR is now fairly simple using several different camera types.

On the display side, a Canadian company called Brightside developed a particularly interesting type of display technology [Seetzen 2004]. Dolby acquired Brightside in 2007; Dolby has commercialized the technology in the consumer domain. The display involves an area array backlight comprising around a thousand LED clusters (instead of the more common linear array with a few dozen LED clusters); backlights are individually controlled, achieving spatial backlight modulation. Some CE manufacturers conceptualize the scheme starting with fully-on backlights and call the scheme “local dimming.” We prefer to say, “local brightening.” Should AMOLED displays be commercial-
ized for consumer television, we expect at least some of them also to be able deliver HDR-class imagery.

Our goal is to take WCG/HDR material at the approval stage of production (prior to mastering), and encode into signals that can be presented to a conventional H.264/265 compressor. After decompression at the consumers’ premises, we decode for WCG/HDR display. We seek unlimited colour gamut, but we expect HDR displays to have gamut approximating that of the DCI P3 standard. Luminance of the portrayal of diffuse white need not be higher than about 500 nt, but we seek to portray specular highlights and directly light sources using luminance levels perhaps ten times higher than diffuse white, a capability unavailable in today’s systems. We also seek to enable HDR displays to present blacks darker than today’s 0.3 nt or so.

Concepts

We will speak of an encoding standard. Historically, we would have said transmission standard, but that term fails to encompass modern distribution technologies. Decoding is as close as possible to the inverse of encoding; however, encoding is somewhat lossy, so encoding is not perfectly inverted. We are not encoding the scene; we encode the material that is presented for approval at the final stage of post-production, immediately prior to mastering. By encoding and decoding, we refer to representing tone (greyscale) and colour. Here, wide gamut and HDR image data is encoded into three components that are presented to such a compressor. After distribution, and decompression, the three colour components are decoded prior to display; see POYNTON [2012]. When \( R'G'B' \) signals are conveyed (or decoded from \( Y'CbCr \)), they are conveyed in display-referred form: The decoded XYZ components represent the colours intended to be displayed. CRT displays historically had physical primaries matching the reference primaries defined in the encoding colour space, and also has an intrinsic EOTF matching the encoding standard.

In professional imaging, and especially entertainment imaging, encoding typically has only an indirect connection to the scene and the camera. In computer animation, or other synthetically generated content, there is no physical scene and no physical camera at all! In the general case, what is important to content creators is that the image displayed to the consumer is a reasonable approximation of the image as displayed on an approval display (e.g., studio reference display) at the end of the production and post-production chain.

Upstream of approval, there may be science, but what really matters is art and craft. Downstream of approval, ideally there is just science.

Today’s world offers a wide diversity of display devices; these display devices have a diversity of tone and colour characteristics. We expect a transform to take place at the viewing device to adapt transmission encoding to the native device. (For example, in today’s LCDs, the LCD driver circuitry incorporates compensation of the native LCD S-shaped EOTF function.) Today’s BT.1886 is not capable of HDR; in order to accommodate HDR content in the transmission chain, we’ll need an

---

2 The terms encoding and decoding are ambiguous because these terms are also used to refer to motion-compensated transform-based compression systems such as H.264/265.
HDR-capable quantizer. A perceptual quantizer (PQ) was proposed by Dolby [Miller 2013] and has been standardized [SMPTE ST 2084].

The diversity of display devices comes with a diversity of physical display primaries. Signal processing to accomplish a colour transform from the encoding (“transmission” or “interchange”) primaries to the display device is expected to be implemented at the viewing device. Many television engineers are familiar with colorimetric transforms implemented as 3 x 3 “linear-light” matrix processing to transform from one primary set to another. These transforms are perfectly suitable when the source colour space is completely contained within the destination space, as is the case in transforming BT.1886 to wide-gamut primaries such as those of DCI P3 or BT.2020. However, a nontrivial colorimetric transform never fills the destination colour space; CE manufacturers typically implement noncolorimetric transforms that stretch colours into the destination gamut in order to make pictures more colourful. When transforming to a destination space that has a smaller gamut than the source, a colorimetric transform is bound to clip some colours. We expect that colorimetric transforms will not suffice; we hope that some standards concerning gamut mapping can be established.

Historical video systems have used pure power functions at the display. \(Y'\)CB\(C_R\) interchange signals are converted to \(R'G'B'\) image signals, and each of the \(R'G'B'\) image signals is raised to approximately the 2.4-power to yield the display tristimulus \(RGB\). The scheme is better than using code values proportional to light intensity (“linear-light”); however, power function coding places many more digital codes in the light tones than are needed, and not enough codes in the deep blacks. The way to optimize the coding for visual perception is to determine how many “just noticeable difference” (jnd) steps are perceived by human vision and to quantize accordingly. Peter Barten, of Philips, completed a very detailed study of this issue [Barten 1993, 1999]. We use Barten’s work to establish perceptual quantization (PQ).

Conventional video systems form a “luma” component representative of the achromatic content of the image and two components carrying the “chroma”: \(Y'\)CB\(C_R\). The chroma components are subsampled, that is, spatially lowpass filtered (“downsampled”) typically in the 4:2:0 scheme where chroma resolution is reduced by a factor of 2:1 in both the horizontal and vertical domains. These calculations are done in the gamma-corrected domain (nonconstant luminance); so, the calculations are affected by the choice of \(R'G'B'\) coding (gamma). The scheme works well for moderate \(R'G'B'\) nonlinearity such as the 2.4-power function of the BT.1886 EOTF for HD. However, we have found that serious chroma subsampling artefacts result when the same calculation is performed on \(R'G'B'\) signals having an HDR perceptual quantizer.

We propose to convey colour using true colour science chromaticity coordinates \((u', v')\) instead of \(C_B C_R\). We have found that \((u', v')\) can be subsampled 4:2:0 without visible impairment. The system we propose has true constant luminance, owing to the fact that one component contains all of the CIE luminance. (An alternate scheme, \(IC_I CP\), approaches but does not achieve exact constant luminance. See the PhD thesis of Fröhlich [2017].)

The suggestion of using of \((u', v')\) components for colour digital image data dates back many decades [Solomon 1975], prior to the
invention of DCT-based compression. Use of log luminance accompanied by \((u', v')\) components has been proposed in recent times, for example by Larson [1998] and by Kikuchi [2013]; however, neither of those proposals included subsampling of the colour components.

EOTF Analysis

Philips Research developed the following analytical function to approximate Barten’s function, where \(L\) is absolute luminance [nt] and \(V\) is video signal code value (from 0 to 1000):

**Equation 8.1 Encode**

\[
L = L_{\text{NOM}} \left( e^{\frac{mV}{V_{\text{NOM}}}} - 1 \right)^{\gamma}
\]

**Equation 8.2 Decode**

\[
V = \frac{V_{\text{NOM}}}{m} \left( \frac{L}{L_{\text{NOM}}} \right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma}} + 1
\]

Philips Research chose these parameters: \(L_{\text{NOM}} = 10\,000\) nt, \(V_{\text{NOM}} = 2305.9\), \(m = 4.3365\), \(\gamma = 2.0676\).

The encoder form can be interpreted as a lightness formula; it predicts number of quantization steps required for a certain range of absolute luminance. For luminance range from 0 to 100 nt, it predicts \(V = 1176\) steps (comparable to the 10 bits used in HD studio video). It predicts 1728 steps for 1000 nits, and 2306 steps for 10,000 nits (i.e., 11.2 bits).

Video engineers have historically been concerned with gamma at the display. Gamma is the numerical value of a presumed power function EOTF that maps the video signal (conceptually from 0 to 1) to light – relative luminance (\(Y\)), or tristimulus (\(RGB\)). In the limited dynamic range of historical video, a gamma function imposed a fair degree of perceptual uniformity, as was detailed in Chapter 3, *Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging*. In HDR, we need perceptual uniformity over a much wider range; we need a perceptual quantizer.

It is commonly believed that the camera’s OETF should be the inverse of the display function; but that is not the case, mainly because of the necessity to impose picture rendering, as has been discussed in earlier chapters. The camera does not play directly in this chapter’s story – we are not concerned with any OETF. However, we are concerned with the inverse of the EOTF, which we denote EOTF\(^{-1}\). Figure 8.1 shows the flow.

Graphs of several inverse EOTF\(^{-1}\) functions are shown in Figure 8.2. The horizontal axis is absolute luminance \((L)\) on a log scale from \(10^{-3}\) to \(10^{+4}\) nt. The vertical axis is the digital video signal \((V)\) on a log scale from 1 to 1000 (10 bits):

- The dashed blue line represents a linear-light function (i.e., \(L \propto V\)), here from 0.1 to 100 nt. Linear-light coding is impractical for image interchange (see Chapter 3, *Perceptual uniformity in digital imaging*).
• The dash-dot magenta line represents video decoding according to the BT.1886 standard; here, reference white is 100 nt. The line has a constant slope of $\frac{1}{2.4}$.

• The solid magenta line represents a typical consumer television receiver EOTF from 0 to 500 nt. This line represents typical consumer TV receiver behaviour; the line has a constant slope of $\frac{1}{2.2}$, suitable for reference white luminance considerably higher than 100 nt and surround condition brighter than the mastering (approval) condition.

• The solid green line represents an HDR function from 0 to 5000 nt, proposed by Philips, inspired by Barten's CSF, and similar to ST 2084 PQ. The dark part of this line has a slope of $\frac{1}{2.35}$. The bright part of the line is a logarithmic function. The logarithmic property allows an efficient expansion of the dynamic range to very high luminance, more so than any realistic power function.

A linear-light relative luminance signal is symbolized $Y$, in the gamma domain the signal is called luma and symbolized $Y'$. We will double-prime the corresponding quantities in the perceptually quantized domain: We will write $Y''$ (and $R''$, $G''$, $B''$).

We can evaluate the visibility of quantization of the $V$ signal for various functions. We plot $\Delta f/L$ against $L$, on log-log axes, for various functions $f$. The graph is presented in Figure 8.3.

In addition to the four EOTFs of the previous figure, the reciprocal of Barten's CSF is added as a dashed red line; this line represents the just noticeable quantization step across the luminance range. Anything above the red dashed line is liable to be visible as a false contour. The linear-light signal is quantized far too coarsely at the dark end and far too finely at the bright end. The Barten CSF line shows that the dynamic range can be extended indefinitely at a ratio of 0.004, analogous to the Weber-Fechner “law.”

Figure 8.1 Simplified pipeline of an imaging system using the PQ EOTF is sketched.
Chroma versus Chromaticity

It is standard for \((C_B, C_R)\) signals to have the same bit depth (thus, precision) as the associated \(Y'\) signal. \((Y', C_B, C_R)\) are always defined for a certain colour gamut, like BT.1886 (a.k.a., sRGB). If we want to increase the colour gamut then we can use some of the “illegal” codes to represent colours outside the standard RGB cube. Alternatively we can choose more colourful (“saturated”) colour primaries, as is done in BT.2020. To maintain precision for a larger colour space, the range of \((Y', C_B, C_R)\) values in BT.2020 should be increased: Both HDR and WCG
should use chroma signals having about one additional bit in order to maintain today’s colour precision.

Requirements for colour signals can be relaxed by choosing a more perceptually uniform colour space, that is, one having fewer codewords that are used more efficiently. Instead of chroma signals we can choose chromaticity signals. The latter are independent of dynamic range.

CIE Chromaticity and UCS

Many image coding and video engineers are familiar with CIE \((x, y)\) chromaticity coordinates, formed from a projective transformation of CIE \((X, Y, Z)\). In 1976, the CIE defined a uniform chromaticity scale (UCS) in which the coordinates are much more perceptually uniform than \((x, y)\). The \((u', v')\) coordinates are formed from a projective transformation of either \((X, Y, Z)\) or \((x, y)\):

Equation 8.3

\[
u' = \frac{4X}{X + 15Y + 3Z} = \frac{4x}{3 - 2x + 12y}, \quad \quad v' = \frac{9Y}{X + 15Y + 3Z} = \frac{9y}{3 - 2x + 12y}
\]

The inverses of the \((u', v')\) system are not often found in the literature; we state them here:

Equation 8.4

\[
x = \frac{9u'}{12 + 6u' + 16v'}, \quad y = \frac{4v'}{12 + 6u' + 16v'}
\]

To recover tristimulus linear-light \((X, Z)\) components, the inverses are these:

Equation 8.5

\[
X = \frac{9u'}{4v'}Y, \quad Z = \frac{-12 + 3u' + 20v'}{4v'}Y
\]

From \((X, Y, Z)\) it is an easy step – a 3 × 3 matrix – to form \((R, G, B)\) values for a display.

These are projective transforms, so \((u', v')\) is a chromaticity space having coordinates that are invariant with scaling of \((X, Y, Z)\). In our view, this scaling invariance is a critical property of an image code for HDR image data. The \((a^*, b^*)\) coordinates of the CIE LAB system, the \((C_B, C_R)\) components of video, and the \((D_Z, D_X)\) components that have been proposed for HDR, all do not have this property: The chroma components in the latter systems do not have chromaticity diagrams, and the chroma components vary as \((R, G, B)\) or \((X, Y, Z)\) are scaled. Also, \((D_Z, D_X)\) do not have constant values along the greyscale.

The magnitude of the \((u', v')\) signals is totally independent of the luminance of colours. If we mix dark and bright colours in the \((u', v')\) domain then we’ll see an unjustifiable dominance of the dark colours. Only if we mix colours in the linear-light domain do we get the same resulting colour as when colours are mixed in our eyes.

Table 8.2 shows some examples, computed by my colleagues at Philips Research, of colour mixing going wrong on high-frequency (on/off) textures. The left half of each picture is original, the right half is after conversion to 4:2:0 and back. The images make it evident why HDR proposals based upon \((C_B, C_R)\) or \((D_Z, D_X)\) fail: the darker of the two colours becomes too dominant. The proper solution is to do the colour mixing, especially the low-pass filters for colour downsampling, in the linear-light \((R, G, B)\) or \((X, Y, Z)\) domain. This fixes the problem, but we maintain the advantages of \((u', v')\).
Table 8.2 Example patches show the effect of chroma subsampling on high-frequency signal content. Ideally the subsampling would have no effect, and the left and right hand sides of each patch would appear identical. Many encoding schemes cause unwanted interference between luma and chroma, and distort the colours.

In practice, a slight modification to \((u', v')\) is beneficial: Below a luminance of approximately 5 nt, the \((u', v')\) signals are attenuated towards grey in proportion to \(Y''\), forming signals denoted \((u'', v'')\). These signals are amplified back at decoding. The scheme sends less dark colour noise to the MPEG encoder and has an insignificant effect on the perceived accuracy of dark colours. Said another way: In the region below 5 nt, \((u'', v'')\) scale down with luminance just like 12-bit \((C_B, C_R)\) signals do, so the accuracy is never worse.

This table summarizes the advantages of the scheme, compared to other proposals:

Table 8.1 Advantages and disadvantages of chroma and chromaticity signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chroma ((C_B, C_R)) or ((D_Z, D_X))</th>
<th>Chromaticity ((u', v'))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grow with dynamic range, ≥ 12 bits per component needed</td>
<td>Independent of dynamic range, 10 bits needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple colour gamuts (dependent on RGB primaries), conversions needed</td>
<td>One infinite colour gamut, convert only once to the native display gamut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient code space, cube within a cube</td>
<td>Efficient code space, perceptually uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpness loss for low-luminance colours when there is not much (Y'') signal</td>
<td>All luminance sharpness is carried by the full bandwidth (Y'') channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chroma</strong> ((C_B, C_R)) or ((D_Z, D_X))</td>
<td><strong>Chromaticity</strong> ((u', v'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some coloured edges look sharper due to non-constant luminance errors</td>
<td>More uniform sharpness perception, less influence of the transmission channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone mapping is a 3D process, though it can be written as a 1D process</td>
<td>Tone mapping is a 1D process, it can be done by a 1D LUT when converting from (Y'') to (Y')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple formulas, subtraction and addition</td>
<td>Complex formulas, division and multiplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulas use perceptually quantized signals of 10 to 12 bits, linear-light is not often used</td>
<td>Some formulas use linear-light signals, can be &gt; 24 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth loss for constant-luma transitions and also for low-luma colours</td>
<td>Bandwidth loss for constant-luminance transitions (4:2:0 is inherently lossy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark colours give small signals, good for noise, helps to reduce the bit-rate on MPEG channels</td>
<td>((u', v')) stay large and become noisy for dark colours, introduce ((u'', v'')) variant to repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((Y', C_B, C_R)) or ((R', G', B')) are used everywhere across nearly every interface, that's easy</td>
<td>Conversions ((Y'', u'', v'')\leftrightarrow(Y', C_B, C_R)) 4:2:2 may be needed for legacy interfaces, losses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Block diagram**

Encoding and decoding of \((Y'', u'', v'')\) can be implemented in many variations. Figure 8.4 shows one possibility developed by Philips Research. The important parts of the proposed \((Y'', u'', v'')\) encoder and decoder are shown. The transmitter on the left side does linear-light processing. The receiver on the right side does the processing in chromaticity space or in the gamma domain. Some advantages accrue to postponing the multiplication to restore \(XYZ\); we perform this multiplication in the display space. If the display EOTF closely resembles a power function, the result is comparable to multiplying in linear-light space. If the display EOTF does not resemble a power function, a different signal processing path is required.

![Figure 8.4 Encoder/decoder block diagram](image-url)
Summary

We conclude that $Y^*C_R$ (or $Y^*D_x$) is not optimum for HDR. $Y^*u^*v^*$ is suitable. Compared to other schemes that have been proposed, a $(Y^*, u^*, v^*)$ 4:2:0 transmission signal for HDR promises a lower bit-rate, better colour reproduction at high spatial frequencies and 100% coverage of colour gamut.
At the heart of virtually all standards for digital colour image display is the principle of additive RGB mixture. According to this principle, colours are created by mixtures of specific red, green, and blue light. The mathematics of the mixture process are fairly straightforward, and the colours obtained are predictable. The scheme is inherent in the sRGB standard for desktop graphics and the BT.1886 standard for HD; the scheme applies to most direct-view displays and to many projectors.

However, in certain AMOLED displays and in certain projectors an engineering trade-off is made that optimizes the brightness of white at the expense of departing from the principle of additive mixture. The additive mixture principle does not predict the colours displayed on such displays; accuracy in reproducing the input signal suffers. Common display specifications make it difficult to determine whether a particular model of display uses this technique or not; furthermore, the commonly used method of specifying brightness allows nonadditive displays to claim a brightness advantage.

This chapter explains the principle of additive mixture. We’ll provide graphic representations of additive and nonadditive colour mixture. We’ll explain how display luminance is characterized – particularly in projectors – and we’ll detail the colour light output (CLO) metric that allows a user to determine what luminance a display can achieve without suffering the inaccuracy of nonadditive mixture.

**Colour reproduction**

Before introducing additive mixture, we set the stage with two brief discussions: one discussion concerns colour accuracy, and the other establishes the philosophical principle by which colour images are mastered.

In the early days of projectors, approximately the decade 1995–2005, sources of continuous-tone colour imagery were scarce. Scanners were expensive; digital still cameras were primitive; it ranged from difficult to impossible to use desktop computers to access video material. This was the era of “business graphics,” characterized by PowerPoint presentations comprising text, graphic elements, and clip art. Colour bar and pie charts were commonplace, but full-colour imagery was rare. The dominant attribute of digital projectors was brightness; for most users, accuracy wasn’t very important.

Around 2005, all that changed. Desktop scanners became easily and cheaply available; multi-function printers were commercialized having built-in scanners; digital still cameras proliferated. Capture and edit-
ing of desktop video became feasible. Photo editing software became widely available. All of those developments produced colour images, and there was an obvious need to incorporate those images into presentations. Brightness was no longer the only important metric for projector performance: Users began to expect improved colour accuracy.

Mastering colour

_Mastering_ refers to the process of creating, approving, or otherwise establishing a reference that, by definition, is declared to have the colours that are intended to be experienced by subsequent viewers.

Mastering and viewing may involve experiencing the colours of a commercial logotype, or the colours of a set of fabric swatches. Our concern here, though, is the origination, mastering, and viewing of colour images in RGB form (typically according to the sRGB standard), and that is the focus of the remainder of this paper.

If you originate or view material on a display system with unique, one-off, weird characteristics, then no other viewer will experience the colours that you saw. If your colour imagery is to be disseminated to a diverse set of viewers, and experienced faithfully, then those viewers will have to have displays that behave consistently with respect to your display and consistently with respect to each other. The obvious way to establish consistency is to have your display and your viewers’ displays conform (to some degree) to a standard that specifies the mapping from image data values to coloured light. A near-ubiquitous standard for such a purpose is the sRGB standard [IEC 61966-2-1]. Most desktop, laptop, and handheld computer displays today conform reasonably closely to the sRGB standard. Virtually all software for image creation and editing implements sRGB by default, even if other specialized colourspaces (such as Adobe RGB 1998 or DCI P3) are offered.

Mastering colour in general-purpose computing typically involves creating or approving imagery in the sRGB colourspace, then expecting your viewers to display your images on an sRGB display.

Additive mixture

Virtually all standards for digital colour image exchange – in particular, sRGB – are built upon the principle of additive mixture. The principle is deceptively simple: Appropriate proportions of pure red, green, and blue light are summed to produce a wide range of colours. The summation can be mathematical (for example, when colour components are manipulated in signal processing) or physical (when coloured light is mixed to form physical pixels of a display screen).

Electronic displays form colour mixtures using one of three schemes:

- **In superposition**, sub-images formed by different primary light sources are combined by an optical system. 3-chip LCD and 3-chip DLP projectors use this scheme.

- **In spatial multiplexing**, colour components (virtually always, red, green, and blue) are interleaved spatially; when viewed at sufficient distance, the colour components are summed by the viewer’s visual system. The scheme is widespread in direct-view displays; for example, RGB mixture in a direct-view LCD display is depicted in Figure 9.1 in the margin.
In temporal multiplexing (also called frame sequential colour), sub-images formed by different colour components are arranged in time; when presented at a sufficiently high rate – when the set of all of the colour components is repeated every $\frac{1}{60}$ s or less – the colour components are summed by the viewer’s visual system.

The three components of colour mixtures are analogous to the three coordinates of physical space, so we say that the range of possible colour mixtures forms a colourspace. $R$, $G$, and $B$ components are represented in abstract terms in the range 0 to 1; the mixtures fill an RGB cube diagrammed in Figure 9.2. (Figure 9.3. will be discussed later.) Different colours of red, green, and blue can potentially be chosen as the basis for colour mixtures; the individual pure components are called primaries. For pure colours and mixed colours to be consistent, the colours (technically, chromaticities) of the particular red, green, and blue primaries must be standardized. The sRGB standard defines the colour coordinates of specific red, green, and blue primaries. The BT.1886 colourspace for video and HD material [ITU-R BT.1886] has exactly the same primaries. Digital imagery is almost always prepared (mastered) with the sRGB/BT.1886 primaries; this scheme is almost certainly the one you are interested in when you’re distributing your images. sRGB/ BT.1886 is bound to remain the dominant colourspace for the next decade. The rest of this chapter focusses on sRGB/BT.1886 colours.

**Figure 9.2** The RGB cube represents additive mixture of $R$, $G$, and $B$ color components. Such a mixture represents sRGB image data values; it also represents physical mixture of RGB color components in the creation of colours on an sRGB display such as a projector. The display implements the color model of the color image data, consequently, faithful display of colors is achieved.

**Figure 9.3** Various methods to “boost” white have been devised; these schemes cause nonadditive RGB mixture. Here, white is pushed to luminance 1.5 that of the sum of the individual $R$, $G$, and $B$ luminance values; the high luminance at white is represented by the sharp point at coordinates [1.5, 1.5, 1.5]. The disadvantage is that colourspace is warped in a manner that doesn’t faithfully portray sRGB colors.
Additive RGB and Colour Light Output (CLO)

Light output

Users of direct-view displays and projectors are interested in light output—loosely, “brightness.” I say loosely because according to the governing body of colour science standards, the CIE, brightness is subjective; it cannot be measured. We can characterize a projector in terms of its total visible light output. To measure “brightness” of a projector, the appropriate quantity is luminous flux; its SI unit is the lumen [Im].

Flux is proportional to power; lumens [Im] are related to watts [W]. If a projector were to emit ultraviolet or infrared power, that power would not be perceptible, that is, not visually useful. The lumen is defined in a manner that mimics the spectral response of human vision: Ultraviolet and infrared power are weighted to zero, so ultraviolet and infrared power have zero luminous flux and measure as zero lumens.

The total emitted flux from a projector (in lumens) isn’t the whole story. Distance to the screen matters, as does the conversion of light illuminating the screen into light directed toward the viewers’ eyes. These issues involve luminance (which has its own unit, candelas per metre squared). See Units of “brightness” in projection on page 129.

Light efficiency

Spectral distributions that are dominated by medium wavelengths (between about 500 nm and 600 nm) appear green. Human vision is more sensitive to those wavelengths than to wavelengths shorter than about 500 nm (which on their own appear blue) or to wavelengths longer than about 600 nm (which appear red). Green light dominates the calculation of light output.

A small desktop projector may have light output of 2000 lumens. Assuming that projector emits red, green, and blue light according to the sRGB/BT.1886 colourspace, about 1400 lm would come from the green channel, 425 lm from red, and just 175 lm from blue. Despite their low flux values, the red and blue light is critically important to colour: Although the blue signal produces a mere 7% of the total flux, without those 175 blue lumens there would be no blue in the pictures! Typically, around one third of the optical power (in watts) of a projector goes into producing just 7% of the light flux (in lumens).

In an ideal world, for the sake of faithful colour display, we would live with that trade-off. That would be the end of the story. However, in a quest for increased light output, some manufacturers sacrifice colour accuracy as we will now explore.

White boost

Display engineers found the very low flux of blue, and the fairly low flux of red, frustrating. Lots of electrical and optical power was consumed delivering those blue and red lumens. Display engineers were motivated to obtain more lumens from a given amount of optical power. The maximum number of lumens per watt is obtained by using unfiltered or lightly filtered light—that is, using white or yellow light. Display engineers realized that if they included white light or yellow light in colour mixtures, efficiency could be improved: Colour mixtures could include “white boost” or “yellow boost.” (These terms are placed in quotes here because, although the techniques are widely used, the industry has no standard terms for the concept.)
White boost in spatially multiplexed displays

In Figure 9.2, I presented an example of a spatially multiplexed display that delivers additive colour. Three spatially multiplexed direct-view displays having more than three components have been widely commercialized:

- Samsung’s PenTile RGBW scheme is used in several models of handheld devices. The scheme involves a white subpixel in addition to red, green, and blue. The white subpixel increases electrooptical efficiency compared to RGB; battery life is somewhat improved.

- Sharp Quattron direct-view LCD displays have a yellow subpixel in addition to the usual red, green, and blue: These displays do not have a white boost, they have a yellow boost. The scheme offers higher efficiency and slightly wider gamut than RGB LCDs; however, owing to nonlinear signal processing the colour mixture is nonadditive, so predictability of colour suffers.

- LG OLED televisions use “white” OLED elements for all subpixels. Red, green, and blue filters are layered over three of the OLED subpixels; the fourth subpixel is left unfiltered. Although white boost would be possible in such an arrangement, observation of the display suggests that white boost is not used. The algorithm is not public, but additive RGB is used. The minimum of the \([R, G, B]\) values is computed. That value is subtracted from each of the \(R, G,\) and \(B\) drive signals, and the computed minimum drives the white OLED. A considerable power advantage is obtained. Ideally, the unfiltered white OLED spectral power distribution is metameric to the sum of the filtered RGB; however even if it’s not metameric an appropriate mixture of RGB can be subtracted to compensate such that additive colour mixture is obtained.
**White boost in time-multiplexed displays**

Texas Instruments offers a light modulator called DLP that is used in projectors. Many DLP projectors – in particular, those used in digital cinema – have three light modulators (“3-chip DLP”), and achieve colour through the superposition scheme. Light from the light source is split into three wavelength bands, the bands are modulated separately, then recombined. These projectors exhibit additive mixture by design, and have accurate colour. In fact, in the case of digital cinema projectors, they have very accurate colour.

In commercial and consumer use, single DLP (“1-chip DLP”) projectors are common. Colour is created using the time-multiplexed (frame-sequential) scheme: Wideband white light is emitted by the projector bulb; red, green, and blue light is obtained time-sequentially from a filter wheel in the light path; and that light illuminates the DLP modulator.

A 1-chip DLP projector could, in principle, implement additive mixture. The filter wheel would insert a red filter into the light path for $\frac{1}{3}$ of the time interval of each frame, a green filter $\frac{1}{3}$ of the time, and a blue filter $\frac{1}{3}$ of the time. This mixing scheme, depicted in Figure 9.4, would produce additive colour.

In a 1-chip DLP projector, “white boost” can be implemented by augmenting the red, green, and blue filter segments with a clear (“white”) filter segment. Signal processing circuits are used to “steer” a certain amount of the signal toward modulating the light corresponding to the white segment. The technique was described, though not called “white boost,” in a 1998 paper [Kunzman 1998]. The scheme is depicted in Figure 9.5.

A straightforward implementation of white boost shrinks the RGB segments of the filter wheel to $\frac{3}{4}$ of their previous time intervals – to $\frac{1}{4}$ red, $\frac{1}{4}$ green, and $\frac{1}{4}$ blue – freeing up $\frac{1}{4}$ of the time for the white segment, as sketched in Figure 9.5. If the signal processing is arranged to drive the white segment fully when all of the R, G, and B signals are at their maximums, light output of this RGBW scheme would be 1.5 times that of the 3-segment RGB scheme.

Algorithms for “white boost” are usually secret. In a typical case, white boost produces white flux 1.5 times the sum of red, green, and blue. The algorithm could be as simple as this: If $(R + G + B) \leq 2$, then set $W$ to zero; otherwise, set $W$ to $(R + G + B) - 2$. That algorithm produces the RGB colourspace depicted in Figure 9.3 on page 103.

Many design variations are possible: The time interval of the white segment can be increased relative to the red, green, and blue segments; also, using more than four segments is possible. Some commercial projectors have red, green, blue, cyan, yellow, and white segments: RGBCYW. Figure 9.6 shows an example where white boost produces white flux about 1.86 times the sum of red, green, and blue. However, such design variations are typically accompanied by signal processing that causes nonadditive colour mixture.

Virtually all colours can be produced by mixtures of RGB. CMY segments provide little to no benefit in the projected colour gamut if the colours produced are to remain additive (i.e., predictable).

---

1 An analysis of a commercial 1-chip DLP projector can be found in a paper by Heckaman and his colleagues [Heckaman 2006].
Colour Light Output

To characterize the light output (total flux) of a greyscale projector, we could simply use lumens. However, most of us are more interested in colour projectors. For a projector that exhibits additive mixing, the calculation is trivially simple:

In additive colour mixture, total flux is simply the flux of the red component plus the flux of the green component plus the flux of the blue component, all measured in lumens.

However, we have seen that there are projectors whose colour mixing behaviour is far from additive. Such projectors are engineered to deliver lots of white light, but not as much red, green, or blue as would be required to exhibit additivity. Put simply, such projectors deliver “brightness” in certain colours, at the expense of colour accuracy.

Virtually all projector specifications include a specification of light output (in lumens); however, it can be difficult or impossible to determine, from a spec sheet, whether a particular projector is designed to deliver additive mixture of RGB (that is, accurate colours) or not. The flux specification (lumens) applies to whatever mixture constitutes full white, including any “white boost” that is designed into the projector.

Until recently, there was no simple specification that could be quoted on a spec sheet that specified the “brightness” that could be achieved for accurate colour. Since the defining characteristic of an additive (accurate) projector is that white flux is the sum of the red, green, and blue flux values, the missing specification is straightforward:

Colour light output (CLO) is the sum of the flux of full red plus the flux of full green plus the flux of full blue, all measured in lumens.

A definition having this essence (but expressed in somewhat more technical language) was incorporated into the SID/ICDM IDMS standard [2012, Section 9.12, p 165]. The measurement methodology was described in detail by Kelley and his colleagues [Kelley 2009].

When CLO is quoted among the specifications of a projector, that value reveals the light output available for displaying accurate colours.

Total light output or white light output (WLO) may also be indicated. If white light output is higher than colour light output, then the projector has “white boost.” A projector that implements white boost typically affords access to a mode that switches off the boost, in order to achieve reasonable accuracy. The modes have no standard names, but the appropriate mode might be labelled srgb, theater, or photo. When these modes are activated, projector output drops significantly, by up to 40% of the projector’s marketed brightness level.

Summary

• Additive RGB is the foundation of digital imaging. The concept is simple: White is the sum of red, green, and blue. Additive colour mixture is required by the sRGB standard for desktop colour and the BT.1886 standard for video.
• For colour fidelity, the colour characteristics of the viewers’ displays must be consistent with the characteristics of the source (master) display.

• Many digital projectors do not conform to the principle of additive colour mixture; in particular, “white boost” is common. It is not easy to identify, from a spec sheet, a projector with white boost or other departure from reasonable colour accuracy.

• Colour Light Output (CLO) characterizes light output of additive colour mixture – that is, the light output of faithful colour (typically sRGB/BT.1886). If CLO is specified, the user is assured that the indicated light output (flux, in lumens) is available to faithfully display colour.
10 Contributions & conclusions

It is widely thought that the goal of digital imaging – including video and cinema – is to "reproduce," at a display, the colour stimuli of a scene. Many textbooks explain that the goal is achieved by producing, at a display, luminance or colour tristimuli proportional to that of the scene. I have shown that assumption to be almost always wrong: Visual conditions almost always differ between the scene and the display – in particular, absolute luminance is usually lower at the display, and surround conditions usually differ – so an appearance match, not a match of the colour stimuli, is the behaviour that human viewers expect.

Adjustments in video acquisition and production are routinely made with reference to a mastering display and without direct reference to a scene. Consequently, the correct reference for distribution is not the scene, but rather the colour stimuli approved at the mastering display.

I will outline the contributions of this thesis in the sections below, where the section heads correspond to chapter titles.

Image acquisition and presentation

Many digital imaging engineers and scientists assume that the goal of digital imaging is to produce, at a display, light levels proportional to light levels at the original scene. Many imaging systems are described as accurately conveying image information from "scene-to-screen." This thesis has shown that assumption to be wrong. Visual conditions (including absolute luminance and surround conditions) alter appearance. For a given colorimetric stimulus (such as XYZ or \(L^*a^*b^*\)), when scene illumination levels are diverse (the usual case), or consumer presentation conditions are diverse (also the usual case), colour appearance changes. In professional imaging, it is faithful portrayal of appearance that matters, not faithful reproduction of colour stimuli. A successful imaging system must compensate for expected appearance changes.

I explained how approval of imagery at a mastering display is the reference point for faithful presentation. Axiom Zero refers to this concept.

Colour management systems for graphic arts and digital photography are based upon input-referred and output-referred image data, but those systems were conceived for – and are effectively limited to – acquisition from scanned photographic media and presentation of reflective print media (having rather low contrast ratio and limited colour gamut). This thesis defined the term mastering-display-referred, and explained how that concept characterizes the image state of video data at mastering and distributed downstream from mastering. Such data carries explicit
or implicit information about visual conditions at mastering. Upstream of mastering, I described how a scene rendering transform is necessary to compensate for appearance shifts that would otherwise arise from variations in scene conditions. Downstream of mastering, when presentation conditions differ from mastering conditions, I described how a display rendering transform is necessary in order to compensate for appearance shifts that would be expected owing to diversity in displays and their viewing conditions.

**Perceptual uniformity**

It is a persistent source of confusion in digital imaging that the words *intensity, brightness,* and *lightness* are misused. This thesis clarified these terms and the underlying concepts.

Digital representation of image data is *perceptually uniform* if a small perturbation of a component value – such as the digital code value used to represent red, green, blue, or luminance – produces a change in light output that is approximately equally perceptible across the range of that value. I described how nearly all digital imaging systems have evolved to be tuned to vision’s nonlinearity in a manner that minimizes the number of bits per colour component. The issue is fundamental to the efficient storage and transmission of digital images; it is also fundamental to “lossy” image and video compression, where it is vital that information be discarded in a manner that minimizes perceptibility. I explained how the tuning is mainly a consequence of technological natural selection and accidents of history; the fundamental issues of perceptual uniformity are largely unknown and the technical literature is rife with misunderstanding. I clarified the concept of perceptually uniform coding and detailed its relationship to CIE lightness.

**Lightness mapping**

The visual psychophysics literature has not established consensus on whether lightness perception follows Stevens’ Law (where lightness is assumed to follow a power law of luminance) or the Weber-Fechner Law (where lightness is assumed to follow a logarithmic law). This lack of consensus extends into the engineering of imaging systems: There are conflicting accounts in the literature, with some sources describing digital image systems as conforming to Stevens’ Law and other sources describing them as conforming to the Weber-Fechner Law.

I showed that optimum digital image encoding should conform roughly to Stevens (power) Law in the lower realms of relative luminance (below about 10% of diffuse white), and conform roughly to the Weber-Fechner (logarithmic) Law in the higher realms. The thesis described how modern coding systems used in HD/UHD and digital cinema – for example, quasilog systems such as FilmStream, and “hyper-gamma” – conform to this interpretation.

Visual perception is modulated by the absolute luminance of colour stimuli: Colourfulness decreases as luminance decreases, even when chromaticity remains constant. However, imaging scientists and engineers ordinarily normalize image signals in the early stages of image acquisition and processing, and thereby discard perceptually meaningful differences in luminance. This normalization or scaling is so common that absolute luminance and relative luminance are often both sym-
bolized Y. I showed that absolute luminance is fundamental to image appearance, and how it deserves its own letter symbol, \( L \). I explained the importance of distinguishing and absolute luminance, relative luminance, and lightness, and I described the importance of carrying information about the overall scene illuminance into the imaging pipeline to enable compensation of appearance effects.

**Picture rendering in video/HD**

It is very widely believed that a camera’s mapping from light to signal, and a display’s mapping from signal to light, should be inverses. Common wisdom holds that a video camera converts light to signal according to a power function having an exponent of about \( 1/2.2 \) (about 0.45), and that a standard display converts signal to light according to a power function approximating a 2.2-power. I showed that the standard BT.709 camera encoding imposes an effective power of 0.5, not 0.45. The standard BT.1886 studio display imposes a power function having an exponent of 2.4, not 2.2. The ratio of 0.5 and 2.4 is 1.2: This thesis showed that a “factory setting” video/HD pipeline imposes a 1.2-power function from the scene to the mastering display. It is not referred to as such by the standards, but that end-to-end power applied to RGB tristimuli functions as a scene rendering transform.

In computing, a 2.2-power is standard (sRGB). Consumer television displays have no firm standards but “gamma” values are typically close to 2.2. I showed that the ratio of \( 2.2/2.4 \) (about 0.9) between these display conditions and the mastering condition has the effect of imposing a display rendering transform equivalent to a 0.9-power function on each of the \( R \), \( G \), and \( B \) tristimuli. I explained how application of this function is appropriate to compensate the higher luminance (about 320 nt diffuse white) and higher surround fraction (between 5% “dim” and 15–18% “average”) of these presentation conditions, compared to the mastering situation (100 nt and about 1% “very dim” surround).

I explained how appearance effects are compensated by signal processing in a process termed picture rendering. I showed that there are two distinct picture rendering transforms in professional imaging applications: the scene rendering transform and the display rendering transform. Because appearance depends upon both scene and display viewing conditions, scene-referred and display-referred image states must be distinguished. Many recent papers on HDR explain the importance of the optical-to-optical transfer function (OOTF). However, there are three important viewing conditions: scene, mastering, and consumer. This thesis explained why there are three important OOTFs – termed OOTF\(_1\), OOTF\(_2\), and OOTF\(_3\) – not one. Given the primacy of the mastering display in video distribution (Axiom Zero), only one of the three OOTFs – namely, OOTF\(_2\), as I term it – is important to video standards.

**Contrast and brightness**

Appearance effects in digital images have historically been partly compensated by CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls that are provided by tools in the production pipeline (in modern systems, even Photoshop), and made available to end-users of display equipment. The words used to label these controls are terribly confused, and the
order of their operation, although reasonably consistent, is not widely understood. The deficiencies affect billions of consumers. I presented a numerical analysis of the signal processing associated with CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS processing and showed that the dominant effect of the CONTRAST control is to alter visual brightness and that the dominant effect of the BRIGHTNESS control is to alter visual contrast. I explained why the appropriate user control to alter visual brightness is neither CONTRAST nor BRIGHTNESS, but the control labelled – completely nonintuitively – BACKLIGHT.

Medical imaging
Medical imaging has, for the last 10 years or so, used perceptually uniform coding (DICOM GSDF). However, medical imaging is primarily concerned with the preservation of just-noticeable-differences in image data values, and is not very concerned about the appearance of large luminance differences. Consequently, the coding and processing of medical image data is somewhat different from that of other applications of imaging. I explored those differences, and presented the mathematics underlying medical display calibration.

Wide colour gamut and high dynamic range
The most important practical application of appearance modelling in video is in high dynamic range (HDR) and wide colour gamut (WCG) systems. I analyzed the application of the principles described in this thesis to a commercially feasible HDR/WCG imaging system.

Summary
I have described how colour appearance effects arise in digital imaging. These effects potentially appear in two places: first, between a scene and a mastering display; and second, between a mastering display and a consumer display. Compensation for such appearance effects is necessary to make images look the same, even if colorimetric measures then differ. Compensation is almost always required in commercial imaging systems, but has not previously been studied systematically for digital media. In this thesis, I have shown that in modern HD/UHD practice, appearance effects between the scene and the mastering display are compensated by having “gamma” values in the camera and at the mastering display that combine to impose a 1.2-power function of RGB tristimuli. This power function has been described in prior literature as being required owing to “non-ideal” behaviour of various system components, but I argue that it is fundamental. I have described how the typical consumer display and sRGB “gamma” value of about 2.2, when applied to image data from from a standard mastering display, yields an appearance transform suitable for the consumer display and viewing conditions. I have framed the discussion in terms of HD/UHD, but such transforms are required in HDR between black and the diffuse white (as portrayed).

In summary, I have bridged between visual psychophysics, colour appearance theory, and the practice of image signal acquisition, processing, storage, transmission, and display in modern digital imaging systems.
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A Essential terms & concepts of picture rendering

This glossary describes terms relating to image appearance that are important to signal processing in professionally produced digital cinema and video/HD/UHD, and described in the body of the thesis. I assume familiarity with HD terminology, as covered in the Glossary of Poynton [2012].

**Absolute scene-referred** Scene-referred image data where image signal values or associated metadata convey estimated absolute luminance in the scene, such as the relation between signal value and the absolute luminance of an 18%, 90%, or other diffuse reflector in the scene under the dominant scene illuminant. According to ST 2065-1, ACES image data is supposed to be absolute scene-referred with a diffuse white luminance of 1 600 nt; however, in practice ACES image data is nearly always relative scene-referred.

**Axiom Zero (A0)** “Faithful (authentic) presentation is achieved in video/HD/UHD/D-cinema when imagery is presented to the consumer in a manner that closely approximates its appearance on the display upon which final creative decisions were approved.”

**Axiom Zero, Corollary Zero (A0C0)** “The original scene – if there is one – is not the reference point for faithful presentation.” The original scene is not the reference point for image fidelity for several reasons: [A] imagery may be synthetic (there may be no original scene); [B] colours in the original scene may be clipped or otherwise transformed to lie within the colour gamut of recording, mastering, distribution, and/or presentation; [C] the tone scale of the scene may be reduced or expanded for technical or artistic reasons; [D] arbitrary colour manipulation for artistic purposes may legitimately intervene between the scene and the mastered content; and [E] image data is typically transformed to achieve an approximate appearance match between the scene and the display (which is typically not nearly as bright as the scene and is typically viewed in a dim or dark surround).

**Axiom Zero, Corollary One (A0C1)** “When accessing mastering-display-referred material, it is reasonable to infer the director’s experience at the time of content approval; however, intent cannot be inferred objectively at the time and place of presentation.”

**Axiom Zero, Corollary Two (A0C2)** “To declare video to be scene-referred is to restrict or eliminate artistic freedom in choosing tone or colour in production and postproduction.”
Colour appearance  According to CIE, “aspect of visual perception by which things are recognized by their colour.” Colour is in the human eye and brain; it is not a completely physical phenomenon. Colour appearance, as used in digital imaging, refers to the variability of perceived colour of a physical stimulus (target), or its portrayal on a display, taking into account aspects of the visual stimulus and elements surrounding it in the visual field, including absolute luminance, object shape, angular subtense, visible texture, and spatial frequency.

Diffuse white  The absolute or relative luminance reflected in a Lambertian (nonspecular) manner by a white surface under nondirectional illumination; the digital representation of that luminance; or the absolute or relative luminance of the portrayal of that surface on a display. Under ordinary lighting, a diffuse white surface has a relative luminance (or luminance factor, or diffuse reflectance, or albedo) of around 0.9.

Director’s intent, Creative intent  See Axiom Zero.

Display-referred  Image data wherein intended appearance is obtained through a documented mathematical mapping from signal value to absolute colorimetric light at the surface of a particular display viewed in a particular, specified viewing condition.

Display rendering  Signal processing applied at display equipment downstream of mastering to compensate for visual appearance effects owing to differences between mastering display conditions in the mastering viewing environment and presentation display conditions in the presentation viewing environment (e.g., at a consumer’s premises). Display rendering is typically not required in digital cinema because display characteristics and viewing conditions at presentation (“exhibition”) closely match display and viewing conditions at mastering. In HD, display rendering is referenced to the studio reference display, which according to BT.1886 closely approximates a pure 2.4-power function and according to ST 2080-1 delivers 100 nt reference white. HD mastering is typically performed in a very dim surround of about 1 nt (1% of diffuse white). An appearance match on a brighter display in a brighter environment (e.g., sRGB as practiced, with reference/diffuse white portrayed at around 320 nt) requires a lower display power-function exponent (“gamma”) of around 2.2 – that is, display rendering is associated with a power-function having an exponent of about $2.2/2.4 = 0.9$.

An appearance match on a darker display in a darker environment (e.g., d-cinema, with diffuse white portrayed at about 32 nt) requires a higher display power-function exponent (“gamma”) of around $2.6/2.4 = 1.1$; that is, display rendering is associated with a power-function having an exponent of about 1.1.

Faithful/authentic presentation  See Axiom Zero. Faithful presentation of professionally created material is defined with respect to the experience (not the “intent”) of the creative group that mastered the content.

Image state  Information concerning display and viewing conditions that is necessary to enable reconstruction of image appearance from colorimetric image data. Key parameters include the chromaticity and absolute luminance of diffuse white and the chromaticity and absolute or relative luminance of the surround. In digital video/HD/UHD or d-cinema, image signal values are categorized as either scene-referred (typically associated with average luminance of 320 nt or more) or display-referred (typically associated with average luminance of 100 nt or
less). Display-referred image data can be distinguished as mastering-display-referred or referred to consumer display conditions.

**Mastering-display-referred**  Image data wherein intended appearance is obtained, or creative decisions were finalized, through a documented mathematical mapping from signal value to absolute colorimetric light at the surface of a standardized display (e.g., for HD, according to BT.1886 and SMPTE ST 2080-1) as viewed in a particular specified or standardized viewing condition.

**Physical contrast**  The ratio of a higher luminance value and a lower luminance value; possibly a ratio near unity (e.g., Weber ratio), a moderate ratio, or a large ratio (e.g., contrast ratio). Physical contrast is meaningful only when referenced to physical (optical) light levels.

**Picture rendering**  Signal processing to compensate for visual appearance effects owing to the ratio (often a factor of 1000 or more) in absolute luminance between diffuse white in a real or imagined scene and its portrayal on a display, transforming from scene-referred image data into display-referred image data. For professionally mastered content, picture rendering conceptually involves the concatenation of scene rendering and display rendering transforms. Picture rendering transforms are sometimes explicit, for example in ACES, where there are explicit rendering (RRT) and display (ODT) transforms. Picture rendering transforms are sometimes implicit in the concatenation of various transforms, for example in HD, where scene rendering is the concatenation of the camera’s OETF as adjusted, any processing alterations (e.g., in colour grading), and the display’s EOTF.

**Poynton’s Fourth Law**  “Downstream of program mastering, errors in production are indistinguishable from expressions of creative intent.”

**Presentation (portrayal, depiction)**  The process of converting image data to coloured light on a rectangular surface and optically conveying that light to the eyes of one or more observers. Presentation is distinguished from the scene, and distinguished from the optical image of the scene on a sensor surface (the focal plane image).

**Raw**  In digital photography, scene-referred image signal values – that is, image signal values absent any scene or display rendering transforms. Raw data may be radiometric or processed by a nonlinear OETF, and may be uncompressed or compressed. Raw data is typically in mosaic (“Bayer”) form, but may be demosaicked.

**Relative scene-referred**  Scene-referred image data where signal values convey estimated relative tristimulus values. (In relative-scene-referred image data, absolute luminance reference is not directly available.)

**Rendering**  Image data manipulation to achieve a desired image appearance.

**Rendering intent**  The term is best avoided in digital video/HD/UHD or d-cinema. 1. In ICC desktop and graphics arts colour management, metadata indicating colour treatment to render image data from the ICC profile connection space (see ISO 15076-1:2005) onto a device having certain gamut and/or viewing conditions. 2. In BBC HLG terminology, and BT.2390 terminology, picture rendering. In 2003, when image colour appearance terminology was in development, Poynton [2003] used the term rendering intent; in Poynton’s second edition [2012], that term was replaced by picture rendering.
Saturation  Ambiguous. 1. Colour saturation: Colourfulness relative to lightness; the degree to which a colour is judged to be free from mixture with white. Colour purity. 2. Sensor saturation: A condition where the magnitude of an optical stimulus exceeds the capacity of an image sensor element. 3. Signal saturation: A condition where an image signal is at the higher limit of its ability to represent optical magnitude. 4. Saturation: A user-accessible control that adjusts chroma of image signal values; more sensibly called CHROMA.

Scene-referred  For image data that is acquired from or otherwise intimately connected to a scene, the property of having a documented mathematical mapping from estimated colorimetric light (e.g., absolute or relative luminance, or tristimuli) to image signal value. Image signal value may be referenced to the scene directly, or may be referenced to the image (focal) plane of the sensor, in which case optical flare may be incorporated. In digital still photography, scene-referred image data is known as “raw.” Image data cannot be scene referred if any of the following conditions hold: [A] camera signal tone or colour mapping algorithms are unknown or undocumented; [B] camera adjustments apart from exposure or gain are made without being accompanied by documented algorithms and associated metadata; or [C] camera signal processing imposes significant gamut limitation with respect to the Pointer [1980] gamut, such as clipping to BT.709 gamut.

Scene rendering  Signal processing to compensate for visual appearance effects owing to the ratio (often a factor of 1000 or more) in absolute luminance between diffuse white in a scene and its portrayal on a mastering (studio reference) display. In HD, scene rendering is usually effected by the combination of the camera’s OETF (where the BT.709 standard OETF approximates a 0.5-power of scene tristimulus values) and a standard studio reference display in a known viewing condition (e.g., for HD, the pure 2.4-power function standardized by BT.1886 combined with 100 nt reference white luminance standardized by ST 2080-1 and approximately 1% surround ratio). For HD, an “end-to-end” power function (OOTF) exponent of approximately 1.2 results, suitable for scene diffuse white of about 3200 nt. (The terminal “end” in this case refers to the mastering display, not to a consumer display.)

Screen-referred  Please avoid this term; use display-referred. Because “screen-referred” is nearly a homonym of scene-referred, it is potentially confusing.

Visual contrast  The apparent (subjective, qualitative) difference, large or small, between two luminances or colours as judged by human vision.
B Seeing the light:
Missuse of the term intensity

Many common words used to describe light – such as lightness, brightness, intensity, and value – have special meanings in the technical domains of physics, optics, and colour science. In popular writing, lack of precision is understandable; To impose rigour on the beginner would deter understanding, not aid it. However, in technical sources such as textbooks and journal articles, lack of rigour is a serious flaw. Much image processing and video research is reported where it is impossible to determine from the published results whether the investigators were using pixel values that were physically linear or pixel values that were perceptually uniform. In this note I will set out several misused terms, and try to set straight some of the misunderstandings of the term with respect to digital imaging.

Intensity

Luminous intensity is one of the seven basic SI quantities. To be included among the seven base SI quantities, intensity must be important! Nonetheless, the term is widely misused in computer graphics, video, and other domains. Palmer [1993] lamented poor use of the term within the field of optics.

Intensity is flux – that is, power – per unit solid angle. The SI unit for power is the watt [W]; the SI unit for solid angle is the steradian [sr]. The SI unit for radiant (electromagnetic) intensity is watts per steradian [W/sr, or as I prefer to write it, W · sr⁻¹].

Intensity refers to flux emitted in a particular direction into a cone of infinitesimal “width” (or properly, solid angle). The reference solid angle corresponds to quite a broad cone, about 65.5° in diameter. However, expressing flux per steradian doesn’t require measuring across a whole steradian any more than you have to wait an hour to measure 55 mph, or wait a second to measure speed of 24.5872 m · s⁻¹. The physics and mathematics of this concept (and its unit) is that emitted flux in a particular direction is characterized without having to express the cone angle over which it was measured.

Intensity captures a source property from a distance. Intensity is defined so as to neutralize the inverse square law.

Radiometry deals with radiant intensity, whose units are watts per steradian (W · sr⁻¹). In photometry, the spectral intensity of radiometry is weighted by the spectral sensitivity of human vision – the V(λ), also
known as $\bar{y}(\lambda)$ – function of the CIE. Photometry deals with luminous intensity, whose units are candelas [cd], equivalent to lumens per steradian [lm · sr$^{-1}$]. Luminous intensity is appropriate to characterize the visible light output, in a specified direction, of a point-like source.

In image science, we are generally concerned with area-like sources. We need to include area in our units. Radiance is intensity per unit (projected) area; the SI derived unit is watts per steradian per meter squared [W · sr$^{-1}$ · m$^{-2}$]. To characterize radiance that has visual effect, we weight by $V(\lambda)$; the quantity is luminance, its SI derived unit is candela per meter squared [cd · m$^{-2}$], often colloquially called nit [nt].

Intensity is by definition proportional to physical light power; it is what I call a linear-light quantity.

**Misuse of intensity**

Nearly all image sensor devices (CCD and CMOS imagers) respond linearly to light power; however, in-camera processing typically subjects sensor values to a nonlinear mapping to produce pixel values. (For example, the camera may impose “gamma correction.”) The mapping typically approximates the human visual response to light power – that is, “gamma correction” approximates the CIE $L^*$ function. Pixel values are typically not proportional to light power; instead, they are typically coded in accordance with perceptual properties: pixel values are typically perceptually uniform.

The primary misuse of the term *intensity* involves using the word to describe pixel values independent of their relationship to the underlying physical quantities, and in particular, using “intensity” to denote perceptual quantities that are not proportional to light flux. For example, it is common to use the word *intensity* to describe pixel values in image processing software. For its first two decades, until version 5, the MATLAB system used the term “intensity image”; however, pixel values in MATLAB images are ordinarily proportional to displayed intensity raised to approximately the 0.42-power. The same situation pertains for Mathematica: The built-in symbol *GrayLevel* specifies what Mathematica calls “the gray-level intensity”; however, like MATLAB, pixel values in Mathematica images are ordinarily proportional to displayed intensity to the 0.42-power. It is common to use the word *intensity* to describe RGB values in computer graphics – for example, RGB values in a colour lookup table (CLUT). However, those colormap entries are actually perceptually uniform values (properly denoted $R'G'B'$, where the primes denote the nonlinearity with respect to physical power). In the $ICICP$ coding standardized in BT.2100 for HDR video, the $I$ stands for “intensity” – but the associated signal is perceptually coded, not radiometric.

A secondary misuse of *intensity* relates to the absence of area from its definition. Intensity characterizes light power emitted from a point-like source in a particular direction. In digital imaging we are ordinarily concerned with area-like sources, where characterization of power should be given per unit area. For example, a display screen is not characterized in candelas, the unit of luminous intensity, but in candelas per meter squared.

A third misuse of *intensity* relates to the fact that spectral content is absent from its definition in physics. This tertiary misuse of *intensity*
arises from use of the term to describe visible light. Only a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum is visible! If the adjective luminous is prepended, then the spectral weighting of is the CIE Standard Observer is meant; however, imaging systems rarely use cameras that accurately sense colorimetric quantities; usually, the best that is possible is to have an approximation of luminous intensity.

**Units of “brightness” in projection**

In the language of video and data projectors, the term “brightness” is used very loosely; according to the CIE, brightness can’t even be quantified! This section outlines how luminous power (flux) emitted from a projector is converted to luminance, the quantity that describes the visual effect of light in transit from the display surface to the viewers’ eyes.

Flux characterizes light output of a projector. The screen is located at some distance from the projector, and light falls off as the inverse of the square of that distance. When a given amount of flux fully illuminates a display screen – that is, when an appropriate combination of lens and viewing distance is used – then the illuminance incident on the screen is the flux divided by the screen area. The appropriate SI unit is lux \([\text{lx}]\); one lux is a lumen per metre squared.

The visual sensation of brightness of an image element isn’t determined by the flux or illuminance, but by the flux emitted from a small area of the image into a narrow beam directed toward the viewer’s eyes. To characterize the amount of light experienced by a viewer, the appropriate quantity is luminance, having units of candela per metre squared. Luminance quantifies light emitted from a direct-view display such as an LCD or AMOLED, or light reflected from a projector screen toward a viewer.

Assuming for the moment that the screen is perfect – what a colour scientist would call a perfect diffuse reflector (PDR) – the conversion of illuminance into luminance can be computed in SI units: Just divide illuminance (in lux) by \(\pi\) to obtain luminance (in nits).

In practice, a screen may have reflectance less than unity, or – if it has gain – effective reflectance greater than unity. To incorporate screen loss or gain, just use the appropriate factor (typically between 0.7 and 1.5).

Illuminance is a function of screen area. An image 1.33 m wide and 0.75 m high has an aspect ratio of 16:9 and an area of \(1 \text{ m}^2\); its image diagonal will be \(\sqrt{1.33^2 + 0.75^2}\), or about 1.5 m (60 in).

Take the example of projector having 2000 lumens fully illuminating a 4 \(\text{m}^2\) unity-gain screen. You can expect screen illuminance of 2000 lm divided by 4 \(\text{m}^2\), that is, 500 lx. Divide that value by \(\pi\) to obtain luminance; in this case, 160 nt. A modern desktop LCD display set to full brightness has luminance of about 320 nt: For this projector, you’ll want lighting that is somewhat subdued compared to that of an office environment. If you want luminance comparable to a desktop display, you’ll need flux of about 4000 lm. Projector manufacturers and system integrators often offer spreadsheets and web pages that perform such calculations. Beware projectors having white light output (WLO) larger than colour light output (CLO); such projectors have colour distortion.
Recommendations

- **Use intensity** to describe physical quantities that are proportional to light power and expressed per unit solid angle. If you don’t understand solid angle and steradians, then avoid the term.

- **Use radiance and luminance** to describe physical quantities that are proportional to light power and are expressed per unit solid angle, per unit projected area. If you don’t understand solid angle, steradians, and projected area, then be careful using these terms.

- **Use primes on quantities** such as $R'$, $G'$, $B'$, and $Y'$ when the corresponding quantities are perceptually coded, as in video, JPEG, and MPEG, and in most raster image files such as GIF, BMP, and TIFF.
C Review of perceptual uniformity and picture rendering in video

Digital image encoding is perceptually uniform if a small perturbation to a component value—such as the digital code value used to encode luminance, red, green, or blue—is approximately equally perceptible across the range of that value. Perceived lightness follows approximately a 0.42-power function with respect to luminance (which is, by definition, physical). The most effective use is made of a limited number of bits per component when coding approximates lightness.

Picture rendering refers to modifications to image data that are made in order to obtain subjectively correct reproduction under display and viewing conditions different from capture conditions.

Although the principles of perceptual uniformity and picture rendering are used in virtually all commercial imaging systems, their use in video is widely unknown or misunderstood. This appendix surveys the development and deployment of these concepts in video, from their origins in the 1930s to their contemporary use at present. Poynton [2012] surveys contemporary use of these concepts.

The following discussion assumes that you are familiar with colour science and with the basic concepts of video systems, and that you are familiar with video terminology. An introduction to the technical issues of perceptual uniformity is provided in Chapter 3, on page 11, and in Digital Video and HD Algorithms and Interfaces [POYNTON 2012]

History of perceptual uniformity

Perceptual uniformity in electronic imaging was appreciated almost three quarters of a century ago. In 1939, Maloff [1939] wrote this about black and white television:

A small increment in light intensity is more noticeable to the eye in dark parts of the picture than is the same increment in bright parts of the picture. When the picture at the receiver is expanded, the highlights are over-emphasized and shadows are under-emphasized, and in this way a greater amount of interference may be tolerated. … The expansion or increase in contrast may be applied either at the transmitter or the receiver, but the

1 The “picture” (really, luminance range) is “expanded” (increased) by the CRT’s power function, whose exponent is larger than unity.
interference consideration makes it more desirable to expand at
the receiver.

In his book about monochrome television, Fink [1940] summarized the
relationship of image coding and perceptual uniformity. Concerning the
525-line monochrome standard, established in 1941, he said:

*The transmitter output shall vary in substantially inverse logarithmic relation to the brightness [now, luminance] of the subject.*

The “logarithmic relation” reflects the Weber-Fechner law, which was
detailed by Fink. The reference to “inverse” concerns the transmitter’s
negative modulation polarity, which is irrelevant to our purposes.

In 1950, during development of the NTSC colour system, Mertz
[1950] published a comprehensive description of the issue. He con-
cluded (using the symbol n instead of today’s γ):

*The characteristic for n = 1 gives … the greatest susceptibility to additive noise. … As n is increased, the susceptibility to additive noise is reduced … The changes are slow beyond n = 2.*

Had Mertz explored values of γ much beyond 3, he would have found
noise in the whites.

In 1950, the noise was analog – what Maloff called “interference,”
and what Mertz called “random.” Nowadays, in digital systems, the
noise arises from quantization. However, whether noise arises from
analog or digital processes, the effects are similar. What Mertz describes
as “characteristic for n = 1” we would today term *linear-light.*

CRTs of Mertz’s day had power laws of about 2.3 ~ 2.5, and were
appreciated in his time to be well matched to perception. In his 1950
paper “Tone Rendition in Television,” Oliver [1950] gave quite a lucid
summary of the Weber-Fechner law applied to luminance, then stated:

*With a 2.5-root transmitter, a 2.5-power receiver, properly adjusted, would give linear reproduction … any receiver exponent lying between 2 and 3 is not too bad a match [to perception].*

Applebaum [1952] clearly expressed the desirability of nonlinear pro-
cessing in terms of vision:

*The brightness-transfer characteristic of the average picture tube compresses the shadow tones and expands highlight tones. However, it has been shown that the nonlinear characteristic of the average picture tube is almost ideal for minimizing noise sensitivity. This indicates that the precorrections for the nonlinear characteristic of the receiver should be applied at the transmitter …*

The FCC standard for NTSC [U.S. REG. TITLE 47, p 212] refers to R, G, and B signals

*… having a transfer gradient (gamma exponent) of 2.2 associated with each primary color.*

The parenthesized words are in the original. The standard fails to
describe whether the 2.2 value refers to the reciprocal of the effective
power function exponent at the encoder (what I term $γ_E$), or to the
effective power function exponent at the decoder ($γ_D$).
The FCC avoided placing a tolerance on gamma:

**Note:** At the present state of the art it is considered inadvisable to set a tolerance on the value of gamma ...

Apparently the issue was not sufficiently well understood in 1953 to standardize a firm number. The FCC has never revisited the issue.

NTSC was thereby standardized with decoding having an exponent of somewhere around 2.2, expecting encoding at the camera through a power function having an exponent of somewhere around \( \frac{1}{2.2} \) (gamma correction). In practice, decoding must have used the power function intrinsic in CRTs of the day, which I suspect had exponents around 2.3 or 2.4. Encoding would have been done with whatever function made the best looking pictures on such a display.

The Hazeltine Labs book [Hazeltine 1956] states:

... it is very beneficial from the standpoint of combating radio-path noise to have the receiver compress the dark shades and expand the light shades. The usual picture tube, either monochrome or color, has a characteristic in the right direction in this regard.

The passage refers to “radio-path noise”: additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the RF channel was the dominant noise source at the time. The perceptual coding that was effected by the power functions at the encoder and decoder caused noise to be distributed approximately uniformly across the tone scale from black to white.

The 2.2 figure – again without reference to whether it is intended for encoding or decoding – is documented in ITU-R Report 624 [ITU BT.624].

Many European video engineers expect the decoder gamma (of a studio display or a television receiver) to be 2.8: That value was enshrined in EBU standards, and is documented in ITU-R Rep. 624. I have found no evidence that such a high value has ever been used. To the contrary, Alan Roberts found values of the exponent in Europe between 2.2 and 2.4 [Roberts 1993], quite consistent with the 2.4 value found in North America.

The seminal documents of the NTSC used the term luminance signal. Judging from their published work, the participants in the first decade clearly understood that the signal was not linearly related to colour science luminance. However, over the following several decades the distinction was lost to almost everyone involved in video engineering. Despite its rigid definition in the colour science community as a linear-light quantity, the term luminance came to be used by the video engineering community to reflect the nonlinear quantity representing the achromatic signal. Confusion resulted. The confusion is discussed in Appendix A of Digital video and HDTV algorithms and interfaces [Poynton 2012]. The sloppy nomenclature made its way into ostensibly authoritative video references, such as Pritchard’s SMPTE paper [1977].

**History of perceptual uniformity in computer graphics**

Computer graphics pioneers recognized early on the importance of perceptual uniformity (although they did not give it that term – or indeed, any particular term). Tom Stockham, at the University of Utah, analysed...
the situation very thoroughly in a 1972 paper [STOCKHAM 1972], and
detailed the advantages of logarithmic coding. Shortly afterward, that
university became a hotbed of computer graphics development. Edwin
Catmull – later to found Pixar – attended that university, and in 1979
characterized the transfer of computer images to film; he considered
perceptual requirements, but used the word “intensity” quite loosely)
[CATMULL 1979].

Alvy Ray Smith joined Catmull at NYIT. In his quest to adapt video
principles to computer graphics, Smith apparently encountered the
word luminance (presumably from Pritchard’s paper). Smith apparently
correlated Pritchard’s use of the term luminance with his own know-
ledge of the term as used in colour science. Understandably – though
wrongly – he concluded that video “luminance” and colour science
luminance were identical. His 1978 paper [SMITH 1978] clearly pre-
sented “NTSC luminance” as a linear combination of RGB. So, percep-
tual uniformity was appreciated, but it was mistakenly not understood
to extend to video. Smith’s conclusions were published in the highly
influential proceedings of the SIGGRAPH conference.

It took only a few years for Smith’s interpretation to pervade com-
puter graphics. The seminal textbook by Foley and van Dam states,
without attributing any primary sources [FOLEY 1984],

*The Y component of YIQ is not yellow but luminance, and
is defined to be the same as the CIE Y primary.*

Foley and van Dam discuss the desirability of an exponential relation-
ship between RGB digital code values and the associated tristimulus
values (“intensities”), thereby suggesting a logarithmic relationship
between “intensities” and code values. However, like Smith, they fail
to extend this concept to video, and wrongly describe video as having
linear-light coding. Foley and van Dam cite Pritchard’s 1977 paper.
Clearly, Pritchard’s failure to properly describe video’s “luminance”
contributed strongly to subsequent misunderstanding.

Foley and van Dam subsequently revised their book into several
editions (adding co-authors Feiner and Hughes), and unknowingly
propagated the error. The die was cast. Confusion was to reign for the
next few decades. With the emergence of colour management systems
around 1995, colour science concepts and terminology reached a broad
audience among computer professionals, and – perhaps a decade later –
a broad audience among video professionals. Only since 2005 or so has
the confusion begun to subside.

**History of picture rendering in video**

Well before the invention of the NTSC colour system, the necessity of
picture rendering – then termed “modification to the tone scale” – was
appreciated for monochrome television. Maloff stated [1939],

*Unity gamma is not sufficient for transmitting studio and
outdoor pickup and for such occasions the contrast should be
raised [to achieve a 2] resultant overall contrast of 1.6.*

---

2 The phrase in square brackets is mine.
The high value of 1.6 is presumably due to displays of the time being rather dim.

Fink’s 1940 book [1940] contains this passage:

*An over-all value of gamma of between 1.2 and 1.7 is used in commercial motion pictures ... similar values of gamma should serve equally well for television work.*

Maloff’s terms “unity gamma” and “resultant overall contrast” and Fink’s term “over-all value of gamma” all refer to the end-to-end power function exponent – the product of the gamma exponents at each stage. Today, some people call this “system gamma.” Decades ago, the “system” comprised just a few subsystems between the original scene and eventual presentation; in that era, the term “system gamma” was unambiguous. Now, many subsystems intervene between capture and display, and many people use the term “system gamma” to refer to the power function imposed by an individual subsystem, thereby introducing ambiguity and confusion. Lacking a clear delineation of what constitutes the “system,” I avoid the term.

The 1953 U. S. FCC standard for NTSC [U. S. Reg. Title 47, p 212] refers to R, G, and B signals ... having a transfer gradient (gamma exponent) of 2.2 associated with each primary color.

Describing the NTSC colour system, the famous Hazeltine book cited in the margin [HAZELTINE 1956] states:

*... typical conditions might include a [gamma] corrector adjusted to an exponent of 0.64 (= 1/1.6), which will reduce the 2.2 of the picture tube to 1.4 for the system.*

I find Hazeltine’s quoted CRT exponent of 2.2 somewhat low. Some accounts of the time quote CRT exponents as high as 2.75. Bingley’s 1954 paper [1954] on transfer characteristics discusses, on page 75, an encoder having an exponent of 1/2.2 (1/γE) mated to a decoder having an exponent of 2.75 (γD), yielding an end-to-end exponent of 1.25.

I find it impressive that the NTSC researchers identified the necessity of perceptually uniform coding, and that they understood the necessity of applying an end-to-end power function to impose what we now call picture rendering. However, colour appearance phenomena were not sufficiently well understood to permit exact encoding and decoding exponents to be standardized.

During the decades following the introduction of NTSC broadcasting, a deeper understanding of the implications of nonlinear encoding and decoding developed. In 1967, Bartleson and Breneman published the results of some experiments in photographic reproduction [BARTLESON 1967]. Later, DeMarsh extended their results to television. By 1975, DeMarsh was aware that many video engineers were under the mistaken impression that end-to-end linearity was a goal, and he stated with confidence [DEMARSH 1972],

*It is often assumed that television should have a system gamma of unity. ... This assumption is wrong.*
DeMarsh continued,

*When we look at television pictures in a dark surround, we prefer a television system gamma of 1.5. If we view the same pictures with a dimly lit surround*\(^3\) \((1/10 \text{ of picture highlight luminance})\), *we prefer a gamma of 1.2; if we view these pictures with a bright surround (equal to highlight luminance), we want a gamma of 1.0.*

The parenthetical phrases are in the original. Sproson’s book [1983] refers to encoding with \(\gamma_e = 1/2.2\) and decoding with \(\gamma_d = 2.75\). This achieves an end-to-end exponent of 1.25, in good agreement with DeMarsh’s 1.2 value for a dim surround; however, I find Sproson’s quoted exponent of 2.75 to be unreasonably high.

According to Roberts’ paper [1993], typical display exponents 25 years ago were between 2.3 and 2.4. I have concluded that professional studio displays configured for studio control room environments since that time, and in use today for HD, have exponents very close to 2.4; that value that was finally standardized for HD by ITU-R in 2011, as BT.1886.

**Perceptual uniformity in medical imaging**

Peter Barten [1999, 2004] developed an analytical model of the luminance threshold of human vision over a wide range of luminance levels. The model is parameterized by eight or so parameters. The medical display industry embraced Barten’s solution, assigned suitable parameter values, and adapted his model as the DICOM standard greyscale display function (GSDF) [ACR/NEMA PS 3.14 2009]. The GSDF is defined for display luminance between 0.05 and 4000 nt. This function serves as an EOTF, but it is altered by a standard mechanism to adapt to the minimum and maximum absolute luminance values attainable on a particular display.

---

3 Today, “dim surround” would be \(1/20\) of reference white, i.e., 5%. Today’s HD is mastered at “very dim surround” of about 1% of reference white.